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ABS1RACT 
The objective of the CU1TeJ1t study was to simulate the steady-state performance of an 
automotive air conditioning plate-fin evaporator. A one-zone model was defined for conditions 
when the evaporator outlet refrigerant exited as a two-phase mixture. A two-zone model was 
defined for conditions when the evaporator outlet refrigerant exited in a sUperheated state. An 
intermediate state was defined where the refrigerant changes from a saturated to a superheated 
vapor. 'Ibis intermediate state devided the evaporator into an evaporating and superheating 
section (Le. a two-zone model). The models were based on basic refrigerant momentum 
equations, air-side enthalpy potential equations, and air-side mass transfer equations. Each of 
these equations were applied to each section of the models. In order to predict the surface 
temperature, a refrigerant-side thermal resistance was defined thus allowing the surface 
temperature to "float" between the air and refrigerant temperatures. Furthermore, the predicted 
surface temperature was used for calculations in the enthalpy potential and the mass transfer 
equations. Embedded into each equation are parameters which are specific to both the heat 
exchanger geometry and the two working fluids (air and R-134a). Correlations for each of 
these parameters were determined with a least-squares fit of experimental data. Equation forms 
for the correlations developed were based on correlations found in the literature. It was found 
that the one- and two-zone models were able to predict the evaporator energy transfer, 
refrigerant pressure drop, air humidity ratio change, and air temperature change within a small 
percentage of the measured values. Finally, it was found that the trends for the model 
correlations developed described the parameters well. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Objectives 
In the past several years there has been a movement in the automotive industry to 
optimize the overall performance of the air conditioning systems. Improved performance can 
be achieved by lowering the power required by the air conditioning compressor while 
maintaining the same level of compartment cooling capabilities. This enhanced performance 
can be achieved by inuoducing optimal control algorithms to the air conditioning system. The 
purpose of this study is to begin the development of an automotive air conditioning evaporator 
model This model will eventually become part of an entire air conditioning system model 
This system model can then be used to design and test optimal control algorithms and the air 
conditioning system can be optimized. 
A mobile air conditioning system almost always operates under transient conditions. 
These transients include the following: engine speed, air flow ratestbrough the evaporator and 
the condenser, the cycling on and off of the compressor to avoid the development of frost on 
the evaporator coils, and the heat load in the compartment. It is for these reasons that the final 
system model must be able to simulate transient evaporator performance. 
The objective of the present study will be to introduce the transient equation forms, and 
then to develop a steady-state model The steady-state model will provide the steady-state 
parameters and equations for which the transient model will be based. The steady-state model 
will be able to pmfict the refrigerant pressure drop, the energy transfer rate experienced by the 
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evaporator refrigerant and the air streams, and the change in the air humidity ratio through the 
evaporator. 
The system simulation time will be kept short in order to allow reasonable time for the 
testing of the control algorithms •. Though the program execution time will be short, the model 
will be able to simulate the evaporator performance with a desired accuracy. The' model 
equations will be simple in form and based on basic energy, momentum, and conservation of 
mass equations so as to avoid the complexities of a finite difference model. 
Since the automotive industry has committed to using refrigerant R-134a (1,1,1,2 
tetrafluoroethane) in all its mobile air conditioning systems in the near future, the model 
parameters developed in this study will be exclusive for R-134a. There will also be physical 
parameters embedded into the model equations which are specific to the plate-fin evaporator of 
interest to the present study. These physical parameters will allow the potential of investigating 
heat exchanger design changes without exhaustive experimental efforts. 
The model parameters will all be based on data collected from a mobile air conditioning 
experimental facility. This facility will be described in detail. The test procedure for obtaining 
the test data will also be described. 
Background 
The mobile air conditioning transient modeling study is part of the research being 
conducted at the Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Center (ACRC) at the University of 
Dlinois at Urbana-Champaign. 
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The overall experimental facility was designed by Michael (1989). Most of the 
fabrication of the main air loops and the compressor stand was accomplisheCl by Michael and 
Kempiak (1991). Kempiak's work included the steady-state modeling of the condenser. The 
author continued the fabrication started by Kempiak, which included the addition of a 
refrigerant filter, a flow restricting ball valve, and a manual expansion device. In addition, a 
verific8tiOll of all the experimental facility sensoring devices was also accomplished 
3 
Chapter 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Introduction 
A great deal of literature exists on the transient analysis of vapor-compression cycles 
utilizing non-plate type heat exchangers. This research includes experimental studies of 
transient vapor-compression cycles as well as analytical transient models of components and 
entire vapor-compression systems. This literature provides background knowledge which is 
valuable to the present work; it shows fundammtal equations for heat exchangers, it introduces 
the methodology for transient terms for each component. of several vapor-compression 
systems, and it explains experimental techniques employed in similar studies. The goal of the 
present study is to develop a transient model for a plate heat exchanger of an automotive air 
conditioning system. Since little research has been done in this area, insight from similar 
works involving ctifferent heat exchanger types will be necessary. 
This literature review is divided into three sections. The first section is a review of 
analytical and experimental work involving vapor-compression systems and components 
involving non-plate type heat exchangers. The second section summarizes several research 
efforts involving plate heat exchangers. These papers describe experimental efforts, modeling 
efforts, and general design information for plate heat exchangers. The third section explains 
the implications of the nwiewed papers on the current study. 
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Non-Plate Type Heat Excbangers 
In order to obtain simple model equations for the components of a vapor-compression 
system utilizing non-plate type heat exchangers, research involving steady-state system 
modeling was investigated. The system modeling work includes papers by Ellison, Creswick, 
Rice, Jackson, and Fischer (1979)*; Davis and Scott (1976)*; Davis, Chianese, and Scott 
(1972)*; and Martin (1981)*. 
In addition to steady-state system models, several steady-state finned-tube evaporator 
models were also investigated. Oskarsson, Krakow, and Lin (1990) developed three 
evaporator models for operation with dry, wet, and frosted surface conditions. These three 
models included: 1) a finite element mc;xiel, 2) a three-region model, and 3) a parametric model 
Part I of the paper details the heat transfer coefficients, mass transfer coefficients, and pressure 
loss factors used in each of the three models. These parameters are obtained from current 
literature that yielded the best correlation between the data simulated by the three evaporator 
models aDd the data obtained experimentally by the authors. Part IT of the paper presented each 
of the three models individually. This presentation included a summary of the assumptions 
made for each model and a comparison of the results for each of the models with experimental 
data. 
Kempiak (1991) developed a three-zone model for the condenser of an automotive air 
conditioning system. The three zones were a desuperheating section, a condensing section, 
and a subcooling section. The working fluid used in this research was R-I34a. The overall 
heat transfer coefficient and the friction factor for each section was determined with steady-state 
data using a least-squares analysis. The model provides predictions for pressure drop and 
energy rate within ± 10% of experimental data. This work also introduced theory for 
• An exflmSive nMew of this paper can be found in Kempiak (1991). 
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developing a transient three-zone condenser model using a simple implicit Euler method to 
solve the developed equations for each time step. 
Other work involving transient response models of vapor-compression cycle 
components utilizing non-plate type heat exchangers provides insight to basic transient 
component modeling. Among the component modeling literature is Chapter 3 in "Compact 
Heat Exchangers" by Kays and London (1984)*, and papers by Myers, Mitchell, and Norman 
(1967)*; Myers, Mitchell, and Linderman (1970)*; Yamashita, Izumi, and Yamaguchi 
(1978)*; Gvozdenac (1986)*; and Wedekind, Bhatt, and Beck (1978)*. 
Beyond the research done on transient response models of vapor-compression cycle 
components, extensive work has been done on transient system response models. Research in 
this area was done by Dhar and Sodel (1979)*, Chi and Didion (1982)*, and MacArthur 
(1984)*. 
In the area of systems using alternative refrigerants, Sami and Duong (1991) developed 
a basic finite element computer program to predict the dynamic performance of heat pumps 
using pure R-134a. The conservation equations were written for the primary fluid 
(refrigerant), the secondary fluid (water or air), and for the heat exchanger wall. Correlations 
for the two-phase and single-phase pressure drops in the heat exchangers were developed at the 
National Research Council of Canada (NRC) for R-134a, and the heat transfer coefficients 
were obtained using NRC data on R-134a for water/refrigerant and air/refrigerant. The results 
of the model are compared with results obtained using R-12. 
Lastly, experimental studies of transients involving vapor-compression systems 
utilizing non-plate heat exchangers was examined in papers by Neckowitz, Murphy, 
* Refers to foolDOte on page S. 
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Goldschmidt, and Johnson (1984)*; Tanaka, Ikeuchi, and Yamanaka (1982)*; Mulroy and 
Didion (1985)*; Miller (1985)*; and Belth and Tree (1986)*. 
Plate Heat ExchaDlers 
The majority of the pub~ed research done on plate heat exchangers has been limited 
to design and heat transfer analysis. Very little research has been done in the area of plate heat 
, 
exchanger modeling, especially in cases where evaporation or condensation occurs. Since the 
goal of the Pft'SCDt study is to model a plate heat exchanger type evaporator, it was important to 
investigate all available literatul'e in order to gain as much insight into plate heat exchangers· as 
possible. 
Bell (1986) provided an overview of the production, use, and maintenance of plate heat 
exchangers. Although no reference was made to plate heat exchangers being used in 
automotive air conditioning applications, applications in the oil, food, and dairy industries were 
discussed. Mostly liquid to liquid heat exchangers were considered; however, Bell did allow 
for two-phase flows with low vapor fractions - no evaporation was mentioned. Bell discussed 
pressure and temperature limitations due to the assembly of the plates and frequent use of 
gaskets in plate heat exchanger con~on. Even though preSSUIe limitations for plate heat 
exchangers am more restrictive than limitations for shell and tube heat exchangers, plate heat 
exchangers generally represent much more efficient heat transfer surfaces. Heat transfer 
coefficients for plate heat exchangers tend to be rather high due to the 1'q)Cated expansion and 
contraction of the flow through the geometry of the plate surfaces. Some figures for a range of 
plate heat exchanger sizes and appropriate pressUIe limitations were also given. 
* Refers to fooInote 011 page s. 
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A brief history and several advantages and disadvantages of plate heat exchangers an: 
given by Raju and Bansal (1986). Again the discussion relates to plate heat exchangers as 
applied to liquid to liquid heat exchange. The aVailability of specially designed plate heat 
exchangers for duties involving evaporation and condensation systems is mentioned. The 
superior performance of plate heat exchangers is accomplished by a relatively quick transition 
to turbulence of the exchanger fluid due to the plate geometty, which is accompanied by a large 
pressure drop. This high turbulence in a plate heat exchanger leads to very high heat transfer 
coefficients (as seen by Bell), low fouling rates, and reduced heat exchanger size. The thin 
plates of a plate heat exchanger reduce wall resistance. With the high heat transfer coefficients, 
the plate heat exchanger can utilize up to 829f1 of the theoretical Log Mean Temperature 
Difference (LM1D), while shell-and-tube units an: only capable of utilizing S()tl, of it. In other 
words, plate heat exchangers an: much more effective than other configumtions. The authors 
claim that plate heat exchangers are not suitable as air coolers. 
Raju and Bansal also presented a number of correlations which are helpful in designing 
plate heat exchangers to meet certain specifications. These correlations, which provide LMTD 
corrections and estimations of heat transfer and pressure drop, were acquired from a search of 
available literature. The two basic design methods which were developed are: 1) the LM1D 
Approach, and 2) the Effectiveness-NlU Method. Again, the design domain here is for liquid 
to liquid heat exchange. Correlations an: given for heat transfer involving both laminar and 
turbulent flows. The LMTD corrections will allow the design of a plate heat exchanger with 
both counterflow and crossflow passes. Step by step design methods were presented for both 
the LMTD approach and the Effectiveness-NTU method of design. Lasdy, a section of 
comparison between plate heat exchangers and shell-and-tube heat exchangers was presented. 
Westwater (1986) describes a method of design for compact heat exchangers (a type of 
plate heat exchanger) ~th phase change. This research includes both evaporation and 
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condensation. The heat exchange is between R-113 (the working fluid) and air. The modeling 
equations used to predict the varying quality ofR-113 through the heat exchanger assume that 
the liquid-vapor mixture was homogeneous. The author poses the question as to whether or 
not this assumption is reasonable. If the flow channels of the heat exchanger were straight and 
smooth, then this assumption would seem unreasonable. But in this case, where the fins are 
interrupted, this assumption does seem reasonable. Because of the interference of the flow by , 
the heat exchanger geometry, well-developed boundary layers may never build up, and well-
developed velocity profiles may never form. 
Another investigation into the design of a plate heat exchanger was done by Ohara and 
Takahashi (1988). This paper described the design and development of a new 1800 U-turn 
automotive air conditioning evaporator. This research is purely experimental. It implemented a 
return pass over each plate of the heat exchanger. By eliminating half the tank space necessary 
for the heat exchanger, half the inefficient heat transfer area was also' eliminated. This 
experimental study also involved the redesign of the cross ribs at the return bend to reduce 
stagnated flow and liquid deficient regions. The changes made during this research brought 
about a more uniform outlet air temperature distribution. In addition, the target of 15 % 
improved performance compared to the serpentine tube type heat exchanger was attained. The 
working fluid used in this research was not mentioned. 
Additional e~ntal testing on a new 1800 U-turn plate heat exchanger used as an 
automotive air conditioning evaporator was done by Ohara, Yamamoto, and Matsuzaki (1990). 
Both a smooth tube and a cross-ribbed tube were investigated. The working fluid used in this 
research was R-12. The authors concluded that the cross-ribbed tube created a more uniform 
wall-temperature distribution (Le. a more uniform heat-transfer distribution). The authors 
attributed this improved uniform distribution to the disturbance of the flow by the ribs. In 
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addition, the improved wall-temperature distribution gave an improved cooling perfonnance 
and a more uniform cooled air-tempe1'8t1R distribution. 
In other areas of plate heat exchanger research, Focke (1983) developed a heat transfer-
energy dissipation analogy for plate heat exchangers;. -W"uh this analogy, the pressure drop ~ 
heat transfer were directly mated to the Reynolds number. This analogy was correlated from 
available data on turbulent transfer in plate heat exchangers. The results of this work were 
presented in terms of a herringbone pattern angle _ of plate colTUgation. This herringbone 
pattern angle of plate cormgation was developed for plate heat exchangers comprised of flat 
plate passes. This research, therefore, holds only for this type of plate heat ~changer. The 
possibility of two-phase flow was not addressed in this work. 
Panchal, Hillis, and Thomas (1983) investigated convective boiling in a plate heat 
exchanger. This heat exchanger was originally designed for water to water heat exchange. In 
this researeh, ammonia was used as the working fluid and water was used as the secondary 
fluid. This wor.k: was an experimental evaporation study of a plate heat exchanger. Although 
no experimental data was compared with - theoretical predictions, several interesting 
observations were made. The mode of heat transfer that occured was dominated by nucleate 
boiling near the inlet of the heat exchanger, and by two-phase flow forced-convection 
evaporation near the oudet of the heat exchanger. No two-phase flow instability was observed 
during the tests. Once again an increase in the overall heat-ttansfer coefficient was 
accompanied by an increase in pressure drop for the working fluid. Finally, the overall thennal 
performance of the heat exchanger was significandy improved by enhancing the working fluid 
side heat transfer surface. 
The same heat exchanger examined above was later used by Panchal (1985) in a study 
of condensation in a plate heat exchanger. Again, ammonia was used as the working fluid and 
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water was used as the secondary fluid. The overall heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop 
of the heat exchanger were measured. The experimental data were compared with theoretical 
predictions. In the analysis, a gravity-controlled condensation process was modeled 
for two-p~ flow characteristics -of plate heat exchangers, the correlations and analyses for 
smooth-tube configurations were used. In conclusion, this analysis showed that the overall 
heat transfer coefficient could be predicted with an average uncertainty of about 10 %. 
Xu and Carey (1987) report on measured local heat transfer data and visual 
observations for two-phase flow in a cross-ribbed channeL This cross-ribbed channel has 
geometry similar to that used in formed-plate heat exchangers. Methanol and n-butanol are 
used as the primary working fluids in this tesearCh. The experimental cross-ribbed channel is 
comprised of one heated wall and three other adiabatic walls. 
Results for vertical, horizontal, and side heated flows are presented. For some 
orientations, partial dryout of the heated wall of the channel was sometimes observed which 
mluced the heat transfer coefficient. A photograph of one of these dryout regions is presented 
in the paper. In addition to two-phase data, data for single-phase flow of liquid data are also 
examined. Two-phase flow cmrelations were developed. Graphs of heat transfer coefficient 
verses fluid quality are presented by the authors. No pressure drop data is included in this 
research. 
Cohen and Carey (1989) extended the work of Xu and Carey and examined the 
changes in flow boiling performance characteristics associated with different rib geometries. 
The working fluids in this research were butanol, methanol, and R-113. Correlations were 
developed which describe local heat transfer coefficients as a function of the fluid quality and 
mass flow rate. The paper provided pictures which show the flow characteristics and dryout 
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areas of the clwmel flow. The results of this study indicate that the geometry of a cross-ribbed 
channel does have a significant effect on the flow boiling heat transfer perfonnance, and must 
be carefully chosen in onIer to produce enhanced perfonnance. 
Khan, Baker, and- Wardle (1987) investigated the dynamic performance of a 
countercurrent flow plate heat exchanger. This type of heat exchanger is often used in the 
chemical or petrochemical industries. The working and secondaly fluids used in this resean:h 
WeIe water. To begin the investigation, the plate heat exchanger was experimentally tested for 
its dynamic response to both a sinusoidal and a step disturbance to the hot fluid stream. The 
cold fluid stream temperature response was recorded every four seconds after each hot fluid 
disturbance. First- and second-cmler models with dead time WeIe proposed and compared to 
the results ~ the sinusoidal and step experimental testing mentioned above. It was found that 
variations in the hot fluid stream mass flow and temperature created a dynamic response for the 
cold fluid stream that could be better described by the second order transfer function. This 
reseat'Ch did not include evaporating flow. 
A IlUIDe1'ical model to analyze flow of R-12 with simultaneous heat and mass transfer in 
a plate type air conditioning evaporator was developed by Bathla and Mukerjee (1990). A 
number of assumptions were made in the development this model: 1) the evaporation process 
was assumed to be dominated by forced convection heat transfer when the refrigerant quality is 
less than 95%, and dryaut heat transfer when the refrigerant quality is greater than 95%, 2) the 
refrigerant flow is assumed to be steady and two-dimensional, and 3) the properties of the two 
phases of the fluid are assumed unchanged in the evaporator from its inlet to the outlet. The 
frictional losses due to refrigerant flow through the dimples of the evaporator was described by 
correlations for two-phase cross-flow past vertical tubes. The computational grid was 
cons11'l1Cted with 35 cells in the longitudinal direction and 22 cells in the lateral direction. The 
size of these cells corresponded roughly to the size of the dimples in the evaporator. The 
12 
authors did not attempt to study the effect of grid refinement. The flow field was analyzed for 
six different cases covering a range of mass inflow rates, refrigerant inlet qualities, and 
evaporatorflowm:as. 
Bathla and-Mekerjyresent the predicted quality, evaporator wall temperature, and 
cooling effectiveness at four different points through the evaporator for each of the six cases 
studied. The results show that the refrigerant gas velocities are higher than the liquid 
velocities. The refrigerant quality through the evaporator shows that evaporation primarily 
occurs in the beginning part of the evaporator pass. The evaporation rate is strongly influenced 
by the inlet quality and flow rate of the refrigerant. Fmally, the wall temperatures are low and 
change very little as long as the refrigerant quality is less than 9S,*,. 
Implications 01 Praetic:al Papers lor Current Evaporator Modeling 
The preceding papers are relevant to this study because they give both experimental 
analysis and analytical background which will prove to be important to the current study. 
The research involving steady state system modeling and component modeling (both 
involving non-plate heat exchangers) will provide insight to developing basic equations to 
describe complex situations. Martin used a number of curve fits in his model to simulate the 
components. This model incorporates a Newton-Raphson technique to solve for a set of non-
linear equations which can be solved simultaneously for steady state conditions. 
The wet evaporator model developed by Oskarsson, Krakow, and Lin examined the 
task of modeling the condensation of water from moist air on the evaporator coil. Their 
method of distinguishing the condition (dry,wet, or frost) of the evaporator surface is of great 
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interest to the present study. Of particular interest are the three zone and the parametric models 
which have been developed. 
The transient non-plate type component models provide basis for the formulation of 
equations involving transient terms. They also provide background for the solution schemes 
availa~le to solve these equations. The experimental transient studies of systems comprised of 
non-plate type heat exchangers give physical understanding to the nature of the dynamic 
performance of vapor-compression systems and their components. For example, the 
migration of refrigerant in a vapor-compression cycle is a vital concern to the modeling of a 
transient heat exchanger. 
Kempiak introduce a simple implicit Euler method that is used to solved time dependent 
equations. This method allows transient modeling with little computational time. Their method 
of developing heat transfer and pressure drop correlations using experimental data is applied to 
the cmrent study. 
Since little research has been done in the area of plate heat exchanger modeling, it was 
necessary to review all available plate heat exchanger literature. Papers by Bell and by Raju 
and lagdi~h provide some background on the applications of plate heat exchangers. These 
authors reported on the increased heat transfer and pressure drop associated with plate heat 
exchangers. 
Papers by Ohara and Takahashi; Ohara, Yamamoto, and Matsuzald; Xu and Carey; and 
Cohen and Carey describe the flow of the working fluid through the heat exchanger plates. A 
visualization of this flow will certainly aid in making model assumptions. 
14 
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Although Fockets study of pressure drop and heat transfer in plate heat exchangers 
presented a correlation for single-phase flow, these same relationships may be examined in the 
present study for lack of alternatives. Similarly, Panchal used correlations for smooth-tube 
. configurations for condensation in a plate heat exchanger and was able to predict the overall 
heat transfer coefficient within 10% of experimental data. Finally, Bathla and Mukerjee used 
correlations for vertical smooth tubes to describe the frictional losses . due to flow through the 
dimples of a plate heat exchanger. 
In conclusion, there are few available correlations for pressure drop and heat transfer 
for plate heat exchangers. No correlations are available for a plate heat exchanger similar to 
that used as an evaporator in an automobile air conditioning system. In addition, the possibility 
of obtaining correlations for pressure drop and heat transfer of R-I34a in plate heat exchangers 
is, at this time, an impossibility. Therefore, correlations for plate heat exchangers will have to 
be "fit" to cment system experimental data so that a model of an evaporator for an automotive 
air conditioning system can be developed. 
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Cbapter 3 
TRANSIENT EVAPORATOR MODEL 
Introduction 
The development of a transient evaporator model is described in this chapter. The 
general equations which describe the refrigerant mass flow rate, energy transfer, and change in 
momentum through the heat exchanger are presented. General model equations are also 
developed to predict air-side energy transfer and dehumidification. In addition, a general 
enthalpy potential rate equation is also developed to predict the air-side heat and mass transfer 
of the heat exchanger. These equations can be applied to each of the two possible sections of 
the evaporator. These sections are the evaporating section, and the superheating section. A 
discussion of both the one- and two-section models is presented in this chapter. 
The variation of several refrigerant properties through the length of the evaporator is 
investigated in this chapter. An understanding of the refrigerant property variation will help to 
identify which properties can best represent the refrigerant in each control volume of the model 
In addition, a description of the methods of generating property data for both refrigerant R-
134a and moist air are also presented. 
The model predicts evaporator performance for both a wet and a dry evaporator 
surface. The methodology for the distinction between these two conditions is an important 
factor in the model and is included in a separate section of this chapter. The solution technique 
for the four possible model situations is also included. 
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To conclude this chapter, a discussion of computer program considerations are 
presented. These considerations include the method for distinguishing between the application 
of the two-section and the one-section model, the model potential for evaporator design change 
investigation, the diversity of model inputs, and the estimation of the model parameters. 
General Model Description 
The evaporator modeled in this study is of the plate-fin heat exchanger type. In this 
study, no attempt will be made to account for the actual complex geometry experienced by both 
the refrigerant and the air. Instead, the equations developed will attempt to generate a simple 
plate-fin heat exchanger model based on refrigerant and air inputs and outputs as obtained from 
experimental data. Refrigerant pressure drop, momentum change, and temperature change will 
be predicted. The air-side calculations will neglect the pressure drop associated with air flow 
across the evaporator. Predictions for air temperature and humidity changes will be made 
when necessary. The dehumidification of the moist air will be described by the mass transfer 
equation developed. The overall energy transfer of the heat exchanger will be described by an 
enthalpy potential equation based on the average of the inlet and outlet air enthalpies, and the 
enthalpy at the evaporator surface. 
Figure 3.1 shows a schematic of the plate-fin type evaporator utilized in this study. 
The circuiting of the refrigerant flow is represented by the arrows in the figure. The refrigerant 
enters the evaporator and flows into a header containing three baffles. The refrigerant proceeds 
through three sets of plates to a larger header and baffles on the opposite side of the evaporator. 
The refrigerant then travels from the header into four additional sets of plates and again to the 
opposite side of the evaporator. The refrigerant now enters a header containing five baftles and 
again crosses to the opposite side of the evaporator through five pairs of plates. Finally, the 
refrigerant exits the evaporator by flowing through the remaining header and into an extended 
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Figure 3.1. Schematic of Evaporator. 
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ciIcular channel. 
The area between sets of plates allowing refrigerant flow is drawn as a vacant channel 
in Figure 3.1. In the actual evaporator, these plates are separated by pillars which are arranged 
,I 
in a staggered array. These pillars increase the surface area of the heat exchanger in contact 
with the refrigerant and promote turbulent refrigerant flow. Both of these effects increase the 
heat transfer on the refrigerant-side. The area allowing air passage between set of plates are 
fins which also increase the heat transfer between the refrigerant and the air. Air flows through 
these evaporator fins and is perpendicular to the paper. 
The refrigerant flows through the evaporator with three main passes across the air flow. 
As mentioned above, these three main passes consist of the refrigerant flow dividing into three, 
four, and five smaller plate passes respectively. Each of these plate passes is where the 
majority of the heat transfer between the refrigerant and the air is taking place. Therefore, the 
length of one pass between headers is assumed to be one-third the length of the evaporator. 
The length of the refrigerant flow in the headers is omitted because this is an area where the 
refrigerant is experiencing very little heat transfer. The cross sectional area of the evaporator 
refrigerant flow is assumed to be constant throughout the evaporator and is calculated from the 
measured internal evaporator volume and the length of the evaporator described above. 
The two-zone model will be divided into a two-phase evaporating section (evap) and a 
single-phase superheating section (sh). The two-zone model will handle conditions when the 
refrigerant enters the evaporator as a liquid-vapor mixture and leaves the evaporator as a 
superheated vapor. The one-zone model will involve only one two-phase evaporating section 
(evap). The one-zone model will handle conditions when the refrigerant enters the evaporator 
as a liquid-vapor mixture and exits the evaporator as a liquid-vapor mixture. 
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By subdividing the evaporator, a complex heat exchanger is divided into two simple 
heat exchangers (simple evaporator, and gas-to-gas). Although these subdivisions will 
introduce intermediate variables (mg, P"~ hg, T g, and fi) between sections, pressure and 
temperature are no longer independent at these points since the refrigerant is by definition a 
saturated vapor. 
A labeling diagram of the two-section model is shown in Figure 3.2. The refrigerant 
enters the evaporator as a two-phase mixture at a known pressure Pin, temperature Tin, 
enthalpy hin, and mass flow rate Ibin. The tefrigerant exits the evaporating section in a 
L 
~'l~ _______ ·_~ ___ ~~4 
TIIir.in 
WIIir,in 
Ibair.in 
Figure 3.2. Labeling Diagram for Transient Evaporator ModeL 
saturated vapor state at the pressure P"~ the corresponding saturation temperature T g, and the 
saturation enthalpy hg. The exiting flow rate in this section is tepresented by mg, and the mass 
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of stored refrigerant in the evaporating section is represented by IDevap. The length of the 
evaporating section is fevapL, where fevap is the fraction of the heat exchanger in the 
evaporating regime, and L is the total length of all the plate passes in the heat exchanger. The 
saturated outputs of the evaporating section are used as the inputs to the superheating section. 
The refrigerant exits the superlJ.eating. section at a pressure Pou~ a temperature Tout. an enthalpy 
. 
hout, and a mass flow rate Ihout. The refrigerant mass stored in the superheating section is 
IDsh, and the length of the superheating section is fsbL 
The general mass and energy equations for the refrigerant-side are, respectively. 
and 
where, 
m 
m 
t 
Qi 
h 
IDcv 
Ecv 
= refrigerant mass flow rate, 
= mass of refrigerant within the control volume, 
= time, 
= rate of heat transfer to the control volume. 
= refrigerant enthalpy. 
= refrigetant mass in the control volume, and 
= stored energy within the control volume. 
(mass) (3.1) 
(energy) (3.2) 
The subscripts "in and "0" indicate variables associated with the inlet and outlet refrigerant 
stream properties as applied to each section of the modeL The subscript "cv" indicates that the 
specified variable is the total value for that control volume. The control volume terms use 
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properties which best represent the entire control volume. These pIopenies will be determined 
from a property analysis in a following section. 
A momentum equation is included in the model to in"ecfict the refrigerant pressure drop 
through each section of the eyaporator. In order to make this equation simple in form. one 
refrigerant flow assumption will be made •. This assumption is ~ the flow is in a noncircular 
duct with constant cross sectional area The general momentum equation applied to the 
refrigerant is written: 
(momentum) (3.3) 
where. 
P = refrigerant pre5SlR. 
A = cross sectional flow area of the noncircular duct, 
V = refrigerant velocity. and 
Ff· = surface frictional forces on the refrigerant in the control volume. 
White (1986. 321-322), describes the surface frictional fon:es (Fr) in terms of the 
friction-head loss by the DaIcy-Weisbach equation, valid for duct flows of any cross sectional 
area. This equation can be written in tenns of a mass flow rate·and can be applied to each 
section as follows: 
(3.4) 
where, 
Fd = Darcy friction factor for Section i, 
fi = fraction of total heat exchanger for Section i, 
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L = total heat exchanger length, and 
Db = hydraulic diameter of the noncircular duct. 
Finally. substituting the above expression for the surface frictional forces, Equation (3.3) may 
be written in terms of the mass flow rate by: 
(3.5) 
For the air-side energy rate equations. the inlet air temperature is represented by Tair,in, 
and the inlet air humidity ratio by Wair,in. The air inlet properties apply to both the evaporating 
and the superheating section. The outlet air of the evaporating section is Tair,evap. and the 
outlet air humidity ratio is Wair,evap- A similar labeling process is used for the outlet air of the 
superheating section, except the subscripts on the temperature and the humidity ratio are "sh". 
The overall outlet air temperature and humidity ratio of the evaporator is the addition of the 
temperature and the humidity ratio of each section scaled by their respective evaporator 
fractions. 
For each evaporator section, the air-side energy transfer rate will be described by the 
following general equation: 
where, 
Ibair = mass flow rate of dry air, 
hair,i = inlet enthalpy of moist air for Section i, and 
hair,o = outlet enthalpy of moist air for Section i. 
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(3.6) 
The air inlet and outlet enthalpies ate a function of the air temperatures and the air humidity 
ratios. 
In order to describe the dehnm;dification of the air as it passes through the evaporator, a 
rate of mass transfer equation and a mass balance equation will be uriUzed. A presentation of 
the development of these equations is also done by Stoecker and Jones (1986, 115-123). The 
first equation is derived by integrating the rate of water vapor condensation over the total 
smface area of the evaporator. The second equation expn:sses the rate at which water vapor is 
being removed from the air. The two equations ate the following: 
and 
where, 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
Dlw,i = rate of water condensation on Section i of the evaporator surface, 
hm = convective mass transfer coefficient, 
W sur,i = humidity ratio of saturated air at the wetted-smface temperature of Section i, 
Wavg,i = average of the inlet and outlet air humidity ratio of Section i, 
Wair,in = inlet air humidity ratio, and 
Wout,i = outlet air Inunidity ratio of Section i 
The overall heat transfer for each section of the evaporator can be expressed by the 
following enthalpy potential equation as described by Stoecker and Jones: 
(3.9) 
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where, 
. 
Qi = heat transfer rate for Section i, 
he = convective heat transfer coefficient, 
~ = surface an:a of evaporator, 
Cpm = -mean specific heat of moist air, 
hSlD',i = enthalpy °of ~ air at the mean smface tcJDpe1'8tUI1: for Section i 
when the surface is wet, and the enthalpy at the smface of the evaporator 
based on the mean surface temperature and inlet air humidity ratio when 
the smface is dry, and 
havg,i = average of the inlet and outlet air enthalpies for Section i. 
oFinally, assuming that the Lewis Relation for air and water vapor mixtures, the convective 
mass transfer coefficient can be related to the convective heat transfer coefficient by the 
relation: 
(3.10) 
as obtained from ASHRAE Handbook - Fundomentals (1989, 5.9-5.10). This relation is valid 
for low mass transfer rates and for turbulent flow. The implications of the Lewis Relation will 
be investigated in Chapters 4 and 5. 
For the overall modeling procedure, the inlet pressure, temperature, enthalpy, and flow 
rate will be known from the oudetstate of the expansion device. The inlet air temperature, 
humidity ratio, and flow rate are also assumed to be known. As mentioned above, the second 
section of the model will receive the inputs from the outputs of the first section. Evaluation of 
the transient terms will be discussed in detail in the next section of this chapter. 
2S 
Control Volume Identilic:ation 
In order to determine the best parameters to represent the control volume tenDS in 
Equations (3.1), (3.2), and (3.5), 1JJcv, Ecv, and (mV)cv, a simple analysis is considered for an 
porator operating at steady-state conditions. Experimental efforts by B~ and MukeJjee 
(1990); and Ohara, Yamamoto, and Matsuzaki (1990) provide results for temperature and 
quality distributions for R-12 passing through a plate-fin evaporator. The combination of these 
results and inlet and outlet data generated from the current experimental facility has allowed the 
development of typical temperature and density profiles as seen in Figures 3.3 and 3.4, 
respectively. 
For the steady state example considered, the evaporating section comprises 
approximately 709& of the evaporator, and the superheating section comprises 309&. It can be 
expected that the superheating section will occupy between 0% to SO% of the evaporator. 
Figure 3.3 represents a typical temperature profile of R-134a through a plate-fin 
evaporator. The three dots on the profile represent the evaporator inlet (i.e. the inlet to the 
evaporating section), the transition point between the evaporating and the superheating 
sections, and the exit of the evaporator. The temperature enters at a saturation temperature, 
which in this case is 4()OF. The temperature then decreases slighdy during evaporation due to 
pressure drop through the evaporator plates. From a visual interpretation of Figure 3.3, the 
mean superheating section temperature can be reasonably represented by the average of the inlet 
and outlet temperatures of that section. Since the temperature change for the evaporating 
section is usually small, the mean evaporating section temperature will be represented by the 
inlet temperature of that section. 
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Figure 3.3. Tempc:ratuIe Versus Percent Evaporating Surface for a Typical Plate-Fin 
Evaporator 
Figure 3.4 represents a density profile of R-134a through a typical plate-fin evaporator. 
Once again, the three dots on the profile represent the evaporator inlet (i.e. the inlet to the 
evaporating section), the transition point between the evaporating and the superheating 
sections, and the exit of the evaporator. For the steady-state case considered here, the inlet 
evaporator quality is 0.35. 
The two-phase refrigerant quality increases linearly through the evaporating section of 
the model. Since the specific volume is an intensive propeny, the specific volume increases 
linearly with respect to the quality. It follows that the density, which is the inverse of the 
specific volume, decreases in a nonlinear fashion. It therefore appears that the density in the 
evaporating section would DOt be represented well by an average value. From an investigation 
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Figure 3.4. Density Versus Percent Evaporating SuIface for a Typical Plate-Fm Evaporator. 
of a refrigerant property table it can be observed that most of the nonlinearity in the density 
change of an evaporating refrigerant occurs when the refrigerant quality varies from 0.0 to 0.1. 
For modeling considerations, the inlet evaporator refrigerant quality can be expected to range 
between 0.2 and 0.5. Therefore, the variation of density corresponding to inlet qualities 
greater than 0.2 can be reasonably represented by an average of the inlet and outlet density of 
the evaporating section. 
Conversely, it can be concluded from Figure 3.4 that the density through the 
superheating section does not change significantly, and the mean density in the superheating 
section can be represented by the inlet density. This density representation of the superheating 
section density will add to the simplicity of the model 
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Now that the control volume parameters for the transient terms have been analyzed, the 
transient terms will presented in more detail. The control volume term for the mass equation 
(Equation (3.1» for Section i of the evaporator is written: 
(3.11) 
where, 
Ve = volume of the evaporator, and 
p 'i = the average density of the inlet and outlet for the evaporating section, and the 
inlet refrigerant density for the superheating section. 
The control volume equation from the energy equation (Equation (3.2» for Section i of 
the evaporaIOI'is written: 
where, 
(3.12) 
Ci = thermal capacitance of the refrigerant and wall of Section i, and 
T'ref = temperature representing the control volume for Section i. This tempera.lU1'e is 
the average of the inlet and oudet temperatures for the superheating section, 
and the inlet temperature for the evaporating section. 
The control volume term for the momentum equation, Equation (3.5), for Section i of 
the evaporaIOI'in terms of a mass flow rate is written: 
(3.13) 
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where, 
(m'reVi = average mass flow rate based on the inlet and outlet ~ flow rates of 
Section i. 
The only parameters in the transient terms which do not vary with time are the total 
evaporator length (L), the cross-sectional area of the flow duct (A), and the volume of the 
evaporator (Ve>. All the other parameters, including the fraction of heat exchanger in Section i 
(fV, will vary with time and are placed inside the derivative. 
Evaporating Section 
The evaporating section is defined as the fraction of the evaporator from the entrance of 
the evaporator to the point where the refrigerant is a saturated vapor. In other words, the 
fraction of the evaporator where the refrigerant quality varies from an inlet value of less than 
O.S to an outlet value of 1.0. However, it should be noted that although the refrigerant enters 
the evaporator as a saturated mixture, the pressure is not constant throughout the evaporating 
sectiOIL The refrigerant experiences a pressure drop traveling from the evaporator inlet to the 
end of the evaporating section. This change in saturation pressure is associated with frictional 
losses and momentum changes resulting from the refrigerant flow. 
As discussed in the previous section, the property values of this control volmne will be 
the average of the inlet and outlet conditions. The inlet pressure and enthalpy will be given in 
order to define the inlet thermodynamic state. Since the refrigerant leaves the evaporating 
section as a saturated vapor, only one property value is required to define the outlet 
thermodynamic state. The outlet state is defined by the refrigerant pressure. 
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The continuity equation is the following: 
m_ _ w.,_ "d(fp')evap 
....... - ~ - Yo cit (3.14) 
The energy rate equation for the refrigerant-side, air-side, and total heat exchanger for 
the evaporating section is written as follows: 
" d(fp'C1" reOevap _ fL_ m-h ..&... h. Yo cit - "<ImIp - ....... I + UJm m (3. IS) 
(3.16) 
and 
(3.17) 
The equation to describe the dehumidification of the air is written: 
(3.18) 
The momentum equation is written as: 
2 2 Ibb. mg L d(fib'ref)m!IP 
PIA = PmA + - - - - Ff.evap - eli 
APin API 
(3.19) 
The inlet conditions of both the air and the refrigerant are used in combination with the 
above equations to solve for the oudet conditions of the evaporating section. The continuity 
equation (3.14) determines the mass flow rate from the evaporating section (ml). This mass 
flow rate is then used to solve the momentum equation (3.19) for the oudet pressure (PI). 
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This pressure completely defines all other outlet refrigerant properties since the outlet is by 
definition a saturated vapor. The enthalpy potential equation (3.17) specifies the energy 
transfer rate for the evaporating section (Qevap). The fraction of the heat exchanger for this 
section (fevap) can be determined from the refrigerant-side energy rate equation (3.15). The 
dehumidification equation (3.18) defines the outlet humidity ratio (Wair.evap), while the air-
side en~gy rate equation (3.16) specifies the outlet enthalpy of the air (hair.evap). Finally, the 
outlet air temperature (T air.evap) is detennined from the outlet air enthalpy and humidity ratio. 
Superheating Section 
The superheating section is defined as the section of the evaporator where the 
refrigerant enters as a saturated vapor, and exits as a superheated vapor. The inlet conditions 
for the superheating section will be the outlet conditions of the evaporating section. Since the 
outlet of the evaporator is in the superheated regime, two property values will be needed in 
order to define the outlet state. The outlet state will be defined by the refrigerant outlet pressure 
and enthalpy. For this section the control volume temperature is represented by the average of 
the inlet and the outlet temperature, while the control volume density is represented by the inlet 
density. The equations used for the analysis of the superheating section are identical to those 
written for ~e evaporating section (3.14 to 3.19), with the appropriate subscript changes to 
represent the new inlet, outlet, and sectional labels. Therefore, the superheating section 
equations are written: 
ftoL_ _ ""'" "d(fp')sh 
"'OUl - 1.Ug - Ye dt (3.20) 
d(fp'crref)sh . 
Ve dt = Qsh - DloUlhoul + thghg (3.21) 
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hair,sb = hair.in - (fsb Ibair,m) (3.22) 
(3.23) 
hm As (Wavg,sb - Wsur,sb) = tbair,in (Wair.in - Wout,sb) (3.24) 
and 
2 2 
1'1 A PAm; ~ut F L d(fm'redm 
com = S + - - - - f,sb - dt 
Apg Apout 
(3.25) 
The fraction of the heat exchanger occupied by the superheating section (fm) is a function of 
the remaining evaporatol'volume, and is written: 
(3.26) 
Using the inlet conditions and the superheating section fraction, the continuity equation 
(3.20) is solved for the outlet mass flow rate (monu. Next, the outlet pressure (Pont) is 
pn:dicted from the momentum equation (3.25). The dehumicfification equation (3.24) specifies 
the outlet humidity ratio (Wair,sb), which is combined with the air-side energy equation (3.22) 
and the enthalpy potential equation (3.23) to solve simultaneously for the outlet enthalpy of the 
air (hair,sb) and the energy transfer rate for the superheating section (Qm>. The refrigerant-side 
energy equation (3.21) is then evaluated for the outlet refrigerant enthalpy Chouu. In the 
previous section, the refrigerant-side energy equation was used to so~ve for the evaporating 
fraction. The outlet state of the refrigerant is now defined by the outlet pressure and enthalpy. 
Finally, the outlet air enthalpy and humidity ratio determine the outlet air tentperature (T air,sh). 
Figure 3.5 summarizes the analysis required to determine the outlet state of the . 
evaporator. The enthalpy potential equation and the air-side energy equation are both 
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represented by the box labeled ''Energy Rate". To conclude the evaporator calculations, the 
overall outlet air temperature and humidity ratio are calculated from the outlets of the two 
sections by the following equations: 
(3.27) 
and 
(3.28) 
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Figure 3.S. Block Diagram of Information Flow Between the Evaporating and the Superheating 
Sections for the Two-Zone ModeL 
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Single-Zone Model 
The single-zone model is defined for the conditions when the refrigerant enters and 
exits the evaporator as a two-phase mixture. As mentioned above, the quality of the refrigerant 
increases linearly from the inlet to the outlet of the evaporating section; but for this model the 
refrigerant never reaches a saturated vapor state. The inlet refrigerant temperature represents 
the temperature of the control volume, and the average of the inlet and outlet densities represent 
the density of the control volume. The equations used for this model are identical to those 
listed for the evaporating section (3.14 to 3.19). The only difference is that the evaporating 
section occupies the entire evaporator (i.e. fevap equals one), and the outlet refrigerant and air 
properties are the outlet properties for the evaporator. Since the outlet of the model will be a 
two-phase mixture, two independent refrigerant properties will be required to define the outlet 
state. These two properties will be the refrigerant pressure and enthalpy. Figure 3.6 
summarizes the analysis required to determine the outlet state of the evaporator for the single-
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Figure 3.6. Block Diagram of Information Flow for the Evaporating Section for the One-Zone 
Model. 
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zone model 
The inlet conditions to the one-zone model are the inlet conditions to the evaporator. 
These conditions are applied to the continuity equation (3.14) to determine the mass flow rate 
from the evaporating section (DIoue). 'Ibis mass flow rr is then applied to the momentum 
equation. (3.19) to specify the oudet pressme (Pour). The enthalpy potential equation (3.17) is 
then used to calculate the energy transfer rate for the evaporating section (Qevap). The 
refrigerant-side energy equation (3.1S) is used to determine the oudet enthalpy. The oudet 
refrigerant state is defined by the calculated pressure and enthalpy, and the remaining 
refrigerant properties can now be determined. The dehunDdification equation (3.18) defines 
the outlet humidity ratio (Wm.evap), while the air-side energy rate equation (3.16) specifies the 
oudet enthalpy of the air (hm.evap). Fmally, the oudet air temperature (Tm,"evap) is detennined 
from the out1et air enthalpy and the outlet humidity ratio. 
Property Data 
Property data routines were obtained from the National Institute of Standards and 
Technology. These property routines implement the modified Bebedict-Webb-Rubin (MBWR) 
'equation of state to solve for the thermodynamic properties of R-I34a. A complete description 
of the property data formulation can be found in McLinden et al. (1990). The routines are 
capable of generating both two-phase and single-phase properties. The routines were received 
in the computer language FORTRAN 77, and have since been conv~rted to True BASIC™. 
These routines were used to calculate density, pressme, temperature, and enthalpy. The main 
routines are written in SI units, but the interfacing subroutines are written in English units. A 
listing of the subroutine calls, and the inputs and outputs to each subroutine is given in 
AppendixD •. 
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The equations used to calculate all necessary moist air properties were obtained from 
ASHRAE Handbook - Fundamentals (1989, Chapter 6). These equations allow the 
calculation of air relative humidity, humidity ratio, temperature, enthalpy, dew point, water 
partial pressure, saturated water partial pressure, mass flow rate of dry air, and density. All the 
equations require English. units. One subroutine and seven definitions were written in True 
BASIC™ in order to generate moist air data more cfflciently. A listing of all the moist air 
property equations, and an explanation of the inputs and outputs for the subroutine and six 
definitions is given in Appendix E. In addition, an explanation of the methodology involved 
with the calculation of the surface enthalpy for the enthalpy potential equations is also included 
in Appendix E. 
Evaporator Surface Condition 
The current study models the evaporator surface for the two following conditions: 1) a 
completely dry surface where there is no moisture condensing on the evaporator surface. and 
2) a wet smface where there is water condensing from the moist air onto the evaporator 
surface. These two conditions apply to both the one-section, and the two-section models. 
At this point it is important to introduce the methodology used to calculate the mean 
surface temperature for each of the two possible sections of the model. The surface 
temperature for each section will be allowed to vary or "float" between the refrigerant and the 
air temperature for each section by defining a thermal refrigerant and air resistance. A simple 
thermal resistance diagram for the energy transfer between the refrigerant and the air is shown 
in Figure 3.7. The air-side resistance is defined for a dry evaporator surface. A wet surface 
would also include a resistance for the mass transfer between the wet surface and the air. In 
the model. however, the air-side heat transfer will be analyzed with the enthalpy potential 
equation. This equation will allow the calculation o~ the energy rate regardless of the surface 
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condition. The enthalpy potential equation will be utilized to characterize both the air-side 
convective and mass transfer resistance. Furthermore, the evaporator wall resistance is 
assumed to be very small, and will be considered a part of the refrigerant resistance. 
T 
air. i T sur.i T ref.i 
R 
air, i Rref.i 
Figure 3.7. Thermal Resistance Diagram of Air to Refrigerant Heat Transfer. 
The heat transfer between the air and the refrigerant for each section of the evaporator 
can now be expressed by: 
where, 
T S1D'.i = average smface temperature for Section i, 
T ref.i = average refrigerant temperature for Section i, and 
Rref.i = refrigerant resistance for Section i. 
(3.29) 
Equation (3.29) will allow the surface temperature to be written in terms of the 
refrigerant temperature and the energy transfer rate. This relation can be written: 
T S1D'.i = Qi Rref.i + T ref.i (3.30) 
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The above expression will then allow a surface temperature to be predicted and used for 
calculation of the surface enthalpy and the surface humidity ratio for the enthalpy potential and 
the mass transfer equations, respectively. 
I 
The surface condition· will be determined by the inlet properties of the air and the wall 
temperatures. If the wall temperature is above the dew point temperature for the inlet air, then 
the surface will be defined dry. Conversely, if the wall temperature is below the dew point of 
the incoming air, then the surface will be defined wet. 
When the evaporator surface is we~ the seven section equations are solved as written 
above. However, when the evaporator surface is dry, the air humidity ratio remains constant 
across the evaporator and the section equation to describe the dehumidification of the air is 
omitted from the model. In other words, there are only six section equations for the dry 
surface condition. The same methodology applies for a dry surface for the single section 
model 
Solution Technique 
The equations for the model presented above must be solved simultaneously. The 
following are the four possible modeling situations which can occur: 1) a wet evaporator 
surface with a superheated refrigerant state at the outlet of the evaporator, 2) a dry evaporator 
surface with a superheated refrigerant state at the outlet of the evaporator, 3) a wet evaporator 
surface with a two-phase refrigerant state at the outlet of the evaporator, and 4) a dry 
evaporator surface with a two-phase refrigerant state at the outlet of the evaporator. For 
Situation 1, twelve equations must be solved simultaneously. For Situation 2, ten equations 
will be solved simultaneously. Situation 3 will require six equations being solved 
simultaneously. Fmally, Situation 4 will involve solving five equations simultaneously. 
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Stoecker (1980, 124-125) presents the Newton-Raphson technique which is used in 
this study to solve the appropriate set of equations. This technique involves the following 
procedure: 
1) Rewrite the equations so that all terms are on one side of the equality sign. These are 
called the residual equations. 
2) Assume temporary values for the variables. 
3) Calculate the values of the residual equations at the temporary values. 
4) Compute the partial derivatives of all functions with respect to all variables. 
5) Use a Taylor-series expansion to establish a set of simultaneous equations. 
6) Solve the set of linear equations to compute the step of each variable. 
7) Use the steps to compute new values for each variable. 
8) Test for convergence. If the absolute magnitudes of the all the residual equations or 
all the steps are satisfactorily small (close to zero within a given percentage), 
terminate the procedure; otherwise return to step 3 above. 
Since the equations developed are dependent on time, the equations must be solved for 
each time step. A simple implicit Euler method is used to make the desired steps. The 
resolution of the answer using the Euler method depends on the time step which has been 
selected. The developed equations will now be written to include the Euler method time step, 
and in the proper form for the Newton-Raphson solving technique. 
The following are the residual equations for a wet evaporator surface and a superheated 
refrigerant state at the evaporator outlet: 
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R1 = [mglk - [minlk + Ve ([fp'lk - [fp1k-t)evap (3.31) 
at 
R2 = [fJevaplk - [mghglk + [minhinlk - Ve ([fp'CI"rerlk - [fp'CT'reflk-t)evap (3.32) 
at 
R3 - [h . lk [h .. !-lk + [Omg,lk (3 33) 
- llU',evap -. 1lU',JDJ ([fevap Ibair,inlt> . 
R4 = [fJevaplk - [fevap]k~ ([havg,evap]k - [hsur.evaplt> (3.34) 
+ L ([tib'redk - [tih'retlk-lhwap (3.36) 
« 
R7 = [lbout1k - [mglk + Ve ([fp'lt - [fp'lt-t)sb (3.37) 
at 
R8 = [6mlk - [Ibouthoutlt + [mghglt - Ve ([fp'CT'rerlt - [fp'CT'reflk-t)sb (3.38) 
at 
. ~ 
R11 = [Qsb]k - [fsblk Cpm ([havg.sblt - [hsur,sblt> (3.40) 
R12 = hm As ([Wavg,sblt - [W SID'.sblt> - mair,in ([Wair,inlt - [W out.sblt> (3.41) 
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and 
[m!u]k [m~k 
R13 = [PoulltA + - [PgltA - + [Ff,evap]t 
A[Poutlt A[pglt 
+ L ([flh'redt - [flh'",tlt-l)sb 
&;1 (3.42) 
The above twelve equations are solved simultaneously for the following twelve 
unknowns: 1) Pg, 2) Ibg, 3) fevap, 4) Qevapr 5) Wair,evapt 6) hair,evapr 7) Pout, 8) rilout, 9) hout, 
10) Qu, 11) Wair,sb, and 12) hair,sb. When the outlet of the evaporator is in a superheated 
state, but the humidity ratio across the evaporator is constant and the evaporator surface is dry, 
Equations (3.35) and (3.41) are omitted from the above set, and the twelve equations are 
solved for the remaining twelve unknowns. 
The equations relevant for a two-phase refrigerant outlet state with a wet evaporator 
surface are identical to Equations (3.31) to (3.36) above. There are six equations to specify the 
following six unknowns: 1) POUlt 2) mout, 3) hout, 4) Qevap, 5) Wair,OUlt and 6) hair,out. 
Again, for the case when the outlet is in a two-phase state and the, surface is dry Equation 
(3.35) is omitted from Equations (3.31) to (3.36) (te. the air humidity ratio is constant through 
the evaporator). 
Computer Program Considerations 
The model of the evaporator is simulated as either a one- or two-section heat exchanger. 
There will be some model conditions where there will be a transition from a one-section model 
to a two-section model or vice versa. The transition from the two-section model to the one-
section model can be detected by monitoring the ftact:ioil of the superheating section. If this 
ftact:ion becomes small enough that it does not effect the total heat exchanger calculation, then 
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only the one-section model equations should be evaluated. The ttansition from the one-section 
model to the two-section model will be detected by monitoring the exit quality of the 
refrigerant. If the exit refrigerant quality approaches a certain percentage of one, then the 
equations for the two-section model be evaluated. 
Imbedded in the model equations are the evaporator length, internal volume, cross 
sectional area, and smface ~ These parameters can be modified, and the potential of 
enhanced performance through heat exchanger design changes can be investigated. 
The model allows any inlet conditions to be defined by the computer program; 
therefore, any type of input can be simulated. These types include step, sinusoidal, ramp, and 
other arbitrary desired inputs. The inputs to the model equations are mass flow rate, inlet 
enthalpy, and inlet pressure for the refrigerant, and inlet temperature, flow rate, and inlet 
humidity ratio for the air. 
The model parameters will be estimated from experimental data. These parameters 
include: evaporator length (L), hydraulic diameter of the heat exchanger plate <Db), cross 
sectional area (A), friction factors for the two sections (PU, convection coefficient <he), smface 
area (AS>, convective mass ttansfer coefficient (hm>, and the specific heat of the refrigerant and 
the heat exchanger wall for each section (CU. These parameters can be calculated and then 
IeCValuated with diffemtt runs of experimental data. The IeCValuating of the parameters can be 
done by comparing the model outputs to experimental data, and then adjusting the parameters 
until the desired accuracy is achieved. 
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Chapter 4 
ANALYSIS OF STEADY-STATE EVAPORATOR PARAMETERS FOR THE 
ONE-ZONE MODEL 
Introduction 
The specific section equations to describe the transient performance of a plate-fin 
evaporator have been introduced in Chapter 3. These equations were defined for a one-section 
model where the refrigerant exits the evaporator as a two-phase mixture, and a two-section 
model where the refrigerant exits the evaporator as a superheated gas. In order to continue the 
modeling efforts, the unknown parameters which are specific to the heat exchanger geometry 
and working fluids (air and R-l34a) must be investigated. 
The steady state parameters, those which do not appear in the control volume terms of 
the section equations, for the one-zone model are investigated in this chapter. These steady-
state parameters are determined with a least-squares fit to the test data based on the governing 
steady-state equations. The parameters of interest are the convective heat transfer coefficient 
<hc), the convective mass transfer coefficient <hm), and the friction factor (Fdl. 
In this chapter, the test plan for obtaining the experimental data is discussed first. Then 
the development of each steady-state parameter will be presented in detail. Finally, the 
developed parameters will be applied to the model equations to generate outlet refrigerant and 
air property predictions for a range of evaporator inputs. The programs used to execute the 
least-squares fits are contained in Appendix A 
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Test Plan 
The plate-tin evaporator used in this smdy was a design for a Ford Taurus automobile. 
Figure 3.1 shows a schematic of the evaporator. A description of the refrigerant and the air 
flow through the evaporator can· be found in the General Model Description section of Chapter 
3. In addition, a picture and a detailed description of the evaporator and the entire experimental 
facility can be found in Appendix F. 
In order to ensure that the model equations parameters are capable of fully describing 
evaporator performance, a wide range of data were taken. These data represent both normal 
and extreme conditions which might be experienced by a mobile air conditioning system. The 
data provides a wide range of refrigerant pressures, inlet refrigerant qualities, and refrigerant 
flow rates, as well as a wide range of inlet air temperatures, humidities, and flow rates. 
The data are divided into four main groups. These groups are characterized by the inlet 
air humidity level and the evaporator oudet refrigerant state. One condition considered is an 
open air inlet. This is a high humidity condition where·the inlet air is taken direcdy from the 
laboratory. A significant change in the air humidity ratio was measured for this group of 
conditions. A contrasting condition is a recirculated air condition. This is a low humidity 
condition where the inlet air is taken from the exit of the evaporator and reheated. An 
insignificant change in air humidity ratio is expected for the recirculated inlet air conditions. 
Since the air is recirculating and is evenmally dehumidified by the cold evaporator smface, the 
air flowing over the evaporator maintains a low humidity level if the duct air leakage is smaIl. 
The refrigerant state at the exit of the evaporator is influenced by a needle valve which 
acts as the system expansion device between the condenser and evaporator. Conditions with 
varying refrigerant oudet quality were generated with the needle valve. The refrigerant oudet 
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quality was varied between 0.75 and 0.95. The four main data sets are therefore manged as 
follows: 1) open inlet air and a two-phase evaporator exit refrigerant state, 2) recirculated inlet 
, 
air and a two-phase evaporator exit refrigerant state, 3) open inlet air and a superheated 
evaporator exit refrigerant state, and 4) recirculated inlet air and a superheated evaporator exit 
refrigerant state. Data sets (1) and (2) will be the data sets of interest in this chapter. 
1 
For each of these data groups, the inlet air temperature was varied with two heaters 
(inlet air tempera~s between 950P and 14()op), the compressor speed was varied (1000, 
2000, 3000, and 4000 RPM), and the air flow rate across the evaporator was varied (240, 150, 
and 75 SCFM). The air flow rate across the condenser was kept constant at 1200 SCFM for 
all the steady-state test conditions. 
., 
Oming the normal operation of an automotive air conditioning system, the compressor 
cycles "on" and "off" by a pressure activated switch on the accumulator. This sensor engages 
the magnetically activated compressor clutch when it detects an accumulator pressure greater 
than approximately 45 psig. The sensor disengages the compressor clutch when it detects an 
accumulator pressure less than approximately 24 psig. This lower limit of refrigerant pressure 
cmresponds to a saturation temperature of 26OP. The cycling "off" of the compressor prevents 
the evaporator surface temperature from falling significantly below 32°F, which in turn 
prevents the formation of frost on the evaporator surface. In addition, the compressor speed is 
directly related to the engine speed which varies widely under normal operating conditions. 
The combination of compressor cycling and changing compressor speed prevents the system 
from operating at steady-state under most operating conditions. 
In order to determine the transient evaporator parameters, the steady-state parameters 
must already be known. The transient terms can be determined frOm transient experimental 
data by way of a least-squares fit or alternative method to be determined in the future. 
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In Older to analyze the parameters for ~e models developed in this study, steady-state 
conditions were requiIed. The pressure activated compressor switch was removed, and the 
. 
compressor was engaged manually (ie. no low pressure limit existed). At some of ~ steady-
state conditions outlined above, the evaporator pressure dropped below 24 psig. 
Subsequently, thetempemture of the Iefrigerant dropped below 26 OP, and frost developed on 
the evaporator surface. Steady-state conditions wheie frost on the evaporator surface was 
present were declared valid as long as the frost which developed on the evaporator surface did 
not significandy decrease the flow rate of air through the evaporator. 
The one-zone model analysis used a total of S2 test runs. There were 33 steady-state 
test runs with open inlet air and 19 steady-state test runs with recirculated inlet air. With each 
test run, the inlet and outlet air temperatmes (Tair.m and Tair.out> and Ielative humidities (cI»air.m 
and fair.oat> were measured. During the final equipment check of the test stand it was 
discovered that the air temperature significandy increased (3 to 8 OF) between the exit of the 
evaporator and the point whete the relative humidity was measured. Thetefore, the air 
temperature at the the outlet air telative humidity sensor was measured to insure that a correct 
humidity ratio would be calculated. Furthermore, the volumetric flow rate of the air (Vair) was 
IeCorded at the outlet of the evaporator and then calculated as a mass flow rate (mair). The 
ambient air pressure (PambJ in the laboratory was "also measured and used for both refrigerant 
and air plOperty calculations. 
On the refrigerant side, the inlet and oudet temperatmes (Tin and Tout> and pressures 
(Pin and Pout> were measured. In order to obtain an evaporator mass flow rate (Ihref) and an 
inlet refrigerant enthalpy (hm), an analysis of the condenser was necessary. The mass flow 
rate of refrigerant was originally measured with a turbine mass flow meter. However, 
discrepancies between the measured refrigerant flow rate and a flow rate calculated from an 
energy balance on the air and refrigerant streams of the condenser was discovered by Kempiak 
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(1991). These discrepancies were blamed on the in8dequacy of the calibration of the turbine 
flow meter. A proper calibration of the turbine flow meter was not possible at the time of the 
present study. Therefore, the mass flow rate of refrigerant was calculated from a condenser 
energy balance. In addition, it was not possible to directly determine the enthalpy of the 
refrigerant entering the evaporator due to its two-phase condition. Therefore, it was assumed 
that the expansion from the condenser to the evaporator was isenthalpic and that the refrigerant 
enthalpy at the outlet of the condenser could represent the evaporator inlet enthalpy. This was 
believed to be a good assumption because of the large amount of subcooling at the exit of the 
condenser and the sufficient insulation of the condenser to evaporator refrigerant line. The inlet 
refrigerant enthalpy of the evaporator (hin) is therefore equal to the outlet enthalpy of the 
condenser <hc,OW>. 
In order to perform an energy balance on the condenser, the inlet and outlet refrigerant 
temperatures (Tc,in and Tc,ouV and pressures (Pc,in and Pc,ouV as well as the air inlet and outlet 
temperatures (Tair,c,in and Tair,c,ouV were measured. The ambient air drybulb temperature 
(Tdb,amb) and wetbulb temperature (Twb,amb) were needed in Older to determine the humidity 
ratio of the air (W c). Since there is no condensation of water on the condenser, the air 
humidity ratio was assumed constant through the condenser. The volumetric flow rate of the 
air (Vair,c ) was recOIded at the outlet of the condenser and then calculated as a mass flow rate 
(mair,c). On the air-side, the energy balance reduces to: 
where, 
Oair,c = mair,c (hair,c,out - hair,c,m) 
hair,c,in = f(Tair,c,in and WC>, and 
hair,c,out = f(Tair.e.out and Wc>. 
(4.1) 
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The refrigerant-side energy balance is written: 
where, 
hc,in = f(Tc,in and Pc,m), and 
be,out = f(Tc,out and Pc,om). 
(4.2) 
The refrigerant flow rate (!he, which will be referred to as Iilref) can now be calculated from 
Equations (4.1) and (4.2) by equating the air- and refrigerant-side energy transferratcs. 
The outle~ evaporator refrigerant for the one-zone analysis is a two-phase mixture. 
Two refrigerant properties (hoat and Pout> arc thaeforc needed in OIdcr to specify the outlet 
state. The outlet pressure is a measured quantity and the outlet refrigcrant enthalpy is calculated 
from an energy balance on the evaporator air and refrigerant streams. On the air-side, the 
energy balance reduces to 
where, 
hair,in = f(Tair,in and +m), and 
hair,out = f(Tair,out and fout). 
The refrigcrant-side energy balance is written: 
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(4.3) 
(4.4) 
where, 
hin = href,c,out. 
The oudet refrigerant enthalpy can now be calculated from Equations (4.3) and (4.4) by 
equating the air- and mngerant-side energy transfer rates. 
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 assign a test number to each steady-state test along with the test 
data used in the one-zone model analysis. Only the data associated with the evaporator are 
presented for it is the only data which are relevant to the modeling. Table 4.1 presents the 
refrigerant-side measured data, while Table 4.2 presents the air-side measured data. The first 
number in the test number is the actual test number. The "0" represents data with open inlet air 
conditions, while the "R" represents test conditions with recirculated inlet air. The "2-P" 
denotes a two-phase mngerant exit state. 
Table 4.1. Measured Refrigerant Properties 
Test Pin Tin hin Pout Tout IiW 
Number (psig) \F) (Btu/lb~ rn rn Qb/hr) 
1-0-2P 39.2 44.8 48.52 36.1 44.3 335 
2-O-2P 40.0 45.5 48.58 36.8 44.9 339 
3-0-2P 41.3 46.9 49.04 38.0 46.1 345 
4-0-2P 32.1 37.8 51.20 26.9 35.4 437 
5-0-2P 34.2 39.9 52.20 28.6 37.1 465 
6-0-2P 35.1 40.8 52.47 29.3 37.9 477 
7-O-2P 30.3 34.3 51.05 24.1 30.9 469 
8-O-2P 33.0 37.1 52.23 26.2 33.3 505 
9-O-2P 34.6 38.8 53.01 27.5 34.8· 52S 
10-0-2P 32.7 36.1 53.37 25.2 31.9 517 
U-O-2P 35.4 38.8 54.82 27.3 34.2 5S4 
12-O-2P 36.7 40.1 56.27 28.3 35.3 572 
13-O-2P 30.1 36.0 46.27 27.4 35.4 280 
SO 
Table 4.1. (cont.) 
Test Pin Tin hin Pout Tout JbIef 
Number (psig) rn (BtuJlb) rn fF) (lblhr) 
14-0-2P 31.3 37.3 46.72 28.4 36.5 286 
15-0-2P 31.3 ~7.5 46.82 28.4 36.6 288 
16-0-2P 33.1 40.3 47.77 30.2 39.7 306 
17-0-2P 34.5 41.7 48.29 31.4 40.9 318 
18-O-2P 35.6 42.8 48.54 32.5 42.0 323 
19-0-2P 28.6 33.4 51.11 23.8 31.2 393 
20-0-2P 31.0 36.1 52.07 25.7 33.4 427 
21-O-2P 32.8 38.0 53.04 27.2 35.1 447 
22-0-2P 26.5 31.6 52.86 20.6 28.2 435 
23-0-2P 29.3 34.7 53.87 22.8 30.9 472 
24-0-2P 31.9 37.3 55.32 24.8 33.3 504 
25-O-2P 26.9 32.3 54.24 20.2 28.3 469 
26-0-2P 30.0 35.5 55.67 22.6 31.0 511 
27-O-2P 32.1 37.4 57.38 24.1 32.8 536 
28-0-2P 29.8 36.2 49.70 26.9 35.3 276 
29-0-2P 31.4 38.0 50.08 28.4 37.1 288 
30-0-2P 31.6 38.3 50.23 28.6 37.4 289 
31-O-2P 26.7 32.7 54.68 21.5 29.8 392 
32-0-2P 26.7 32.7 54.84 21.5 29.8 392 
33-O-2P 26.8 32.9 54.98 21.6 30.0 392 
1-R-2P 28.5 34.4 47.77 25.7 33.6 269 
2-R-2P 29.7 35.9 48.26 26.8 35.0 278 
3-R-2P 30.2 36.6 48.69 27.2 35.7 280 
4-R-2P 20.2 23.2 49.75 16.0 20.8 318 
5-R-2P 22.7 . 26.4 51.11 18.3 23.8 346 
6-R-2P 23.1 27.0 51.70 18.6 24.4 351 
7-R-2P 18.3 20.3 51.02 13.6 17.1 340 
8-R-2P 21.0 23.7 52.17 15.7 20.2 375 
9-R-2P 22.2 25.2 54.06 16.6 21.5 387 
10-R-2P 29.2 35.1 49.06 26.5 34.3 262 
11-R-2P 30.5 36.7 49.57 27.6 35.9 277 
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Table 4.1. (cont.) 
Test Pin Tin hin Pout Tout Ihref 
Number (psig) fF) (Btu/lb) fF) ro (lb/hr) 
12-R-2P 30.8 37.1 49.75 27.9 36.2 279 
13-R-2P 19.3 21.8 49.85 15.2 19.5 306 
14-R-2P 21.5 24.8 51.33 17.1 22.2 333 
15-R-2P 25.6 31.2 45.51 23.1 30.8 250 
16-R-2P 26.5 32.3 45.83 23.9 31.7 257 
17-R-2P 27.4 33.5 46.32 24.8 32.8 264 
18-R-2P 30.4 35.4 46.96 27.4 34.5 278 
19-R-2P 30.5 35.7 47.10 27.6 34.9 278 
Table 4.2. Measured Air Properties 
Test Tair,in cpm T' out 811', bt "Vair tbair Pamb Tdb,amb Twb,amb 
Number fF) ~%l ro (%) ~scfml QbIhr) (esia) fF) fF) 
1-0-2P 119.3 14.6 52.2 79.8 209 933 14.45 79.0 66.0 
2-0-2P 118.9 14.8 52.6 80.4 209 928 14.45 79.0 66.0 
3-O-2P 118.7 14.9 53.3 81.2 '209 928 14.45 79.0 66.0 
4-0-2P 118.8 14.9 44.9 80.3 207 931 14.45 79.0 66.0 
5-0-2P 118.6 14.9 46.2 80.9 207 931 14.45 79.0 66.0 
6-0-2P 118.5 15.0 46.8 81.1 207 930 14.45 79.0 66.0 
7-0-2P 113.8 18.6 41.2 80.8 208 939 14.46 75.0 69.0 
8-0-2P 113.7 18.7 43.1 81.6 209 943 14.46 75.0 69.0 
9-0-2P 114.5 18.5 44.3 82.1 209 939 14.46 75.0 69.0 
10-0-2P 114.5 20.1 42.8 77.5 208 941 14.46 77.0 67.0 
1l-0-2P 115.3 18.9 44.6 80.0 207 930 14.46 77.0 67.0 
12-0-2P 115.7 18.3 45.2 81.0 207 931 14.46 77.0 67.0 
13-O-2P 81.5 46.7 42.0 85.6 217 978 14.46 78.0 68.0 
14-0-2P 81.9 45.3 42.7 85.5 217 979 14.46 78.0 68.0 
15-O-2P 82.0 45.0 42.8 85.5 217 979 14.46 78.0 68.0 
16-0-2P 136.0 8.8 46.8 78.1 137 614 14.46 79.0 66.0 
17-O-2P 135.8 8.8 47.7 78.5 136 608 14.46 79.0 66.0 
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Table 4.2. (cant.) 
Test Tair,jn fin T· out 311', ~ Vair Ibair Pamb Tdb,amb Twb,amb 
Number ~ ~%l ~ ~%l ~scfml Qblhrl !esial ~ ~ 
18-0-2P 135.3 8.8 48.6 79.1 136 609 14.46 79.0 66.0 
19-0-2P 133.5 9.2 39.9 74.3 145 654 14.46 83.0 67.0 
2O-0-2P 134.6 8.9 41.9 75.2 144 . 648 14.46 83.0 67.0 
21-O-2P 134.9 8.8 43.3 76.0 144 651 14.46 83.0 67.0 
22-0-2P 134.9 8.7 37.7 72.7 143 646 14.46 85.0 67.5 
23-0-2P 134.4 8.8 39.8 75.0 145 657 14.46 85.0 67.5 
24-0-2P 134.5 8.8 42.0 77.0 146 660 14.46 85.0 67.5 
2S-0-2P 134.9 8.6 37.9 74.9 145 658 14.46 85.0 68.0 
26-0-2P 134.8 8.6 40.2 76.6 145 654 14.46 85.0 68.0 
27-O-2P 135.6 8.4 41.8 77.2 144 651 14.46 85.0 68.0 
28-O-2P 133.4 11.4 41.2 72.4 85 384 14.44 88.0 71.5 
29-0-2P 133.4 11.4 42.9 74.2 86 386 14.44 88.0 71.5 
3O-0-2P 133.5 11.4 43.0 74.1 86 386 14.44 88.0 71.5 
31-0-2P 133.6 11.4 36.2 71.6 85 388 14.44 88.5 72.0 
32-0-2P 133.6 11.4 36.2 72.2 85 386 14.44 88.5 72.0 
33-0-2P 133.4 11.4 36.1 72.1 85 385 14.44 88.5 72.0 
l-R-2P 90.3 17.5 40.3 68.1 238 1074 . 14.51 82.0 65.0 
2-R-2P 90.8 17.9 41.4 69.1 238 1071 14.51 82.0 65.0 
3-R-2P 91.5 17.9 42.1 69.1 237 1069 14.51 82.0 65.0 
4-R-2P 84.0 14.3 28.4 60.4 228 1042 14.51 86.0 66.0 
5-R-2P 86.3 14.8 30.9 62.6 225 1022 14.51 86.0 66.0 
6-R-2P 87.5 14.6 31.4 62.4 222 1008 14.51 86.0 66.0 
7-R-2P 81.9 13.5 25.0 58.7 226 1033 14.51 87.0 68.0 
8-R-2P 84.5 14.0 27.8 60.8 222 1011 14.51 87.0 68.0 
9-R-2P 85.9 14.0 29.0 61.2 219 999 14.51 87.0 68.0 
100R-2P 106.5 10.3 40.7 65.7 158 713 14.51 89.0 68.0 
11-R-2P 105.4 10.9 42.2 67.3 172 776 14.51 89.0 68.0 
12-R-2P 104.8 11.3 42.4 67.9 172 775 14.51 89.0 68.0 
13-R-2P 102.4 7.2 27.1 54.9 143 658 14.51 89.0 68.0 
14-R-2P 104.1 7.4 29.4 58.1 142 651 14.51 89.0 68.0 
15-R-2P 90.1 16.8 37.8 66.9 236 1062 14.45 80.0 66.5 
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Table 4.2. (cont.) 
Test Tair,in cI»in T' out aJI', cItout Vair Ibair Pamb Tdb,amb Twb,amb 
Number ~ ~%~ ~ ~%) ~scfm) QbIhr) (Esia) ~ ~ 
16-R-2P 90.2 17.2 38.6 68.2 236 1065 14.45 80.0 66.5 
17-R-2P 90.7 17.5 39.4 68.9 236 1063 14.45 80.0 66.5 
18-R-2P 92.2 17.6 41.5 68.4 236 1062 14.45 80.0 66.5 
19-R-2P 92.2 17.8 41.6 69.6 236 1059 14.45 80.0 66.5 
Momentum Equation Parameter Calculation 
In Chapter 3, a momentum equation, Equation (3.19), was developed to predict the 
refrigerant pressure drop through the evaporator. For steady conditions this equation is 
written: 
m!t m!t L m!t 
P-m A = PoutA + - - -- + Fd,evapT\, 
Apout APin ~n 2Apevap 
(4.5) 
As presented in the Control Volume Identification section of Chapter 3, the density in the 
frictional force term (Pevap) is the average of the evaporator inlet and outlet density. Dividing 
tI)rough by the area, Equation (4.5) can be written: 
(4.6) 
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Now the friction factor, the total length of the evaporator, and the hydraulic diameter 
(Fd,evap ~) were evaluated as a constant parameter with a least-squares fit of all the test data. 
However, this constant value representation of the friction factor did not allow reasonable 
pressure drop predictions to be Il)3de. The calculated friction factor was never dependent on 
any test parameter. Therefore, it seemed necessary to develop a cmrelation so that the friction 
factor could be expressed as some function of a parameter which was dependent upon various 
system conditions. The friction factor (Fd,) can be expressed by an empirical correlation from 
ASHRAE Handbook - Fundamentals (1989,2.8) for turbulent flow in smooth conduit walls 
by: 
where, 
F _ 0.3164 
- ReO.2S 
F 00032 + 0.221 
= . Re°.237 
n _ IhrefL ~e - . 
J.1A 
for Re up to lOS 
for lOS < Re < 3 x lOS (4.7) 
(4.8) 
Since this analysis is only interested in the relatively small range of conditions 
experienced by a mobile air conditioning evaporator, the only significandy varying term in 
Equation (4.8) is the mass flowrate (Ihref). The other terms, characteristic length (L), cross 
sectional area (A), and viscosity (1), are assumed to be constant for the operating conditions 
considered here. Therefore, the Reynolds Number is direcdy proportional to the mass flow 
rate of refrigerant. Equation (4.7) can now be expressed by: 
c F=--~ for Re up to lOS 
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c 
F = b + 0.25 
m;f 
for lOS < Re < 3 x lOS (4.9) 
where, 
b and c are unknowns. 
Although the above equations were developed for single-phase flow, they provide a friction 
factor equation which is simple in form and can be used as a starting point for the development 
of a refrigerant pressure drop model. In addition, the exponent on the mass flow rate term 
above was simplified to 0.25. The value of this exponent will be investigated later. 
The average Reynolds Number based on the vapor for the range of evaporator 
refrigerant flow was determined to be slightly higher than lOS. Therefore, by substituting the 
appropriate form of Equation (4.9) into Equation (4.6), we obtain the following expression for 
refrigerant pressure drop: 
m!t m!t c L m!t 
Pin = Pout + - - + (b + --)- (4.10) 
A2pout A2pin . ~.25 Db 2A2pevap 
The length and area terms in Equation (4.10) can now be combined with the constants b and c, 
and Equation (4.10) can be rewritten: 
m!t m!t c m!t 
Pin = Pout + - -- + (b + --)--
A2pout A2pin~.25 Pevap (4.11) 
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The unlcnown constants (b and c) were then determined from a least-squares fit of the 
data. The largest cr.ror for anyone data point and the calculated quantity was approximately 
20.3% of the overall refrigerant pressure drop. 
At this point, the possibility of simplifying the momentum equation was investigated. 
. 
The momentum terms of Equation (4.11) were omitted, and the momentum equation was 
reduced to: 
cm;, 
Pin = Pout + (b + -)-~.2S Pevap (4.12) 
Again,· the unlcnowns (b and c) wen: determined with a least-squares fit. The largest 
cr.ror for any one data point and the quantity as calculated from Equation (4.12) was 20.3% of 
the overall pressure drop. The pn:dictions made with the simplified momentum equation were 
virtually identical to those obtained with the original momentum equation. 
In addition to the simplification of the momentum equati~ the possibility of using the 
volumetric flow rate of refrigerant (V ref) to determine the Reynolds Number was also 
investigated. By assuming that the volumetric flow rate of the refrigerant is proportional to the 
Reynolds Number, the maximum overall pressure drop prediction error was lowcn:d to 9.7%. 
Note that the volumcttic flow rate was determined from an average evaporator refrigerant 
density. This major improvement of the model might be explained by the ability of the 
volumetric flow rate to better COITClate the actual refrigerant mass in the evaporator for 
conditions involving different tcmpcraturcs and pressures. 
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Equation (4.7) is an empirical ~orrelation for the friction factor for turbulent flow 
through smooth conduit. However, it was found that this equation could be modified to 
correlate the experimental data for the plate-fin evaporator. The refrigerant pressure drop 
predictions could be improved by adjusting the exponent on the Reynolds Number (volumetric 
flow rate) term. Therefore, the exponent was varied over a range of values. The maximum 
percent difference, the root mean squared (R.M.S.) error, and the maximum absolute 
difference between the predicted and the actual refrigerant pressure drop for each test condition 
was calculated. From this analysis an exponent value of 1.20 was determined to be the 
optimum. The final equation to describe refrigerant pressure drop is now written: 
where, 
Pin 
cm!t 
= Pout + (b + -)--
'<1:;0 Pevap 
b = 3.21229 xl0-06 
c = 1.55767 xl0-02 
. br2 
pSlg lb-ft3 ,and 
. ft3 1.2 br2 
pSlg ( hr ) lb-ft3 · 
(4.13) 
Table 4.3 provides a summary of the entire development of the refrigerant momentum 
equation, and the development of the friction factor COITelatiOn. 
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Table 4.3. Effects of Friction Factor Equation Form on Pressure Drop Prediction Error. 
Friction Factor Maximum % R.M.S. Error Maximum Difference 
~uation Form DiffeRmce (Esi) (Esi) 
*b+ _c_ 
20.3 0.38 0.70 ~ 
-b+ c ~:l5 20.3 0.38 0.70 
b + c ~:l5 9.7 0.14 0.36 
ref 
b+ c ~.50 9.1 0.13 0.34 
ref 
b + c ~.7S 8.5 0.12 0.30 
= 
b+ c yl.00 8.0 0.12 0.27 
= 
**b+~ 7.6 0.12 0.25 yl.20 
ref 
c 
b + 1.50 7.2 0.13 0.28 
Vref 
* Denotes least squares analysis with momentum terms included. 
** Denotes final friction factor equation form. 
Mass Transfer Equation Parameter Estimation 
A mass transfer equation, Equation (3.7), was introduced in Chapter 3 to describe the 
dehumidification of the air as it passes through the evaporator. This equation can be expressed 
for the one-zone model as follows: 
(4.14) 
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where, 
Iilw = Ihair (Wair,in - Wair.out>. (4.15) 
These equations can now be combined and written: 
Ibair (Wair,in - Wair,ouc> = hm As (Wavg - Wsur) (4.16) 
The convective mass transfer coefficient (hm) and the evaporator surface area (AS> were 
combined to make an overall convective mass transfer coefficient (hmAS>. and then determined 
with a least-squares tit. For this tit, only the 33 open inlet air test conditions were used. These 
33 test conditions exhibited significant amounts of condensation on the evaporator surface and 
provided a II1On: reliable range of mass transfer data. 
The constant value representation of the evaporator overall convective mass transfer 
coefficient did not allow reasonable change in humidity ratio predictions to be made. A 
maximum error of 35% between the predicted and the actual air humidity ratio change existed. 
The calculated humidity ratio was never dependent on any test parameter. Therefore. it again 
seemed necessary to develop a correlation so that the humidity ratio change could be expressed 
as some function of a parameter which was dependent upon various system conditions. 
The Lewis Relation for air states that the ratio of the heat transfer coefficient to the mass 
transfer coefficient is equal to the specific heat at constant pressure (cpm) of the air and water 
vapor mixture. As presented in Chapter 3. the relation can be written as follows: 
(4.17) 
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Since the specific heat at constant pressure of the air and water vapor remained fairly 
constant aver the entire range of test conditions, the heat ttansfer and mass transfer coefficients 
could be directly related. Therefore, the convective mass transfer coefficient could be 
described by a correlation for the convective heat ttansfer coefficient 
Raju and Bansal (1986) exp~ain that any attempt to estimate air-side heat transfer 
coefficients for plate-tin heat exchangers involves the extension of correlations that are 
available for heat transfer between flat flow passages. They further explain that the 
conventional approach for flat passages employs correlations applicable for tubes by defining 
an equivalent diameter for the noncircular passage. It follows, then, that a correlation for the 
heat transfer coefficient for flow normal to pipes can be used to describe the convective mass 
transfer coefficient ASHRAE Handbook - Funtlmne1l1als (1989, 3.15) presents several such 
coaeladons of the following general form: 
where, 
¥ = c (Re)O.6 (Pr)O.3 
D = diameter, 
k = thermalconductivity, 
c = constant, 
Pr = Prandd Number = ¥, and 
. m" L Re = Reynolds number = 81[ " 
J1A 
(4.18) 
Once again, the mass flow rate of air is the only term in Equation (4.18) which significantly 
varies for the range of operating conditions of an automotive air conditioning evaporator. The 
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other terms are assumed to be constant. The exponent for the Reynolds Number was rounded 
to 0.5. as presented by Stoecker (1986.243). Equation (4.18) can now be written: 
he = c (Ibair)O.s (4.19) 
According to the Lewis Relation. Equation (4.19) can now be substituted into Equation 
(4.16) and the mass transfer equation can be written: 
(4.20) 
The unknown (c) in the above equation was detennined with a least-squares fit. The largest 
error between anyone data point and the quantity as calculated from Equation (4.20) was 17% 
of the overall humidity ratio change. 
Further investigation into improving the mass transfer coefficient led to the 
rearrangement of Equation (4.16) in order to solve for the overall convective mass transfer 
coefficient (hmAS>. The resulting equation is written: 
hmAs = mair (Wair,in - Wair,out) (Wavg - Wsur) (4.21) 
This overall convective mass transfer coefficient was then calculated for each steady state test 
condition and plotted as a function of the mass flow rate of air. This graph is shown in Figure 
4.1. It can be seen from the figure that the convective mass transfer coefficient is a somewhat 
non-linear function of the mass flow rate of air. Therefore. the equation fonn developed above 
should be sufficient in predicting the air humidity ratio change. 
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Figure 4.1. Measured Air Convective Mass Transfer Coefficient Versus Mass Flow Rate of 
Air. 
However, in order to attempt to decrease the error in the air humidity ratio change 
prediction, the investigation was continued. A more empirical form of the convective mass 
transfer coefficient can be written: 
hmAs = b + c (Ihair)O.s (4.22) 
Equation (4.22) was substituted into Equation (4.16). A least-squares fit was again 
used to determine the unknowns (b and c). The maximum difference between the predicted 
and the actual air humidity ratio change was improved to 9.0%. The fmal mass transfer 
equation can now be written: 
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(4.23) 
where, 
b = -890.0 (~, and 
c = 88.4 (~O.S. 
The negative sign on the constant b in Equation (4.23) warrants some discussion. 
With equation (4.23) the convective heat transfer coefficient remains positive for air mass flow 
rates greater than approximately 100 lb/hr. This value is below the low end of the operating 
range of an automotive air conditioning evaporator. It can therefore be conclu~ed that the 
equation form for the convective mass transfer coefficient developed above is adequate for the 
modeling of the evaporator of interest to this study. 
Enthalpy Potential Equation Parameter Estimation 
The enthalpy potential equation, Equation (3.18), was introduced in Chapter 3 to 
describe the evaporator energy transfer rate. This equation is written for the one-zone model as 
follows: 
. ~ Q = (havg - hsur) 
cpm (4.24) 
where, 
Q = Iilref <hoot - hm) (4.25) 
The average saturated surface enthalpy can be calculated as a function of the surface 
temperature from the following linear curve fit: 
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where, 
Btu hsur = aa + bb TSID' (Ii) 
T sur = average surface temperature COF), 
Btu 
aa = -3.2373 (lb)' and 
Btu bb = 0.47417 (lboOf'). 
(4.26) 
The above curve fit was developed from saturated moist air enthalpy data obtained from Table 
1 of Chapter 6 in theASHRAE Handbook - FundlJmentais (1989,6.1-6.21) for a temperature 
range between 200F and 6()OF. 
The average smface temperature can now by expressed by Equation (3.30), which is 
written: 
Tsar = QRn:t + Tnt (4.27) 
where, 
Rref = refrigerant-side resistance. 
Equation (4.27) can now be substituted into Equation (4.26) to obtain the following 
equation for the average surface enthalpy: 
(4.28) 
By substituting Equation (4.28) into Equation (4.24), the enthalpy potential equation becomes: 
6S 
· ~ . Q = Olavg - aa - bb Q Rret - bb Tmf} Cpm (4.29) 
From the Lewis Relation, the convective heat transfer coefficient (he) and the specific 
heat of the air and water vapor mixture (Cpm) can be rqnsented by a convective mass transfer 
coefficient (hm). In addition, the refrigerant energy transfer resistance (Rret) can be expressed 
by: 
where, 
1 
Rret = hrAr 
hr = refrigerant side convective heat transfer coefficient, and 
Ar = refrigerant-side area. 
Equation (4.29) can now be written: 
Q = 11m As Olavg - aa - bb hri -bb Tlef) 
(4.30) 
(4.31) 
By solving for above equation for the energy transfer (Q) and then rearranging to 
simplify the equation forms for the refrigerant convective heat transfer coefficient and the air 
convective mass transfer coefficient, the following expression is obtained: 
1= Q (--L + J!L) 
(havg - aa - bb T ref) IlmAs hrAr 
(4.32) 
Based on the previous analysis for the convective mass transfer coefficient, the 
convective mass transfer coefficient for the enthalpy potential equation can be written in terms 
of the mass flow rate of air and two constants (a and b): 
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1 b --a+-~'":::' hm - (Ihair)0.5 (4.33) 
Kempiak: (1991) found that the average heat transfer coefficient for one- or two-phase 
internal refrigerant flow can be expressed by: 
1 c 
hr = (Iilref)D (4.34) 
where, 
n = 0.8, and 
c = constant. 
For the current analysis an exponent (n) of 1.0 will be used initially, and investigated further if 
necessary. 
By substituting Equations (4.33) and (4.34) into Equation (4.32), and collecting the 
area terms with the unknown constants, the enthalpy potential equation can be written: 
1 = Q (a+ b 0.5 + bb-L.) 
(havg - aa - bb T ref) (tbair) , (1i1reO 
(4.35) 
The unknowns (a, b, and c) in Equation (4.35) were then determined with a least squares fit of 
the data from the 52 steady-state conditions. The maximum error between the difference of the 
predicted and the actual energy transfer rate was 7.5%. The values for the unknowns from 
Equation (4.35) were: 
lb 
a = -6.275 x10-Q4 (hr)' 
lb b = 3.566 x1o-m (hr )0.5, and 
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c = 0.109 ( I:: ). 
Once again, the constant term for the convective mass transfer coefficient is a negative 
quantity. But as was seen in the mass transfer: analysis, the overall quantity remains positive 
for the range of operating conditions experienced by a mobile air conditioning system (i.e. a 
positive convective ~ transfer coefficient is preQicted). 
In addition, it should be noted that Equation (4.27) is also used to predict a surface 
temperature for the mass transfer analysis. During the model development, the mass transfer 
and the enthalpy potential equations presented above were analyzed simultaneously, since both 
equations required the identical predicted evaporator surface temperature. 
Verification of the One-Zone Steady-State Model 
In order to evaluate how well the one-zone equations predict the outlet refrigerant 
pressure (Pout>, outlet refrigerant enthalpy (houu, outlet air enthalpy (hair.ouu, and outlet air 
humidity ratio (Wouu, a computer program was utilized. Equations (4.13), (4.23), (4.32), and 
the following expression for an overall evaporator energy balance 
· . Om = Qret (4.36) 
where, 
· Om is obtained from Equation (4.3), and 
· Oref is obtained from Equation (4.4), 
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comprised the model equations. The data for the 33 open inlet air conditions were used as 
model input data in order to insure that a sufficient amount of mass transfer was present. The 
four equations were solved simultaneously with a Newton-Raphson technique in order to 
obtain the outlet predictions. The two-zone Newton-Raphson computer program is presented 
in Appendix C. Included in this program are comments which outline the necessary changes 
required to convert to the program toa one-zone model. 
In addition to the four model equations, the following additional equation was 
necessary in order to predict the evaporator surface temperature: 
(4.37) 
Note: as discussed in Chapter 3, the average refrigerant temperature is approximated by the 
inlet measured refrigerant temperature for each condition. 
Figure 4.2 shows the predicted versus measured energy transfer rates. The maximum 
percent difference is 4.6%. The R.M.S. error in the prediction is 391 Btu/hr. 
Figure 4.3 shows a graph of the predicted versus actual refrigerant pressure drop. The 
refrigerant pressure drop was predicted within a 5.2% of the measured pressure drop. For this 
prediction the R.M.S. error was 0.13 psi. 
The air-side predictions were also represented well. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the 
predicted versus actual air humidity ratio change and air enthalpy change, respectively. The air 
humidity ratio change was predicted within 7.0%, with a R.M.S. error of 0.0002 IbwareJlbair. 
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Figure 4.2. Predicted Versus Measured Energy Transfer for the One-Zone Model. 
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Figure 4.3. Predicted Versus Measured Refrigerant Pressure Drop for the One-Zone Model. 
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Figure 4.5. Predicted Versus Measured Air Enthalpy Change for the One-Zone Model. 
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The maximum percent dif'femlce between the predicted and the actual air enthalpy change was 
4.59%, while the R.M.S. eD'Ot was 0.7 Btu/lb. 
The predicted outlet air temperature was calculated from the predicted outlet air enthalpy 
and humidity ratio using Equation (E.5) (see Appendix EWA graph of the predicted versus the 
actual air temperature change is shown in Figure 4.6. The maximum percent error was 6.4% 
of the predicted values. The R.M.S. error was 2.7OP. 
The agreement of the predicted air convective mass transfer coefficients was 
investigated. Figure 4.7 shows a comparison of the convective mass transfer correlations for 
the experimental range of air mass flow rates. Even though different equation forms were 
used, the correlations predicted with each model agree with each other well (within 5.6%). 
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Figure 4.6. Predicted Versus Measured Air Temperature Change for the One-Zone ModeL 
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Figure 4.7. Comparison of the Convective Mass Transfer Coefficient Correlations for the 
One-Zone Model 
This agreement validates the Lewis Relation, and supports the analogy between heat and mass 
transfer. 
Figure 4.8 shows the Iefrigerant convective heat transfer coefficient correlation over the 
experimental range of mass flow rates. The trend correctly relates an inCIease in refrigerant 
heat transfer with an increase in the mass flow rate. 
Finally. Tables 4.4 and 4.5 present the results of the one-zone model predictions for 
the pressure drop, energy rate, and outlet air properties, respectively. 
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One-Zone Model 
Table 4.4. Pressure Drop Prediction Results. 
Test APpred APICtUal APerror 
Number (psi) (psi) (%) 
1-0-2P 3.4 3.2 -S.3 
2-O-2P 3.4 3.3 -4.1 
3-O-2P 3.4 3.3 -3.6 
4-0-2P S.S S.2 -4.8 
S-O-2P S.9 S.7 -4.2 
6-0-2P 6.1 S.8 -3.8 
7-0-2P 6.3 6.3 0.2 
8-O-2P 6.8 6.8 0.0 
9-O-2P 7.2 7.1 -0.1 
10-0-2P 7.3 7.S 2.4 
ll .. O-2P 7.9 8.1 2.S 
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Table 4.4. (cont.) 
Test APpred APactual AParor 
Number (psi) (psi) (%) 
12-()'2P 8.3 8.5 1.9 
13;.()'2P 2.8 2.8 -1.1 
14-0-2P 2.9 2.9 0.5 
15-0-2P 2.9 2.9 1.0 
16-()'2P 3.1 3.0 -4.9 
17-()'2P 3.2 3.0 -4.8 
18-0-2P 3.3 3.2 -3.9 
19-0-2P 4.9 4.8 -1.1 
20-()'2P 5.4 5.3 -1.3 
21-0-2P 5.7 5.6 -0.7 
22-0-2P 6.1 6.0 -1.6 
23-()'2P 6.6 6.5 -1.6 
24-()'2P 7.2 7.0 -1.6 
2S-().2P 6.9 6.7 -3.3 
26-()'2P 7.6 7.5 -1.9 
'1:1-0-2P 8.1 8.0 -1.5 
28-0-2P 2.8 2.9 1.9 
29-0-2P 3.0 3.0 1.2 
3O-0-2P 3.0 3.0 1.6 
31-O-2P 5.1 5.2 1.6 
32-0-2P 5.1 5.2 1.4 
33-0-2P 5.2 5.3 2.1 
Table 4.5. Energy Rate and Outlet Air Properties Pmliction Results. 
Test ~ Oenur AT air,pred. ATair,aror AWpred. AWaror 
Number (BtuIlb) (%) ro ro Obwalerllbair) (%) 
1-0-2P 18520 -2.9 69.1 -2.0 0.00271 -2.6 
2-0-2P 18152 -2.8 68.4 -2.0 0.00259 -1.7 
3-0-2P 17577 -2.3 . 67.4 -1.9 0.00226 1.6 
4-0-2P 21671 -1.2 74.0 -0.1 0.00477 -4.8 
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Table 4.5. (cont) 
Test ~ Oeaor 4T· pred. m, 4T.,enor 4Wpred. 4Wenor 
Number Q!tu/lbl ~%l ~ ~ (lbwawJlbairl ~%l 
S-0-2P 20818 -0.3 722 0.2 0.00433 -2.1 
6-0-2P 20414 0.2 71.4 0.2 0.00413 -0.4 
7-0-2P 23166 -0.5 725 0.1 0.00638 -2.1 
8-0-2P 22172 0.3 70.0 0.5 0.00589 -1.1 
9-0-2P 21784 0.8 69.3 0.9 0.00574 -0.5 
10-0-2P 23784 1.4 721 -0.4 0.00699 5.8 
11-0-2P 22253 1.2 70.3 0.4 0.00616 2.9 
12-O-2P 21564 2.2 69.5 1.0 0.00565 4.2 
13-O-2P 14648 0.9 37.7 1.9 0.00533 -5.9 
14-0-2P . 13956 2.9 36.9 2.3 0.00484 -2.6 
15-O-2P 13862 3.3 36.8 2.4 0.00476 -1.8 
16-0-2P 15601 0.9 87.9 1.3 0.00364 -2.4 
17-0-2P 15091 1.3 87.1 1.1 0.00325 1.8 
18-O-2P 14658 1.5 86.1 0.6 0.00277 7.0 
19-O-2P 18244 1.0 91.9 1.7 0.00503 -2.6 
20-0-2P 17540 1.8 90.9 1.8 0.00448 1.1 
21-0-2P 17071 2.6 89.6 2.0 0.00400 4.8 
22-O-2P 18851 0.1 95.8 1.4 0.00534 -5.8 
23-O-2P 18057 2.4 92.0 2.6 0.00464 1.2 
24-0-2P 17458 3.3 89.8 2.6 0.00415 5.6 
2S-0-2P 18875 1.5 95.2 1.7 0.00501 0.2 
26-0-2P 17785 2.9 92.0 2.6 0.00436 3.6 
27-O-2P 17282 3.4 91.0 2.8 0.00397 5.7 
28-O-2P • 12135 -4.6 97.6 -5.5 0.00708 -0.9 
29-O-2P 11875 -4.6 95.9 -5.4 0.00671 -0.4 
3O-0-2P 11851 -4.2 95.7 -5.2 0.00671 -0.0 
31-O-2P 13176 -4.3 102.7 -5.3 0.00811 -1.2 
32-0-2P 13117 -4.4 102.8 -5.3 0.00813 -1.6 
33-O-2P 13006 -4.2 102.4 -5.0 0.00809 -1.7 
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Chapter 5 
ANALYSIS OF STEADY·STATE EVAPORATOR PARAMETERS FOR THE 
TWO·ZONE MODEL 
Introduction 
The specific section equations to describe the transient performance of a plate-fin 
evaporator have been introduced in Chapter 3. These equations were defined for a one-section 
model where the refrigerant exits the evaporator as a two-phase mixture, and a two-section 
model where the refrigerant exits the evaporator as a superheated gas. The steady-state 
parameters, those which do not appear in the; control volume terms of the section equations, for 
the one-zone model have been investigated in Chapter 4. These steady-state parameters were 
determined with a least-squares fit to the test data based on the governing steady-state 
equations. These parameters are the convective heat transfer coefficient (he), the convective 
mass transfer coefficient (h...), and the friction factor (F(!). 
In this chapter, the steady-state parameters for the two-zone model will be determined. 
Since the two-zone equations are an extension of the one-zone equations, the two-zone 
parameters will be based on the equation forms of the parameters developed in Chapter 4. 
Once again the parameters will be determined with a least-squares fit of experimental data. 
The test plan for obtaining the experimental data will be discussed first. Then, the 
development of each steady-state parameter will be discussed in detail. Finally, the developed 
parameters will be applied to the model equations in order to generate outlet refrigerant and air 
property predictions for a range of evaporator inputs. The program used to execute the least-
squares fits for the two-zone model is contained in Appendix B. 
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Test Plan 
The test plan for the two-zone model data is similar to the plan for the one-zone. The 
only difference is that the Iefrigerant at the outlet of the evaporator will be a superheated state. 
" 
The a>nditions with varying degrees of refrigerant superheat were generated with the 
needle valve. The refrigerant superheat was varied between SOP and 300P. As discussed in 
Chapter 4, the four main data sets are: 1) open inlet air and a two-phase evaporator exit 
refrigerant state, 2) recirculated inlet air and a two-phase evaporator exit refrigerant state, 3) 
open inlet air and a superheated evaporator exit Iefrigerant state, and 4) recirculated inlet air and 
a superheated evaporator exit refrigerant state. Data sets (3) and (4) will be the data sets of 
interest in this chapter. 
For each of these data groups, the inlet air temperature was varied with two heaters 
(inlet air temperatures between 95 OP and 140 Of'), the compressor speed was varied (1000, 
2000, 3000, and 4000 RPM), and the air flow rate across the evaporator was varied (240, 150, 
and 75 SCFM). The air flow rate across the condenser was kept constant at 1200 SCFM for 
all the steady-state test conditions. 
The two-zone model analysis used a total of 40 test runs. There were 20 steady-state 
test runs with open inlet air and 20 steady-state test runs with reciIculated inlet air. With each 
test run the inlet and outlet air temperatures (Tair,in and Tair,out> and relative humidities (qu,in 
and fair,out> were measured. The volumetric flow rate of the air (Vair) waS recorded at the 
outlet of the evaporator and then calculated as a mass flow rate (lilair). The ambient air pressure 
(Pamb) in the laboratory was also measured and used for both refrigerant and air property 
calculations. 
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On the refrigerant side, the inlet and outlet temperatures (Tin and T em> and pressures 
(P-m and Pout> were measured. 
Since the outlet refrigennt state could be determined from the pressure and temperature 
measurements, a complete refrigerant and air stream energy balance could be done for the 
evaporatm. The mass flow rate of tefii:gennt could now be calculated from either a-condenser 
or an evaporator energy balance. 
Figure 5.1 compares the energy transfer rate as calculated with the evaporator air-side 
properties and refrigerant-side properties. The refrigennt-sidc energy rate uses the mass flow 
rate of refrigerant as calculated from a condenser energy balance. 
lSOCO~------~------~------~'~----+-r-----+-
IOXO~------4-------~----~4-~~~~·------~ 
SOCO~-------~------4-------4-----~+-------+-
o~------~ .. ----~--~--~--~--~------~ o sooo IOXO 15000 20000 2SOOO 
. Omnpnnt (Btu/hr) 
Figure 5.1. Air-Side Versus Refrigerant-Side Energy Transfer Rate for the Two-Zone Model 
Data. 
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The graph shows that the energy transfer rates compa1'e reasonably well for the majority 
of the test conditions. The conditions which display the ~st discrepancies are those which 
cOl1'Cspond to low evaporator air flow rates, as denoted in the figure. It would appear, then, 
that these points are questionable. In addition, it would seem that in order to remain consistent 
with the one-zone model pressure· drop calculations, the calculation of the mass flow rate of 
refrigerant should be obtained from the identical method. It is for these two reasons that the 
mass flow rate of refrigerant is calculated from a condenser energy balance. 
In order to obtain an inlet refrigerant enthalpy (hin), the analysis on the condenser, as 
explained in Chapter 4, was performed. 
The condenser energy balance equations, Equations (4.1) and (4.2), and the calculation 
of the refrigerant mass flow rate can be found in Chapter 4. The evaporator energy rate 
equations, Equations (4.3) and (4.4), can also be found in Chapter 4. 
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 present a test number to each steady-state test along with the test 
data used in the two-zone model analysis. Only the data associated with the evaporator is 
presented for it is the only data which' is relevant to the modeling. Table 5.1 presents the 
refrigerant-side measured data, while Table 5.2 presents the air-side measured data. The first 
number in the test number is the actual test number. The "0" represents data with open inlet air 
conditions, while the "R" represents test conditions with recirculated inlet air. The "SH" 
denotes a superheated refrigerant exit state. 
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Table 5.1. Measmed Refrigerant Properties 
Test Pref,in Tref,in href,in Pref.out Tref,out 1iW 
Number (psis) rn (BtuIlb) rn rn QbIhr) 
I-O-SH 33.6 38.7 45.90 30.7 62.0 286 
2-O-SH 34.8 40.2 46.48 . 31.9 53.1 297 
3-O-SH 35.7 41.2 46.79 32.7 46.8 304 
4-O-SH 27.5 32.5 48.48 23.0 50.9 372 
5-O-SH 28.7 34.0 49.00 24.1 42.7 388 
6-0-SH 29.1 34.5 49.19 24.4 38.1 394 
7-O-SH 26.7 29.9 48.51 21.2 36.2 413 
8-O-SH 27.4 30.8 48.93 21.7 31.3 424 
9-0-SH 27.9 31.6 49.41 22.2 29.4 434 
1000-SH 25.4 30.2 43.94 22.9 47.2 240 
II-O-SH 26.0 31.0 44.23 23.4 41.4 246 
12-O-SH 26.6 31.9 44.50 24.0 36.3 2SO 
13-O-SH 28.6 35.2 45.47 25.9 53.5 267 
14-O-SH 28.8 35.5 45.54 26.2 47.9 271 
15-O-SH 29.8 36.8 46.11 27.1 40.9 278 
16-O-SH 25.3 29.2 48.78 21.0 48.6 343 
17-O-SH 25.7 29.8 49.03 21.3 39.9 350 
18-O-SH 26.0 30.3 49.27 21.6 35.5 356 
19-O-SH 23.3 27.7 50.41 .18.1 36.3 384 
20-0-SH 23.5 28.1 50.49 18.3 30.3 391 
l-R-SH 23.0 27.0 44.89 20.4 45.7 224 
2-R-SH 22.9 27.6 45.22 20.4 39.5 226 
3-R-SH 23.4 28.3 45.49 20.9 36.1 230 
4-R-SH 16.5 17.8 47.09 12.9 31.6 264 
5-R-SH 16.8 18.4 47.39 13.2 22.7 270 
6-R-SH 16.8 18.5 47.25 13.2 18.0 273 
7-R-SH 14.7 14.8 48.25 10.6 29.6 283 
8-R-SH 15.0 15.4 48.49 10.8 20.0 291 
9-R-SH 15.0 15.6 48.51 10.9 13.8 293 
10-R-SH 23.7 28.0 47.25 21.1 46.6 220 
11-R-SH 24.3 29.1 47.43 21.8 37.2 226 
12-R-SH 24.8 29.8 47.56 22.3 31.0 231 
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Table 5.1. (cont.) 
Test PIefJn TretJn hretJn . Pret,out TIef.out Ii\ef 
Number (psig) fF) (BtuIlb) fF) C'F) (lb/hr) 
13-R-SH 17.0 18.3 47.73 13.4 30.3 264 
14-R-SH 17.3 18.8 48.01 13.6 19.1 271 
15-R-SH 22.4 26.4 44.30 20.0 47.0 221 
16-R-SH 22.7 27.0 44.49 20.3 39.0 225 
17-R-SH 23.1 27.8 44.62 20.7 31.2 231 
18-R-SH 15.1 16.4 45.20 11.6 27.9 259 
19-R-SH 15.2 16.7 45.33 11.7 18.0 264 
20-R-SH 15.2 16.9 45.67 11.7 15.4 267 
Table 5.2. Measured Air Properties. 
Test TairJn %t Tair,out cI»out Vair Iilair Pamb Tdb,amb Twb,amb 
Number fF) !%~ fF) !%~ !scfm~ Qb/hr~ !psia~ fF) fF) 
l-O-SH 118.8 14.7 50.8 69.6 211 940 14.45 79.0 66.0 
2-O-SH 119.0 14.6 50.2 74.1 210 936 14.45 79.0 66.0 
3-O-SH 119.1 14.6 50.3 76.2 210 934 14.45 79.0 66.0 
4-O-SH 119.1 14.6 43.3 78.2 207 932 14.45 79.0 66.0 
5-O-SH 118.5 14.9 42.8 78.6 206 930 14.45 79.0 66.0 
6-O-SH 118.4 15.0 42.9 79.0 207 931 14.45 79.0 66.0 
7-O-SH 113.1 19.7 38.9 78.6 208 943 14.46 75.0 69.0 
8-O-SH 113.7 19.1 39.0 79.4 208 941 14.46 75.0 69.0 
9-O-SH 113.2 19.0 39.4 79.8 208 943 14.46 75.0 69.0 
10-0-SH 81.5 46.4 40.7 85.6 216 976 14.46 78.0 68.0 
11-O-SH 81.5 46.6 39.9 85.5 216 976 14.46 78.0 68.0 
12-O-SH 81.6 45.8 40.1 85.3 217 979 14.46 78.0 68.0 
13-O-SH 134.5 9.9 44.6 75.2 139 623 14.46 79.0 66.0 
14-0-SH 134.3 9.6 44.2 75.5 138 621 14.46 79.0 66.0 
15-O-SH 135.4 9.2 44.8 77.0 137 614 14.46 79.0 66.0 
16-O-SH 133.8 10.0 38.1 71.8 145 658 14.46 83.0 67.0 
17-O-SH 133.1 9.7 37.7 72.3 144 652 14.46 83.0 67.0 
18-O-SH 133.6 9.2 37.9 72.8 145 657 14.46 83.0 67.0 
19-O-SH 135.1 8.5 36.1 67.9 143 651 14.46 85.0 67.5 
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Table 5.2. (cont.) 
Test Tair,in cj)m Tair,out +- Yair Ibair Pamb Tdb,amb Twb,amb 
Number ~ ~%l ~ ~%l ~scfml Qblbrl (psia) ~ ~ 
20-0-SH 134.8 8.6 35.7 70.2 141 642 14.46 85.0 67.5 
l-R-SH 88.9 15.1 37.4 57.4 239 1081 14.51 82.0 65.0 
2-R-SH 88.7 15.5 36.7 60.3 238 1078 14.51 82.0 65.0 
3-R-SH 88.9 15.7 37.0 61.4 239 1080 14.51 82.0 65.0 
4-R-SH 81.7 12.7 25.5 52.9 237 1086 14.51 86.0 66.0 
5-R-SH 81.8 13.0 25.3 54.7 235 1074 14.51 86.0 66.0 
6-R-SH 81.9 13.0 25.0 55.5 232 1062 14.51 86.0 . 66.0 
7-R-SH 79.0 12.2 22.0 52.9 236 1086 14.51 87.0 68.0 
8-R-SH 79.1 12.4 21.8 54.2 234 1076 14.51 87.0 68.0 
9-R-SH 79.2 12.5 21.4 54.7 231 1063 14.51 87.0 68.0 
100R-SH 106.4 8.6 37.5 54.2 158 715 14.51 89.0 68.0 
ll-R-SH 105.9 8.8· 37.2 57.3 IS8 715 14.51 89.0 68.0 
12-R-SH 105.2 9.1 37.3 59.4 158 716 14.51 89.0 68.0 
13-R-SH 97.1 7.2 26.3 44.3 173 790 14.51 89.0 68.0 
14-R-SH 95.7 7.7 25.8 50.2 172 788 14.51 89.0 68.0 
15-R-SH 90.1 15.3 37.7 58.6 236 1061 14.45 80.0 66.5 
16-R-SH 89.6 15.6 36.8 60.7 235 1058 14.45 80.0 66.5 
17-R-SH 90.3 15.8 36.8 62.1 234 1053 14.45 80.0 66.5 
18-R-SH 82.0 12.9 24.0 57.6 232 1058 14.45 80.0 66.5 
19-R-SH 82.7 13.0 23.4 58.7 227 1033 14.45 80.0 66.5 
20-R-SH 84.3 12.7 23.3 59.0 220 1003 14.45 80.0 66.5 
Enthalpy Potential and Momentum Equation Parameter Estimation 
The steady-state one-zone momentum equation developed in Chapter 4, Equation 
(4.13), can now be applied to each section of the two-zone model. The pressure drop equation 
for the evaporating and superheat sections, respectively, are written: 
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and, 
where, 
m!t 
Pin = Pg + tevap (r + :.20 ) ~ 
Vevap Pevap 
Pg um!t = Pout +fsb (t + 1.20)-
Vsh Psh 
fsb = superheat section fraction, 
fevap = evaporating section fraction, 
Vevap = refrigerant volumetric flow rate for the evaporating section, 
V sb = refrigerant volumetric flow rate for the evaporating section, 
Pevap = refrigerant density in the evaporating section, and 
Psb = refrigerant density in the superheating section. 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
The refrigerant volumetric flow and the density for the evaporating section will be repIeSenteci 
by an average of the inlet and intermediate density (pg). The refrigerant volumetric flow and 
the density for the superheat section will be represented by the intermediate density. 
Discussion on the density representation for each section of the evaporator can be found in 
Chapter 3. 
By combining Equations (5.1) and (5.2), an expression for the overall evaporator 
refrigerant pressure drop is written: 
s m!t u m!t Pin = Pout + fevap (r + 1.20 ) -- + fsb (t + --) - (5.3) 
Vevap Pevap Vl.20 Psb 
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Similarly, the steady-state one-zone enthalpy potential equation developed in Chapter 4, 
Equation (4.35), can be applied to each section of the two-zone modeL The enthalpy potential 
equation for the evaporating and superlleat sections, respectively, are written: 
and 
where, 
f'evap(havg - aa - bb T ref.evap) 
Qevap = b- c 
(a + (1bair)0.5 + b b (g 
Qsil= fsb(havg - aa - bb T ref.sh) b d 
(a + (1iJair)0.5 + b b (g 
~ _ dlret(hg- hm), and 
Q. - rflref <bout - hal 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
The air-side lesistance is assumed to be constant across the endIe evaporator. TheIefore, the 
constants for the air-side resistance (a and b) are equal for the both the evaporating and the 
superheat sections of the model. 
A form of the enthalpy potential equation can be obtained by solving Equations (5.4) 
and (5.5) for their lespective evaporator fractions, and then summing the fractions to equal 
one. The equation of the sum of the section fractions is written: 
. 
1 = Oev. (a + b 0.5 + bb g ) + 
(havg - aa - bb T ref.evap) (Ibair) ( 
Om (a + b 0.5 + bb --L-» 
(havg - aa - bb T ref.sb) (Ibair) (rbreD (5.6) 
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In order to determine the unknowns (r, s, t, U, a, b, c, and d) for Equations (5.3) and 
(5.6) an iterative least-squares fit was developed. First, an initial guess for the intermediate 
pressure was made and a least-squares fit was performed on Equation (5.6). Second, the 
determined values for the a, b, and d were inserted into Equation (5.5), and the superheat 
section fraction was solved for. The evaporator section fraction was then determined from the 
superheat section fraction. Third, the predicted fractions were used in Equation (5.3), and a 
least-squares fit deteriuined r, s, t, and u. Fourth, Equation (5.2) was used to detemrlne the 
predicted pressure drop in the superheat section (4Psh>, and Equation (5.3) 'was used to 
determine the overall predicted pressme drop (M»totaJ). Finally, the value for the intermediate 
refrigerant pressure was updated with the following equation: 
4Psb Pg = Pout + - (Pin - Pout> 
4Ptot 
(5.7) 
'lbe prediction of the new intermediate pressure is based on the predicted fraction of the 
total pressure drop occmring in the superheated section and the measured inlet and outlet 
refrigerant pressmes. This method of scaling the measmed pressme drop by the previously 
predicted fractions was applied in order to avoid divergence of the iteration scheme. 
Th~ coefficients determined from the least-squares fit were examined after each 
iteration. The iteration process continued until the values of the coefficients converged. 
Convergence usually occurred after seven iterations. The maximum percent difference between 
the predicted and the actual energy transfer rate was 8%. The maximum percent difference 
between the predicted and the actual refrigerant pressure drop was 9%. 
The final values for the enthalpy potential and the momentum equations for the two-
moe model are: 
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a = -1.86 xl0-04 
b = 2.30 xl0-02 
c = 9.17 xl0-02 
d = 9.19 xlO-02 
r = 3.53 xl0-05 
s = 1.36 xl0-02 
t = -1.79 xlO-06 
u = 6.53 xl0-02 
lb (br ), 
lb ( br)O.S, 
( lb op) 
Btu ' 
( lb OP) 
Btu ' 
.hf2 
pSlg lb-ft3 ' 
· br2 .It3 12 pSlg lb-ft3 (iir) . , 
· br2 pSlg lb-ft3 ,and 
· br2 ft3 12 pSlg lb-ft3 (hr) . • 
Similar to the analysis in Chapter 4, the constant value for the air convective mass 
transfer coefficient (a) is negative. But, again, the overall coefficient is positive for the range 
conditions of intelest to this study. 
It should be noted that the constants for the superheat and evaporating section 
refrigerant convective heat transfer coefficients (s and t) are different. This relationship 
indicates that the model predicts IDOft: heat transfer for a two-phase flow then a superheated 
one-phase flow. One would expect that this difference in refrigerant heat transfer exist. 
In addition, the equations for the section surface temperatures can be written: 
Tsur,evap = 9:: + TJef,evap (5.8) 
and 
T sur,sb = t + Tref,sb (5.9) 
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Mass Transfer Equation Parameter Estimation 
The steady-state one-zone mass ttansfer equation developed in Chapter 4; Equation 
(4.23), can DOW be applied to each section of the two-zone modeL The convective mass 
transfer coefficient for the evaporating and superheat sections are assumed to be constant. The 
mass transfer equation for the evaporating and superheat sections, ~vely, are written: 
and 
By adding Equations (5.10) and (5.11), the following expression for the overall 
evaporatOr mass transfer can be obtained: 
The unknowns in the mass ttansfer equation (b and c) were determined with a least-
squares tit of the 33 open inlet air test conditions. These conditions insured the presence of a 
significant amount of mass ttansfer. The maximum percent difference between the predicted 
and the actual change in air humidity ratio is 15%. The final values for the constants in the 
convective mass transfer coefficient equation are: 
b = -324 ~, and 
c = 61.0 (~o.s. 
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Similar to the analysis in Chapter 4 and the two-zone enthalpy potential convective mass 
transfer coefficient, the constant value for the air convective mass transfer coefficient is 
negative. But, again, the overall coefficient is positive for the conditions of interest to this 
study. 
Verification of the Two-Zone Steady.State Model 
In order to evaluate how well the two-zone model equations predict the outlet 
refrigerant pressure (PouV, the outlet refrigerant enthalpy (houv, the outlet air enthalpy 
(hair,ouV, and the outlet air humidity ratio (W ouV, a computer program was utilized In 
addition to the four properties above, the superheat fraction (fsh) aDd the intermediate pressure 
(Pg) were also predicted for each test condition. The evaporating section fraction (fevap) was 
calculated directly from the SlJperheat section fraction. Equations (5.1), (5.2), (5.4), (5.5), 
(5.12), and the following expression for an overall energy balance 
· . Qm = Clat (5.13) 
where, 
· Qw. is obtained from Equation (4.3), and 
· Oref is obtained from Equation (4.4), 
comprised the model equations. The data for the 33 open inlet air conditions was used as 
model input data in order to insure that a sufficient amount of mass transfer was present The 
equations were solved simultaneously with a Newton-Raphson technique in order to obtain the 
outlet predictions. The two-zone Newton-Raphson computer program is presented in 
AppendixC. 
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Note: as discussed in Chapter 3, the average refrigerant temperature is approximated by 
the inlet refrigerant temperature for the evaporating section, and by the average of the 
intermediate and the outlet refrigerant tempemture for the superheat section. 
Figure 5.2 shows the predicted versus measured energy transfer rates. The maximum 
percent difference is 6.3%. The R.M.S. error in the prediction is 643 Btu/hr. 
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Figure 5.2. Predicted Versus Measured Energy Transfer Rate for the Two-Zone Model. 
Figure 5.3 shows a graph of the predicted versus the actual refrigerant pressure drop. 
The refrigerant pressure drop was predicted within 12.6% of the measured pressure drop. For 
this prediction the R.M.S. error was 0.16 ps~. 
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Figure S.3. Predicted Versus Measured Refrigerant Pressure Drop for the Two-Zone Model. 
The air-side predictions were also represented well. Figures S.4 and S.S show the 
predicted versus actual air humidity ratio change and the air enthalpy change, respectively. The 
air humidity ratio change was predicted within 8.1%, with a R.M.S. error of 0.0002 
IbwateJlbair. The maximum percent difference between the predicted and the actual air enthalpy 
change was 6.8%, while the R.M.S. error was 1.1 Btu/lb. 
The predicted outlet air temperature was calculated from the predicted outlet air 
enthalpy and humidity ratio using Equation (E.6) (see Appendix E). A graph of the predicted 
versus the measured air temperature change is shown in Figure S.6. The maximum percent 
error was 7.9%, and the R.M.S. error was 4.30f'. 
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Figure 5.4. Predicted Versus Measured Air Humidity Ratio Change for the Two-Zone Model. 
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Figure 5.5. Predicted Versus Measured Air Enthalpy Change for the Two-Zone Model. 
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Figure 5.6. Predicted Versus Measured Air Temperature Change for the Two-Zone Model 
Fipm 5.7 presents the predicted versus the actual miigerant superheat. The two-zone 
model does not seem as reliable for predicting low amounts of refrigerant superheat. This 
problem may be caused by the sensitivity of the calculation of miigerant superheat using the 
predicted pressure and enthalpy. A small deviation in either temperature or pressure can falsely 
predict refrigerant superheat. The trend seems reasonable for the majority of the data. The 
discrepancy in the difference between the predicted and the actual miigerant superheat may be 
caused by the following reasons: 1) uncertainty in the pressure and temperature measurements 
used for the experimental facility, 2) the effects of the compressor oil entrained in the 
miigerant, and 3) the possibility of nonequilibrium conditions existing in the system. 
Figure 5.8 shows the relationship between the predicted superheat section fraction and 
the superheat section miigerant pressure drop. The graph indicates that higher superheat 
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section pressure drops an: associated with higher superheat section fractions. The model does 
predict small negative fractions and refrigcram pressme drops for tluec test conditions. Again 
this discrepancy may be due to the experimental facility measuring devices. The devices may 
measme refrigerant superheat at the evaporator exit, when in fact there may be none . 
. 
Similarly, Figure 5.9 shows the relationship between predicted superheat Section 
fraction and the refrigerant superheat. There is a trc~ which indicates a rise in refrigerant 
superheat is associated with a rise in the superheat section fraction. There an: three points 
where there an: negative predictions for the superheat section fraction and the amount of 
refrigerant superheat. An error in the experimental measuring devices has previously been 
introduced as one of the tluec possible explanations for these questionable predictions. 
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Figute5.9. Prcdictcd Superheat Section Fraction Versus Predicted Refrigerant Superheat. 
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Figure 5.10 compares the air convective mass transfer correlations for the enthalpy 
potential and the mass transfer equations for both the one-zone and the two-zone models. All 
four cOJTelations show an inaease in the mass transfer coefficient with an increase in the air 
mass flow rate. For low mass flow rates (less than 700 lb/hr) "the coefficients agree well with 
each other. At higher air flow rates the convective mass transfer coefficient for the two-zone 
mass transfer model seems to increase at a lower rate. This discrepancy at higher flow rates 
may indicate that the superheat section surface is in fact dry for these conditions, and not wet as 
was earlier assumed. 
Figure 5.11 shows the cOJTelations for the refrigerant heat transfer coeffici~nt for the 
superheat and evaporating sections. The trend COJTeCtly relates an increase in the refrigerant 
heat transfer of both sections with an increase in refrigerant flow. The correlations also predict 
a higher amount of heat transfer in the two-phase evaporating section, as should be expected. 
In Older to analyze the decision to use the refrigerant mass flow rate as calculated from 
a condenser energy balance, model parameters were also determined using a refrigerant mass 
flow rate calculated from an evaporator energy balance. Figure 5.12 shows the predicted 
versus measured energy balance for both refrigerant mass flow rate calculations. The 
maximum percent difference for the predictions made with the parameters for the refrigerant 
flow rate as calculated from the condenser energy balance is 7.4%, while the R.M.S. error is 
644 Btu/hr. The maximum percent difference for the predictions made with the 
parameters for the refrigerant flow rate as calculated from the evaporator energy balance is 
4.7%, while the R.M.S. error is 419 Btu/hr. The predictions for which the refrigerant mass 
flow rate is calculated from an evaporator energy balance is better, as one would expect. The 
energy transfer rate for this case is fixed for the refrigerant-side (i.e. exactly equal to the air-
side rate). 
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Figure S.12. Predicted Versus Measured Energy Transfer Rate For the Two Methods of 
Calculating Refrigerant Mass Flow Rate for the Two-Zone Model 
Figme S.13 shows the relationship between the predicted and the measured pressure 
drop for the two cases above. The maximum percent difference for the predictions made with 
the refrigerant mass flow rates from a condenser energy balance is 21.0%, while the R.M.S. 
error is 0.36 psi. The maximum percent difference for the predictions made with the 
refrigerant mass flow rate calculated from an evaporator energy balance is 12.6%, while the 
R.M.S. error is 0.16 psi. The predictions calculated with the condenser energy balance 
refrigerant flow rate are significantly better. This result seems to indicate that the refrigerant 
mass flow rate as calculated from a condenser energy balance is correct, and that an error may 
exist in one of the evaporator air-side measurements. Earlier in the chapter, the air mass flow 
rate was singled out as a questionable variable. The air flow rate should be investigated in the 
future. 
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Finally, Tables S.3 and S.4 present the results of the two-zone model predictions for 
the pressure drop , and energy transfer rate and air properties, respectively. 
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FigtR S.13. Pnmctcd Versus Measured Refrigerant Plessure Drop For the Two Methods of 
Ca1cuJating Refrigerant Mass Flow Rate for the Two-Zone ModeL 
Table S.3. Pressure Drop Prediction Results. 
Test &»pedicfed 4PaclUal &»enor 
Number (psi) (Psi) (%) 
l-O-SH 3.2 3.0 -S.S 
2-O-SH 3.2 '2.9 -7.4 
3-O-SH 3.1 3.0 -4.9 
4-O-SH 4.7 4.6 -3.2 
S-O-SH 4.S 4.6 -3.9 
6-O-SH 4.9 4.7 -4.2 
7-O-SH S.S S.6 1.3 
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Table S.3. (cont.) 
Test M'JRdicIed 4Pactua1 4Permr 
Number (psi) (psi) (%) 
8-O-SH S.7 S.6 -O.S 
9-O-SH S.8 S.7 -2.4 
l0-0-SH 2.6 2.S -2.6 
11-O-SH 2.6 2.S -2.1 
12-O-SH 2.S 2.S 0.6 
13-O-SH 3.0 2.6 -12.6 
14-O-SH 2.9 2.7 -9.1 
1S-O-SH 2.9 2.7 -6.6 
16-0-SH 4.3 4.4 1.4 
. 17-O-SH 4.3 4.4 1.0 
18-O-SH 4.4 4.4 -0.1 
19-0-SH S.3 S.2 -1.9 
20-0-SH S.4 S.2 -3.3 
Table S.4. Energy Transfer Rate and Air Properties Prediction Results. 
Test Oaa 4Tair,JRd. 4Tair,e:rmr 4WpIed. 4Wermr 
Number ~%~ ~ ~ QbwateJlbair~ (%~ 
l-O-SH 19370 -1.2 69.8 -1.8 0.00325 6.3 
2-O-SH 19372 -1.6 69.9 -1.2 0.00331 -1.3 
3-O-SH 19291 -1.S 69.8 -1.0 0.00329 -4.7 
4-O-SH 22903 1.3 78.1 -2.4 O.OOSOS -4.1 
S-O-SH 22523 3.3 77.0 -1.3 0'()0497 -1.8 
6-O-SH 22417 3.S 76.6 -1.0 0.00493 -1.0 
7-O-SH 2467S -0.4 76.2 -2.1 0~00691 3.6 
8-O-SH 24403 0.9 76.2 -l.S 0.00671 3.4 
9-O-SH 23843 3.7 7S.0 -1.1 0.00639 3.9 
10-0-SH 1S997 -0.7 43.0 -2.2 O.OOS44 -7.8 
11-O-SH 16039 -0.8 42.9 -1.3 0.OOS49 -5.3 
12-O-SH 15817 0.0 42.6 -1.1 0.OOS30 . -3.7 
13-O-SH 17833 -1.6 95.5 -S.6 0.00485 -2.2 
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Table 5.4. (cont.) 
Test ~ cJrmr 4Tair,pml. 4 T air.error 4Wpred. 4Werroc 
Number ~tu/lbl ~%l ~ ~ QbwmmIl!s:l (%) 
14-0-SH 17643 -0.9 95.8 -5.8 0.00462 -8.1 
15-O-SH 17411 -0.3 96.6 -6.0 0.00439 -7.9 
16-O-SH 20915 1.2 102.2 -6.5 0.00629 -0.9 
17-O-SH 20288 2.8 101.8 -6.1' 0.00577 -1.0 
18-O-SH 20072 3.8 101.7 -6.0 0.00530 -1.2 
19-O-SH 20806 6.4 106.8 -7.8 0.00546 0.2 
20-0-SH 20478 7.4 106.4 -7.3 0.00547 -1.3 
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Chapter" 
CONCLUSION ' 
Summary 
The objective of the current study was to simulate the steady-state performance of an 
automotive air conditioning plate-tin evaporator. The computer simulation models developed 
were based on experimental data. First, a one-zone model was defined for conditions when the 
evaporator outlet refrigerant exited as a two-phase mixture. Next, a two-zone model was 
defined for conditions when the evaporaror outlet refrigerant exited in a superheated state. An 
intermediate state was defined where the refrigerant changes from a saturated to a superheated 
vapor. This intermediate state devides the evaporator into an evaporating and superheated 
section (i.e. a two-zone model). 
The models were based on basic refrigerant momentum equations, air-side enthalpy 
potential equations, and air-side mass transfer equations. Each of these equations were applied 
to each section of the models. In order to predict the smace temperature, a refrigerant-side 
thermal resistance was defined thus allowing the smface temperature to "float" between the air 
and refrigerant temperatures. Fmthermore, the predicted smace temperature was used for 
calculations in the enthalpy potential and the mass transfer equations. 
Embedded into each equation are parameters which are specific to both the heat 
exchanger geometry and the two working fluids (air and R-134a). These parameters included 
the air-side convective heat transfer coefficient (hc), the refrigerant-side convective heat transfer 
coefficient (br), the air-side convective mass transfer coefficient (haJ, and the refrigerant flow 
friction factor (Fct>. Correlations for each of these parameters were determined with a least-
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squares fit of experimental data. Equation forms for the friction factor and the convective heat 
transfer coefficient were based on COI'l'elations found in the literature. The Lewis Relation was 
assumed valid for air and utilized to allow the convective heat transfer correlation form to 
describe the convective mass transfer coefficient. 
The one-zone model predicted the evaporator energy transfer within 4.6% with a root 
mean squared error of 390 BtuIhr , the refrigerant pressme drop within 5.2% with a root mean 
squared error of 0.13 psi, the change in the air humidity ratio through the evaporator within 
7.0% with a root mean squared error of 0.0002 lbwaterllbair, and the air temperature change 
within 6,4% with a root mean squared error of 2.7OP. The convective heat transfer correlations 
developed for the mass transfer and the enthalpy potential equations compared well with each 
other and displayed the correct trend by increasing with an increase in the air flow rate. 
Similarly. the convective heat transfer COI'l'elation developed for the refrigerant increased with 
an increase in the refrigerant flow, as expected. 
The two-zone model predicted the evaporator energy transfer within 6.4% with a root 
mean squared error of 640 Btu/lb, the refrigerant pressure drop within 12.6% with a root mean 
squared error of 0.16 psi, the air humidity ratio change through the evaporator within 8.1 % 
with a root mean squared error of O.OOO2lbwatallbairr and· the air temperature change within 
7.9% with a root mean squared error of 4.3OP. The predicted fraction of the superheat section 
ranged from 0 to 0.15. The convective mass transfer COI'l'elation for the mass transfer equation 
did not follow the same exact trend as the correlation for the enthalpy potential equation. The 
two-zone convective ~ transfer COI'l'elation for the mass transfer equation did not increase as 
much with air flow rate as the COlI'Clations for the one- or two-zone enthalpy potential or the 
One-zone mass transfer. One explanation may be that the surface temperature of the superheat 
section may be significandy higher than that of the evaporating section, and the superheat 
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section surface may be dry and not wet as it was assumed (i.e. there is less mass transfer 
occurring for the superheat section). 
The refrigerant convective heat transfer correlation for the evaporating section predicted 
higher heat transfer rates for the evaporating section than for the superheat section, as was 
expected (i.e. two-phase refrigerant heat transfer was greater than pure vapor refrigerant heat 
transfer). An increase in the refrigerant superheat related to an increase in the superheat section 
fraction. In addition, an increase in the superheat section refrigerant pressure drop also related 
to an increase in the superheat section fraction. However, the two-zone model did predict a 
negative superheat section fraction, superheat section refrigerant pressure drop, and refrigerant 
superheat for three conditions. This error is suspected to be a result of the experimental 
measurements, and the sensitivity of the calculation of refrigerant superheat from pressure and 
enthalpy and not entirely on the two-zone model 
Recommendations 
There are several areas in which improvements for future studies should be made. The 
first, and foremost, is the calibration of the refrigerant flow meter. The reliability of a model 
which is based on experimental data suffers greatly when the measurement of the data is 
suspect. In addition to the refrigerant flow, the evaporator air flow measurement should be 
investigated. In this study it was observed that the evaporator air-side energy rate deviated 
from the refrigerant-side energy rate at low flow rates of air. Finally, the inability of the two-
zone model to accurately predict outlet refrigerant superheat at low levels has raised the 
question of the validity of the measurement of the outlet refrigerant properties. Therefore, the 
outlet refrigerant temperature and pressure measurements should also be examined, as well as 
other measurements used in the energy balances. 
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In the present study, the air-side convective mass transfer correlations devel~ for the 
mass transfer and enthalpy potential models were linear in form. These two correlations were 
developed and determined independently. However, future studies should investigate the 
possibility of using the same mass transfer correlation for both models. This single correlation 
could be solved simultaneously for both models utilizing a non-linear least-squares fit. In 
addition, the present study used a smface enthalpy as a linear function of surface temperature. 
Future investigations should include investigating a surface enthalpy as a nonlinear function of 
the surface temperature. This nonlinear surface enthalpy would also require a nonlinear least-
squares fit of the model equations. 
Modeling the formation of frost on the evaporator surface was completely avoided in 
the Ctment study. Howev~, future evaporator modeling could allow the potential for surface 
frost formation. This modeling would include an equation to describe the rate of frost 
formation, and an equation to describe the pressure drop of the air flow through the evaporator 
as the frost formed on the evaporator surface. 
Finally, the effects of compressor oil on refrigemnt properties should be investigated. 
Compressor oil comprises a significant amount of the charge in an air conditioning system. 
The refrigerant carries the oil as it flows through the system, and subsequently the saturation 
temperature of the refrigerant is changed. Therefore, the effects of the oil entrained in the 
refrigerant flow should not be neglected if possible. 
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APPENDIX A 
Least-Squares Analysis Programs for the One-Zone Model 
! THIS PROGRAM WILL EY ALUA1E TIlE PRESSURE DROP OF REFRIGERANT 
! wrrn TIlE MOMENTUM EQUATION USING LEAST SQUARES MElHOD. 
! THIS PROGRAM IS FOR TIlE ONE-ZONF/fWO PHASE FLOW MODEL. 
! 
! Y ARIABLE UNITS: 
! PRESSURE: LB/IN2 
! DENSITY: LB/Ff3 
! ENTHALPY: BTIJ/LBM 
! MASS FLOW RA1E: LBM/HR 
!AREA:FT2 
! 
! DIMENSION ARRAYS 
! 
DIM DATA(5,5),W(5,5),F(2,2),Y(2),FI(2,2),FT(2,2) 
DIM FTF(2,2),FTFI(2,2),FTY(2),C(2),YC(2),DIFF(2) 
DIM Fl(1),F2(1),DP(I),RHOA YG(1) 
! . 
! DECLARE DEFINITIONS 
! 
DECLARE DEF W AMB,HAIR,IDEW ,HMAIR,HDCOll..,HWCOll..,WSAT 
! DECLARE PROPERTY CALCULATION LIBRARY ! ~ 
UBRARY "props.mod*" 
! OPEN INPUT FILE AND OUTPUT FILES 
! 
OPEN #1: NAME "(2-P) LS Input",ACCESS INPUT, ORG TEXT 
OPEN #2: NAME "MOM (I-Z) OUTPUT',CREA1E "NEWOLD" 
ERASE #2 
! SET MARGINS FOR SCREEN AND OUTPUT FILE 
! 
SET MARGIN 300 
SET #2: MARGIN 300 
! INPUT TIlE NUMBER OF S1EADY -STA 1E CONDmONS TO ANAL ~ 
! 
PRINT "EN1ER TIlE NUMBER OF S1EADY-STA 1E CONDmONS TO ANALYZE:" 
INPUTN1EST 
! SET NUMBER OF COEFFICIENTS FOR LEAST SQUARES FIT 
! 
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LETNCOEF =2 
! SET NUMBER OF PROPERTIES TO BE READ FOR EACH CONDmON 
! 
LET POINTS = 17 
! REDIMENSION DATA ARRAYS 
! 
MAT REDIM DATA(NTEST,POINTS) 
MAT REDIM W(NTEST ,poINTS) 
MAT REDIM Fl(NIEST) 
MAT REDIM F2(NTEST) 
MAT REDIM DP(NTEST) 
MAT REDIM RHOAVG(NTEST) 
! REDIMENSION LEAST SQUARE ARRAYS 
! 
MAT F = ZER(NTEST,NCOEF) 
MAT Y = ZER(NTEST) 
MAT FT = ZER(NCOEF;NTEST) 
MAT FTF = ZER(NCOEF,NCOEF) 
MAT FTFI = ZER(NCOEF,NCOEF) 
MATFTY =ZER(NCOEF) 
MATC =ZER(NCOEF) 
MATYC =ZER(NTEST) 
PRINT "ANALYZING DATA" 
! READ DATA FROM INPUT FILE 
! 
MATINPUT#I:DATA ! SYSTEM DATA FOR PRESSURE DROP ANALYSIS 
! REDEFINE ''DATA'' MATRIX AS MATRIX "w" 
! 
MATW=DATA 
! FORMAT OUlPUT 
r 
LET FORM3$ = "--------.###," 
LETFORM4$ "'#I##:'rJ!'#"~'#""¥'#" = r---.., -htf-Ih-P It tt H 
! DEFINE CROSS SECfIONAL AREA 
! 
LET A = 0.01589175 ! FT"2 
! LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS LOOP 
! 
FOR X = 1 TO NTEST STEP 1 
print x 
! READ EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
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! 
LET Pin = W(X,I) 
LET Hin = W(X,3) 
LET Pout = W(X,4) 
LET Hout = W(X,6) 
LET MDOT = W(X,7) 
LET PATM = W(X,16) 
! REFRIGERANT PRESSURE IN (PSIA) 
! REFRIGERANT ENTIIALPY IN (BTU/LB) 
! REFRIGERANT PRESSURE OUT (pSIA) 
! REFRIGERANT ENTIIALPY OUT (BTU/LB) 
! REFRIGERANT MASS FLOW RATE (LB/HR) 
! AMBIENT PRESSURE (pSIA) 
! CALCULATE INLET, OUlLET AND A VERAGE DENSITIES 
! 
CALL ALLHP(Hin,Pin+PA TM,Tdum,Sdum,RHOin,Qin) 
CALL ALLHP(Hout,Pout+PA TM,Tdum,Sdum,RHOout,Qout) 
LET RHOavg(X) = .5*(RHOin+RHOout) 
! FTI.L MOMENTUM EQUATION 
! 
LET DP(X) = Pin - Pout 
LET FI (X) = MDOT"2/RHOout/A"2 - MDOT"2/RHOin/A"2 ! MOMENTUM TERMS -
CAN BE SEf TO ZERO 
LET F2(X) = MDOT"2/RHOavg(X) 
LET VDOT = MDOT/RHOA VG(X) ! AVERAGE REFRIGERANT VOLUMETRIC 
FLOW RATE 
! FTI.L LEAST SQUARES F MATRIX 
! 
LET F(X,I) = F2(X) 
LET F(X,2) = F2(X)NDOT" 1.2 
LET Y(X) = DP(X)*I44*32.2*36()()1\2 - FI(X) 
NEXT X 
! SOLVE FOR LEAST SQUARES COEFFICIENTS 
! 
MATFT =TRN(F) 
MATFTF =FT* F 
MATFTY =FT*Y 
MAT FTFI = INV(FTF) 
MATC =FTFI*FTY 
MATYC =F*C 
! SET PREDICTION STATISTIC VARIABLES TO ZERO 
! 
LETDPD =0.0 
LET DPMP = 0.0 
LET DPRMS = 0.0 
! PRINT TITLE AND HEADINGS FOR OUTPUT TABLE 
! 
PRINT "LS I-ZONE MOMENTUM" 
PRINT #2:"LS I-ZONE MOMENTUM" 
PRINT" " 
PRINT #2: "" 
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MATPRINTC 
MAT PRINT #2:C 
PRINT" " 
PRINT #2: "" 
PRINT #2, USING FORM4$: "DP P ,","DP A,","% DP,","POUT A,","POUT P,","POUT 
%,", "'Z:Z," ,"MDOT,", "VDOT," 
!PRINT USING FORM4$: "DP P ,","DP A","% DP,","POUT A,","POUT P,","POUT 
%,", "'Z:Z,", "MDOT," 
! LOOP TO ANALYZE PRESSURE DROPS CALCULATED wrrn LEAST SQUARES 
COEFFICIENTS . 
! 
FOR Q = 1 TO NTEST STEP 1 
! CALCULATE PREDICfED PRESSURE DROP AND OUTLET PRESSURE 
! 
LET MDOT = W(Q,7) ! REFRIGERANT MASS FLOW RATE 
(LB/HR) 
LET VDOT = MDOT/RHOAVG(Q) ! AVERAGE VOLUME1RIC FLOW RATE 
(FTA3/HR) 
LETDPP = (Fl(Q) + C(1)*F2(Q) + C(2)*F2(Q)NDOTA1.2)1144/32.2/3600"2 
! PREDICTED DP 
LET DPA = DP(Q) ! ACIUAL DP 
LET PER = (lOO*(DPA-DPP)IDPA) ! DP % 
LET POP = W(Q,l) - DPP ! PREDICTED POUT 
LET PPER = (lOO*(PQP - W(Q,4»IW(Q,4» ! POUT % 
LET z:z = DP(Q)*144*32.2*36OOA2/F2(Q) ! PREDICTION FRACTION 
! PRINT OUTPUT OF LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS 
! 
! PRINT USING FORM3$: DPP,DPA,PER,W(Q,4),POP ,PPER,ZZ,MDOT, 
MDOf/RHOAVG(Q) 
PRINT #2, USING FORM3$: DPP,DPA,PER,W(Q,4),POP ,PPER,ZZ,MDOT, 
MDOf/RHOAVG(Q) 
! CALCULATE PREDICTION STATISTICS 
! 
IF ABS(DPA-DPP) > DPD TIffiN LET DPD = ABS(DPA-DPP) 
IF ABS«DPA-DPP)IDPA)*lOO > DPMP TIffiN LET DPMP = ABS«DPA-DPP)IDPA)*lOO 
LET DPSUM = DPSUM + (DPA-DPP)A2 
NEXTQ 
LET DPRMS = (DPSUM/Q)A.5 ! CALCULATE TIffi ROOT MEAN SQUARE 
! PRINT PREDICTION STATISTICS 
! 
PRINT DPD,DPMP ,DPRMS 
PRINT #2:DPD,DPMP,DPRMS 
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! CLOSE OUTPUT FILE 
! 
CLOSE #2 
END 
. ! TIllS PROORAM WILL EV ALUA1E TIIE ENTHALPY P01ENTIAL COEFFICIENTS 
! FOR TIIE ENERGY RA1E EQUATION AND TIIE MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS 
! FOR TIIE CONDENSATION RA 1E OF WA 1ER USING A LINEAR LEAST SQUARES 
! ME1HOD. TIllS PROORAM IS FOR TIIE ONE ZONF/lWO PHASE FLOW MODEL . 
. ! 
! A LINEAR RELATION IS USED FOR SURFACE ENTHALPY AND 1EMPERA WRE 
! 
! Hs =AA +BB*Ts 
! 
! RESISTANCES FOR TIIE ENTHALPY P01ENTIAL ANALYSIS: 
! ." 
! l/Rair = Cl + C2/ADOT"N 
! 
! l/Rref = B*MDOT"P 
! 
! MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENT: 
! 
! Hm = C3 + C4*ACOT"N 
! 
! VARIABLE UNITS: 
! 1EMPERAWRE: F 
! DENSITY: LB/Ff3 
! ENTHALPY: BTUILBM 
! MASS FLOW RA1E: LBM/HR 
! HUMIDITY RATIO: LBH20ILBAIR 
! 
! DIMENSION ARRAYS 
! 
DIM DATA 1 (5,5),DATA2(5,5),W(5,5),F(2,2), Y(2),FI(2,2),Ff(2,2) 
DIM FTF(2,2),FTFI(2,2),FTY(2),C(2),YC(2),DIFF(2) 
DIM QPRD(2),ST(2) 
! 
! DECLARE DEFINITIONS 
! . . 
DECLARE DEF WAMB,HAIR,lDEW,HMAIR,HDCOIL,HWCOIL,WSAT 
! 
! DEOARE PROPERTY DATA LffiRARY 
! 
LIBRARY "props.mod*" 
! OPEN INPUT FILE AND OU1PUT FILES 
! 
OPEN #1: NAME "(H-P) LS.Input",ACCESS INPUT, ORO 1EXT 
OPEN #2: NAME "(H-P) OU1PUT",CREA 1E "NEWOLD" 
OPEN #3: NAME "(M-T).LS.Input",ACCESS INPUT, ORO 1EXT 
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OPEN #4: NAME "(M-T) OUTPUT",CREATE "NEWOLD" 
ERASE #2 
ERASE #4 
! SET MARGINS FOR SCREEN AND OUTPUT FILE 
! 
SET MARGIN MAXNUM 
SET #2: MARGIN MAXNUM 
SET #4: MARGIN MAXNUM 
! INPUT NUMBER OF CONDmONS TO ANALYZE 
! 
LETNTESTI =52 
LET NTEST2 = 33 
! SET NUMBER OF LEAST SQUARE COEFFICIENT(S) 
! 
LET NCOEFI = 3 
LET NCOEF2 = 2 
! SET NUMBER OF PROPERTIES TO BE READ FOR EACH CONDmON 
! 
LET POINTS = 17 
! FORMAT OU1PUT . 
! 
LET FORM3$ = "------.##f##/HUIf#," 
LET FORM4$ "#1'1#'" "#'#'" 1' .... " ,," = -r In It It -r -1 nt/tit hI 
! DIMENSION DATA ARRAYS 
! 
MAT REDIM DATAl (NTEST1,POINTS) 
MAT INPUT #l:DATAl ! READ SYSTEM DATA FOR EN1HALPY 
POTENTIAL ANALYSIS 
MAT REDIM DATA2(NTEST2,POINTS) 
MAT INPUT #3:DATA2 ! READ SYSTEM DATA FOR MASS TRANSFER 
ANALYSIS 
! REDIMENSION DATA ARRAYS 
! 
MAT REDIM QPRD(NTEST1) ! PREDICTED ENERGY TRANSFER RATE 
MAT REDIM ST(NTEST1) ! PREDICTED COIL SURFACE TEMPERATURE 
! PRINT TI1LES FOR OUTPUT TABLES 
! 
PRINT #2, USING FORM4$:" Q ACT,","Q PRED,","HMA HP,","ADOT," 
PRINT #4, USING FORM4$:" DW A,","DW P,","DH A,","DH P,","DT A,","DT 
P,","FRACT,","HMA MT,","KW," 
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! INPUT COEFFICIENTS FOR SURFACE ENTIIALPY CALCULATION 
! . 
LET AA = -3.3273 
LET BB = 0.47417 
. . 
! INPUT EXPONENT FOR MASS FLOW RATE OF AIR AND REFRIGERANT 
! 
LETN=0.5 
LETP= 1.0 
! REDIMENSION LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS ARRAYS ! . 
MATF =ZER(NTEST1,NCOEF1) 
MAT Y = ZER(NTEST1) 
MATFT =ZER(NCOEF1,NTEST1) 
MATFTF =ZER(NCOEF1,NCOEF1) 
MAT FTFI = ZER(NCOEF1,NCOEF1) 
MAT FTY = ZER(NCOEF1) 
MAT C = ZER(NCOEF1) 
MAT YC = ZER(NTEST1) 
MAT DIFF = ZER(NTEST1) 
MAT REDIM W(NTEST1,POINTS) 
! REDEFINE 'DATA" MATRIX AS MATRIX "W" 
! 
MATW=DATAI 
! LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS LOOP FOR H POTENTIAL 
! 
FOR X = 1 TO NTESTI STEP 1 
! DEFINE EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
! 
LET EAHI = W(X,lO) 
LET EAHO = W(X,13) 
LET PAMB = W(X,16) 
LET ERHI = W(X,3) . 
LET ERHO = W(X,6) 
LET MDOT = W(X,7) 
LET ADOT = W(X,15) 
LET ERTI = W(X,2) 
! AIR INLET ENTHALPY (BTU/LB) 
! AIR OUTLET ENTHALPY (BTU/LB) 
! AMBIENT PRESSURE (pSIA) 
! REFRIGERANT INLET ENTHALPY (BTU/LB) 
! REFRIGERANT OUTLET ENTHALPY (BTU/LB) 
! REFRIGERANT MASS FLOW (LB/HR) 
! AIR MASS FLOW RATE (LB/HR) 
! REFRIGERANT TE:MPERATURE (F) 
LET QEVP = MDOT*(ERHO-ERHI) ! REFRIGERANT ENERGY TRANSFER 
(BTU/HR) 
LET EAHA = .5*(EAHI+EAHO) ! INLET AIR ENTHALPY (BTU/LB) 
LET PP = QEVP/(EAHA - AA - BB*ERTI) 
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! FILL LEAST SQUARES F MATRIX 
! 
LET F(X,l) = PP 
LET F(X,2) = PP/ADOT"N 
LET F(X,3) = PP*BB/MDOT"P 
LETY(X) = 1 
NEXT X 
! SOLVE FOR LEAST SQUARES COEFFICIENT(S) 
! 
MATFT =TRN(F) 
MATFTF =FT*F 
MATFTY =FT* Y 
MAT FIFI = INV(FTF) 
MATC =FTFI*FTY 
MATYC =F*C 
! ZERO PREDICTION COMPARISON STATISTIC VARIABLES 
! 
! 
LET QMAXP = 0.0 
LET QMAXD = 0.0 
LET QSUM = 0.0 
LET QRMS = 0.0 
!~PERCENTDIFFERENCEENERGY 
TRANSFER 
! ~ ABSOLU1E DIFFERENCE ENERGY 
TRANSFER 
! SUM OF THE ABSOLUTE DIFFERENCE 
SQUARED 
! PREDICTION ROOT MEAN SQUARE 
FORQ= 1 TONTESTI 
! DEFINE EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
! 
LET EAlll = W(Q,lO) 
LET EAHO = W(Q,13) 
LETPAMB =W(Q,16) 
LET ERIll = W(Q,3) 
LET ERHO = W(Q,6) 
LEf MDOT = W(Q,7) 
LEf ADOT = W(Q,15) 
LET ERTI = W(Q,2) 
! AIR INLET ENTHALPY (BTU/LB) 
! AIR OUTLET ENTHALPY (BTU/LB) 
! AMBIENT PRESSURE (pSIA) 
! REFRIGERANT INLET ENTHALPY (BTU/LB) 
! REFRIGERANT OUTLET ENTHALPY (BTU/LB) 
! REFRIGERANT MASS FLOW (LB/HR) 
! AIR MASS FLOW RATE (LBIHR) 
! REFRIGERANT TEMPERATURE (F) 
LET QEVP = MDOT*(ERHO-ERlll) ! REFRIGERANT ENERGY TRANSFER 
(BTUIHR) 
LET EAHA = .5*(EAlll+EAHO) ! INLET AIR ENTHALPY (BTU/LB) 
! CALCUlATE LEAST SQUARES PREDICTIONS FOR ENERGY TRANSFER RATE 
(BTUIHR) 
! 
LET RA = (C(1) + C(2)/ADOT"N) ! PREDICTED AIR-SIDE RESISTANCE 
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LETHA = lIRA 
LET RR = C(3)/MDOTAP 
! PREDICIED CONVECfIVE HEAT 
TRANSFER COEFFICIENT 
! PREDICIED REFRIGERANf-SIDE 
RESISTANCE 
LET QPRD(Q) = (£AHA - AA - BB*ERTI)/(RA + BB*RR) ! PREDICfED ENERGY 
TRANSFER RATE 
LET ST(Q) = ERTI + QPRD(Q)*RR ! PREDICIED COIL 
SURFACE TEMPERATURE 
! CALCULATE PREDICTION STATISTICS 
! 
IF ABS(QEVP-QPRD(Q» > QMAXD THEN LET QMAXD = ABS(QEVP-QPRD(Q) 
. IF ABS«QEVP-QPRD(Q)/QEVP)*lOO > QMAXP THEN LET QMAXP = ABS«QEVP-
QPRD(Q)/QEVP)*lOO 
LET QSUM = QSUM + (QEVP-QPRD(Q))A2 
! PRINT OUTPUT TO OUTPUT FILE 
! 
PRINT#2, USING FORM3$:QEVP,QPRD(Q),HA,ADOT 
NEXTQ 
LET QRMS = (QSUMlQ)A.5 ! CALCULATE ROOT MEAN SQUARE 
PRINT #2: " " 
MAT PRINT #2: C 
MATPRINTC 
! PRINT COEFFICIENT MATRIX TO OUTPUT FILE 
! PRINT COEFFICIENT MATRIX TO SCREEN 
! TIllS PART OF THE PROORAM WILL EVALUATE THE MASS TRANSFER 
CONSTANT(S) 
! FOR THE CONDENSATION OF WATER ON THE COIL SURFACE USING A 
! LINEAR LEAST SQUARES METIIOD. TIllS PROORAM IS FOR THE ONE-
! ZONE/IWO PHASE FLOW MODEL. 
! 
! MASS TRANSFER OF WATER 
! 
! REDIMENSION DATA ARRAYS 
! 
MAT REDIM W(NTEST2,POINTS) 
! REDIMENSION LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS ARRAYS 
! 
MAT F = ZER(NTEST2,NCOEF2) 
MAT Y = ZER(NTESTI) 
MAT FT = ZER(NCOEF2,NTESTI) 
MAT FTF = ZER(NCOEF2,NCOEF2) 
MAT FTFI = ZER(NCOEF2,NCOEF2) 
MATFTY =ZER(NCOEF2) 
MAT C = ZER(NCOEF2) 
MAT YC = ZER(NTEST2) 
MAT DIFF = ZER(NTESTI) 
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MAT REDIM W(NTEST2,POINTS) 
! REDEFINE 'DATA" MATRIX AS MATRIX "W" 
! 
MATW=DATA2 
! LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS LOOP 
! 
FOR R = I TO NTEST2 
! DEFINE EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
! 
LET EATI = W(R,8) 
LET EARHI= W(R,9) 
LET EA TO = W(R,II) 
LETEARHO= W(R,12) 
LET ECST = ST(R) 
LET PAMB = W(R,16) 
LET ADOT = W(R,15) 
LET ERHT = W(R,17) 
! AIR TEMPERA 1URE IN (F) 
I AIR RELATIVE HUMIDITY IN (%) 
I AIR TEMPERATURE OUT (F) 
! AIR RELATIVE HUMIDITY OUT (%) 
! COIL SURFACE TEMPERATURE (F) 
! AMBIENT PRESSURE (pSIA) 
! AIR MASS FLOW RATE (LB/HR) 
! AIR TEMP WHERE OUT RH IS MEASURED 
! CALCUlATE AIR INLET, OU1LET AND AVERAGE HUMDITY RATIO 
! 
CALL MOISTII(PAMB,EARHI,EA TI,EAHI,EA WI) 
CALL MOISTII(pAMB,EARHO,ERHT ,HDUM,EA WO) 
LET WAVG = .5*(EA WI+EA WO) 
! CALCUlATE COIL SURFACE SATURATED HUMIDITY RATIO 
! BASED ON TIlE COIL SURFACE TEMPERATURE AND AIR PRESSURE 
! 
LET ECSW = WSAT(pAMB,ECST) 
! CALCUlATE MEASURED TERMS OF LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS 
! 
LET ZZ = (W A VG-ECSW)/(ADOT*(EA WI-EA WO» 
! FILL LEAST SQUARES F MATRIX 
! 
LET F(R,I) = ZZ 
LET F(R,2) = ZZ* ADOT"0.5 
LET Y(R) = 1.0 
NEXTR 
! SOLVE FOR LEAST SQUARES COEFFICIENT(S) ! . 
MATFT =TRN(F) 
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MATFfF =Ff*F 
MATFfY =Ff*Y 
MAT FTFI = 1NV(FTF) 
MATC =FTFI*FfY 
MATYC =F*C 
! ZERO PREDICflON STA TISTIC VARIABLES 
! 
LET WMAXP = 0.0 
LET WMAXD = 0.0 
. LET WSUM = 0.0 
LET WRMS = 0.0 
! LOOP TO ANALYZE PREDICflONS MADE WI1H LEAST SQUARES 
COEFFICIENT(S) 
! 
FOR S = 1 TO NTEST2 
! DEFINE EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
! 
LET EATI = W(S,8) 
LET EARHI= W(S,9) . 
LET EATO = W(S,ll) 
LET EARHO= W(S,12) 
LET ECST = ST(S) 
LET PAMB = W(S,16) 
LET ADOT = W(S,15) 
LET ERHT = W(S,17) 
! AIR TEMPERATURE IN (F) 
! AIR RELATIVE HUMIDITY IN (%) 
! AIR TEMPERATURE OUT (F) 
! AIR RELATIVE HUMIDITY OUT (%) 
! COIL SURFACE TEMPERATURE (F) 
! AMBIENT PRESSURE (pSIA) 
! AIR MASS FLOW RATE (LB/HR) 
! AIR TEMP WHERE OUT RH IS MEASURED 
! CALCUlA1E AIR INLET, OUTLET AND AVERAGE HUMDITY RATIO 
! 
CALL MOIS1H(PAMB,EARHI,EA TI,EAHI,EA WI) 
CALL MOIS1H(PAMB,EARHO,ERHT ,HDUM,EA WO) 
LET WAVG = .5*(EA WI+EA WO) 
LET EAHO = HAIR(EATO,EA WO) ! OUTLET AIR ENTIIALPY 
! CALCULATE COIL SURFACE SATURA1ED HUMIDITY RATIO 
! BASED ON 1HE COIL SURFACE TEMPERATURE AND AIR PRESSURE 
! 
LET ECSW = WSAT(pAMB,ECST) 
!- CALCULA1E MEASURED TERMS OF LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS 
! 
LET 'Z2 = (W A VG-ECSW)/(ADOT*(EA WI-EA WO» 
LET HM = (C(1) + C(2)*ADOT"0.5) ! PREDIC1ED MASS TRANSFER 
COEFFICIENT 
! CALCUlATE ACTUAL AND PREDIC1ED MASS 1RANSFER RATE 
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! 
LET TRA = (EA WI-EA WO) ! AcruAL CHANGE IN HUMIDITY RATIO 
LET 1RP = HM*(W A VG-ECSW)/ADOT ! PREDICfED CHANGE IN HUMIDITY 
RATIO 
LET FRC = HM*ZZ ! FRACTION OF PREDICTED TO AcruAL 
HUMIDITY RATIO CHANGE 
LET WPRD = EA WI-1RP ! PREDICTED OUTLET AIR HUMIDITY 
RATIO 
LETHPRD = EAlll- QPRD(S)/ADOT ! PREDICTED OUTLET AIR ENTHALPY 
LET TPRD = (HPRD-WPRD*1061.0)/(O.24+WPRD*O.444) ! pREDICTED OUTLET 
AIR TEMPERA WRE 
LET KW = (EA WI-EA WO)*ADOT/(W A VG-ECSW) ! MEASURED HMA 
! CALCULATE PREDICTION STATISTICS 
! 
IF ABS(EA WO-WPRD) > WMAXD TIffiN LET WMAXD = ABS(EA WO-WPRD) 
IF ABS«EA WO-WPRD)IEA WO)* 100 > WMAXP TIffiN LET WMAXP = ABS«EA WO-
WPRD)/EA WO)*loo 
LET WSUM = WSUM + (EA WO-WPRD)"2 
! PRINT OUTPUT DATA 
! 
PRINT #4, USING FORM3$:TRA,TRP,EAHI-EAHO,EAlll-HPRD,EATI-EATO,EATI-
TPRD,FRC,HM,KW 
NEXTS 
LET WRMS = (WSUM/S)".5 
PRINT #4: " " 
MAT PRINT #4: C 
MATPRINTC 
! CALCUlATE ROOT MEAN SQUARE 
! PRINT COEFFICIENT MATRIX TO OUTPUT FILE 
! PRINT COEFFICIENT MATRIX TO SCREEN 
! PRINT PREDICTION STATISTICS TO OUTPUT FILES AND SCREEN 
! 
PRINT #2, USING FORM3$:QMAXP,QMAXD,QRMS 
PRINT #4, USING FORM3$:WMAXP,WMAXD,WRMS 
PRINT USING FORM3$:QMAXP,QMAXD,QRMS 
PRINT USING FORM3$:WMAXP,WMAXD,WRMS 
! CLOSE OUTPUT FILES 
! 
CLOSE #2 
CLOSE #4 
END 
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APPENDIX B 
Least-Squares Analysis Program for the Two-Zone Model 
! 1WO-ZONE LEAST SQUARES PROORAM 
! 
! VARIABLE UNITS: 
! PRESSURE: LB/lN2 
! DENSITY: LB/Ff3 
! ENTIIALPY: BTU/LBM 
! MASS FLOW RATE: LBM/HR 
! AREA:Ff2 
! 
! DIMENSION ARRAYS 
! 
DIM DATA(1,I),W(1,I),F(1,I),Y(I),FI(1,I),FT(1,I) 
DIM FTF(I,I),FTFI(1,I),FTY(1),C(I),YC(I),FSH(I) 
DIM F2(1),F3(1),Pg(1),DP(I),RHOG(I),FEV AP(I) 
DIM TSAT(1),HG(1), QPRDE(I),QPRDS(1),STE(I),STS(1) 
DIM QPRD(I),RHOAVG(I),DATA2(I,I),DPEV AP(I),DPSH(I) 
! 
! DECLARE DEFINITIONS 
! 
DECLARE DEF W AMB,HAIR,TDEW ,HMAIR,HDCOIL,HWCOIL,WSAT 
! DECLARE PROPERTY CALCULATION LIBRARY 
! 
LIBRARY "props.mod*" 
! OPEN INPUT FILE AND OUTPUT FILES , 
. . 
OPEN #1: NAME "LS.Input",ACCESS INPUT, ORG TEXT 
OPEN #2: NAME "MOM OUTPUT",CREATE "NEWOLD" 
OPEN #3: NAME "LS.Input" ,ACCESS INPUT, ORG TEXT 
OPEN #4: NAME "Q OUTPUT",CREATE "NEWOLD" 
OPEN #5: NAME "W OUTPUT",CREA TE "NEWOLD" 
! ERASE OUTPUT FILES 
! 
. ERASE#2 
ERASE #4 
ERASE #5 
! SET MARGINS FOR SCREEN AND OUTPUT FILE 
! 
SET MARGIN MAXNUM 
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SET #2: MARGIN MAXNUM 
SET #4: MARGIN MAXNUM 
SET #5: MARGIN MAXNUM 
! EN1ER THE NUMBER'OF STEADY-STATE CONDmONS TO ANAL 'YZE 
! FOR THE ENlHALPY POTENITAL AND PREESSURE DROP MODELS. 
! 
LET NTEST = 40 
! EN1ER THE NUMBER OF STEADY-STATE CONDmONS TO ANAL 'YZE 
! FOR THE MASS TRANSFER MODEL 
! 
LET NTEST2 = 20 
! SET NUMBER OF COEFFICIENTS FOR LEAST SQUARES FIT 
! 
LET NCOEFI = 4 ! ENlHALPY POTENITAL 
LET NCOEF2 = 4 ! PRESSURE DROP 
LET NCOEF3 = 2 ! MASS TRANSFER 
! SET NUMBER OF PROPERTIES TO BE READ FOR EACH CONDmON 
! 
LET POINTS = 17 
! REDIMENSION DATA ARRAYS 
! 
MAT REDIM DATA(NTEST ,poINTS) 
MAT REDIM DATA2(NTEST2,POINTS) 
MAT REDIM W(NTEST,POINTS) 
MAT REDIM F2(NTEST) 
MAT REDIM F3(NTEST) 
MAT REDIM DP(NTEST) 
MAT REDIM PG(NTEST) 
MAT REDIM RHOG(NTEST) 
MAT REDIM FEY AP(NTEST) 
MAT REDIM TSAT(NTEST) 
MAT REDIM HG(NTEST) 
MAT REDIM QPRDE(NTEST) 
MAT REDIM QPRDS(NTEST) 
MAT REDIM STE(NTEST) 
MAT REDIM STS(NTEST) 
MAT REDIM QPRD(NTEST) 
MAT REDIM RHOAYG(NTEST) 
MAT REDIM DPEY AP(NTEST) 
MAT REDIM DPSH(NTEST) 
MAT REDIM FSH(NTEST) 
! INPUT COEFFICIENTS FOR SURFACE ENTHALPY CALCULATION 
! 
LET AA = -3.3273 
LET BB = 0.47417 
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! INPUT EXPONENT FOR MASS FLOW RA1E 1ERMS 
! 
LETN=0.5 ! AIR 
LET P = 1.0 ! REFRIGERANT 
PRINT "ANALYZING DATA" 
! READ DATA FROM INPUT FILE 
! 
MATINPUT#l:DATA ! SYS1EMDATA FORH POTENTIAL AND PRESSURE 
ANALYSIS 
! READ DATA FROM INPUT FILE 
! 
MAT INPUT #3: DATA2 ! SYSTEM DATA FOR MASS TRANSFER ANALYSIS 
! FORMATOU1PUT 
! 
. LET FORM3$" ,"##,"J#,# " = --------. n,1111, 
LET FORM4$ "##1/" 'I "#If 'I '1## 'If 'I "'I 1" = I tnt tvr f WitH 
! GUESS INTERMEDIA1E REFRIGERANT PRESSURES 
! 
FOR NN = 1 TO NTEST 
LET PG(NN) = 0.5*(W(NN,1)+W(NN,4» 
NEXTNN 
. ! LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS MAIN DO LOOP 
! 
00 
! ERASE OU1PUT FILE FOR ENTHALPY P01ENTIAL ANALYSIS 
! 
ERASE#4 
! CALCULA1E MODEL FRACflONS BASED ON IN1ERMEDIA1E PRESSURE, 
! ENTHALPY P01ENTIAL ENERGY TRANSFER, AND AIR-SIDE ENERGY 
TRANSFER. 
! 
! REDIMENSION LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS ARRAYS 
! 
MAT F = ZER(N1EST,NCOEF1) 
MAT Y = ZER(N1EST) 
MAT FT = ZER(NCOEF1,N1EST) 
MAT FTF = ZER(NCOEF1,NCOEF1) 
MAT FTFI = ZER(NCOEF1,NCOEF1) 
MAT FTY = ZER(NCOEF1) 
MATC =ZER(NCOEF1) 
MATYC =ZER(N1EST) 
MAT REDIM W(N1EST,POINTS) 
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! REDEFINE "DATA" MA1RIX AS MA1RIX "w" FOR THIS ANALYSIS 
! 
MATW = DATA 
PRINT "ENTHALPY POTENTIAL ANALYSIS" 
! LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS LOOP FOR ENTHALPY POTENTIAL 
! 
FOR X = 1 TO NTEST 
. ! DEFINE EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
! 
LET EAm = W(X,10) . 
LET EARO = W(X,13) 
LET PAMB = W(X,16) 
LET ERHI = W(X,3) 
LET ERHO = W(X,6) 
LET MDOT = W(X,7) 
LET ADOT = W(X,15) 
LET ERTI = W(X,2) 
LET ERTO = W(X,5) 
. 
! AIR INLET ENTHALPY (BTU/LB) 
! AIR OU1LET ENTHALPY (BTU/LB) 
! AMBIENT PRESSURE (pSIA) 
! REFRIGERANT INLET ENTHALPY (BTU/LB) 
! REFRIGERANT OUTLET ENTHALPY (BTU/LB) 
! REFRIGERANT MASS FLOW (LB/HR) 
! AIR MASS FLOW RATE (LB/HR) 
! REFRIGERANT INLET TEMPERATURE (F) 
! REFRIGERANT OU1LET TEMPERATURE (F) 
CALL FSATP(PG(X)+PAMB,TSAT(X),RHO,RHODUM) ! INTERMEDIATE 
DENSITY (LB/FP'3) 
CALL ALLPTQ(PG(X)+PAMB,TSAT(X),1.0,RHOG(X),HG(X),SDUM) 
! INTERMEDIATE ENTHALPY (BTU/LB) 
LET TSH = 0.5*(ERTI+ERTO) ! A VERAGE REFRIGERANT TEMPERATURE FOR 
SUPERHEAT SECTION 
LET QEVP = MDOT*(HG(X) - ERHI) ! ENERGY TRANSFER FOR EVAPORATING 
SECTION 
LET QSH = MDOT*(ERHO - HG(X» ! ENERGY TRANSFER FOR SUPERHEAT 
SECTION 
LET EAHA = 0.5*(EAlll+EAHO) ! AVERAGE AIR ENTHALPY (BTU/LB) 
! MAKE CALCUIA TIONS FOR LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS 
! 
LET PI = QEVP/(EAHA - AA - BB*ERTI) 
LET P2 = QSH/(EAHA - AA - BB*TSH) 
! FILL LEAST SQUARES F MA1RIX 
! 
LET F(X,I) = (PI + P2) 
LET F(X,2) = (PI + P2)/ADOT"N 
LET F(X,3) = PI *BBIMDOT"P 
LET F(X,4) = P2*BBIMDOT"P 
LET Y(X) = 1.0 
NEXT X 
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! SOLVE FOR LEAST SQUARES COEFFICIENTS 
! 
MATFT =TRN(F) 
MATFTF =FT* F 
MATFTY =FT*Y 
MAT FTFI = INV(FTF) 
MATC =FTFI*FTY 
MATYC =F*C 
! PRINT TITLES FOR OUTPUT TABLE 
! 
PRINT #4, USING FORM4$: "FRACT,","ADOT,","MDOT,","SH ACT," 
! ANALYZE PREDICI10NS MADE WITH LEAST SQUARES COEFFICIENTS 
! 
FOR Q = 1 TO NTEST 
! DEFINE EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
! 
LET EAHI = W(Q,lO) 
LET EAHO = W(Q,13) 
LETPAMB =W(Q,16) 
LET ERHI = W(Q,3) 
LET ERHO = W(Q,6) 
LET MDOT = W(Q,7) 
LET ADOT = W(Q,15) 
LET ERTI = W(Q,2) 
LET ERTO = W(Q,5) 
LET TSH = O.5*(ERTI+ERTO) 
! AIR INLET ENTHALPY (BTU/LB) 
! AIR OUTLET ENTHALPY (BTU/LB) 
! AMBIENT PRESSURE (pSIA) 
! REFRIGERANT INLET ENTHALPY (BTU/LB) 
! REFRIGERANT OUTLET ENTHALPY (BTU/LB) 
! REFRIGERANT MASS FLOW (LB/HR) 
! AIR MASS FLOW RATE (LB/HR) 
! REFRIGERANT INLET TEMPERATURE (F) 
! REFRIGERANT OUTLET TEMPERATURE (F) 
!AVERAGEREAUGERANTTEMPERATUREFOR 
SUPERHEAT SECI10N 
LET QEVP = MDOT*(HG(Q) - ERHI) ! ENERGY TRANSFER FOR EVAPORATING 
SECTION 
LET QSH = MDOT*(ERHO - HG(Q» ! ENERGY TRANSFER FOR SUPERHEAT 
SECI10N 
LET EAHA = O.5*(EAHI+EAHO) ! A VG AIR ENTHALPY (BTU/LB) 
! MAKE CALCULATIONS FOR LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS 
! 
LET PI = QEVP/(EAHA - AA - BB*ERTI) 
LET P2 = QSH/(EAHA - AA - BB*TSH) 
! CALCULATE LEAST SQUARES PREDICI10NS FOR ENERGY TRANSFER RATE 
(BTU/HR) 
! 
LET RA = (C(1) + C(2)/ADOT"N) ! AIR-SIDE RESISTANCE 
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LET RRI = C(3)/MDOT"P 
LET RR2 = C(4)/MDOT"P 
! EVAPORATING SECTION REFRIGERANT-
SIDE RESISTANCE 
! SUPERHEAT SECTION REFRIGERANT-
SIDE RESISTANCE 
! CALCULATE SECTION FRACTIONS 
! 
LET FEV AP(Q) = MDOT*(HG(Q)-ERHI)*(RA + BB*RR1)/{EAHA - AA - BB*ERTI) 
LET FSH(Q) = MDOT*(ERHO-HG(Q»*(RA + BB*RR2)/{EAHA - AA - BB*TSH) 
!CALCULATEENERGYTRANSFERFOREACHSECTION 
! 
LET QPRDE(Q) = QEVP 
LET QPRDS(Q) = QSH 
LET STE(Q) = ERTI + QPRDE(Q)*RRI/FEV AP(Q) ! EV APORA TING SECTION 
COIL SURFACE TEMPERATURE 
LET STS(Q) = TSH + QPRDS(Q)*RR2IFSH(Q) ! SUPERHEAT SECTION COIL 
SURFACE TEMPERATURE 
LET QPRD(Q) = QPRDE(Q) + QPRDS(Q) ! TOTAL ENERGY TRANSFER 
LET ACTSH=ERTO-TSAT(Q) ! ACTUAL DEGREES (F) OF SUPERHEAT 
LET FRACT = FEV AP(Q) + FSH(Q) ! ENTIRE PREDICTED EVAPORATOR 
FRACTION 
! PRINT DATA TO OUTPUT FILE 
! 
PRINT #4, USING FORM3$: FRACT ,ADOT,MDOT ,ACTSH 
NEXTQ 
LET QRMS = (QSUMlQ)".5 
MATPRINT C 
MAT PRINT #4: C 
! PRINT COEFFICIENT MATRIX TO SCREEN 
! PRINT COEFFICIENT MATRIX TO OUTPUT FILE 
! REDIMENSION LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS ARRA YSFOR PRESSURE DROP 
ANALYSIS 
! 
MAT F = ZER(NTEST,NCOEF2) 
MAT Y = ZER(NTEST) 
MAT FT = ZER(NCOEF2,NTEST) 
MAT FTF = ZER(NCOEF2,NCOEF2) 
MAT FTFI = ZER(NCOEF2,NCOEF2) 
MAT FTY = ZER(NCOEF2) 
MAT C = ZER(NCOEF2) 
MAT YC = ZER(NTEST) 
MAT REDTh1 W(NTEST ,poINTS) 
PRINT "PRESSURE DROP ANALYSIS" 
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! LOOP TO ANAL ~ LEAST SQUARES FRICTION COEFFICIENTS 
! 
FOR K = 1 TO NTEST 
! READ EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
! 
LETPIN =W(K,1) 
LET HIN = W(K,3) 
LET POUT = W(K,4) 
LET HOUT = W(K,6) 
LET MDOT = W(K,7) 
! REFRIGERANT PRESSURE IN (pSIA) 
! REFRIGERANT EN1HALPY IN (BTU/LB) 
! REFRIGERANT PRESSURE OUT (pSIA) 
! REFRIGERANT EN1HALPY OUT (BTU/LB) 
! REFRIGERANT MASS FLOW RA ~ (LB/HR) 
! CALCULATE REFRIGERANT DENSITIES 
! 
CALL ALLHP(HIN,PIN+W(K,16),IDUM,SDUM,RHOIN,QIN) ! INLET EV APORA TOR 
DENSITY 
LET RHOA VG(K) = 0.5*(RHOIN+RHOG(K» ! A VERAGE DENSITY OF 
EVAPORATING SECITON 
! FILL MOMENTUM EQUATION 
! 
LET DP(K) = PIN - POUT 
LET F2(K) = MDOT"2/RHOA VG(K) 
LET F3(K) = MDOT"2/RHOG(K) 
LET VDOTE = MDOT/RHOavg(K) ! VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE FOR 
EVAPORATING SECTION 
LET VDOTS = MDOT/RHOg(K) ! VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE FOR 
SUPERHEAT SECTION 
! FILL LEAST SQUARES F MATRIX 
! 
LET F(K,1) = (1-FSH(K»*F2(K) 
LET F(K,2) = (1-FSH(K»*F2(K)NDOTE" 1.2 
LET F(K,3) = FSH(K)*F3(K) 
LET F(K,4) = FSH(K)*F3(K)NDOTS"1.2 
LET Y(K) = DP(K) * 144*32.2*3600"2 
NEXTK 
! SOLVE FOR LEAST SQUARES COEFFICIENTS 
! 
MATFT =TRN(F) 
MATFTF =FT*F 
MATFTY =Ff*Y 
MAT FTFI = INV(FTF) 
MATC =FTFI*FTY 
MATYC =F*C 
LET PMAXP = 0.0 
LET PMAXD = 0.0 
! MAXIMUM PERCENT DIFFERENCE OF 
PREDICTED PRESSURE DROP 
! MAXIMUM ABSOLUlE DIFFERENCE OF 
PREDICTED PRESSURE DROP 
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LET PSUM = 0.0 
LETPRMS =0.0 
! SUM OF ABSOLUTE DIFFERENCE 
! ROOT MEAN SQUARE ERROR FOR PRESSURE 
DROP 
! LOOP TO PREDICf NEW INTERMEDIATE PRESSURES 
! 
FOR M = 1 TO NTEST 
! READ EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
! 
LET PIN = W(M,I) 
LET BIN = W(M,3) 
LET POUT = W(M,4) 
LET HOUT = W(M,6) 
LET MDOT = W(M,7) 
! REFRIGERANT PRESSURE IN (PSIA) 
! REFRIGERANT ENTHALPY IN (BTU/LB) 
! REFRIGERANT PRESSURE OUT (pSIA) 
! REFRIGERANT ENTHALPY OUT (BTU/LB) 
! REFRIGERANT MASS FLOW RATE (LB/HR) 
LET VDOTE = MDOT/RHOAVG(M) ! VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE FOR 
EVAPORATING SECTION 
LET VDOTS = MDOT/RHOG(M) ! VOLUMETRIC FLOW· RATE FOR 
SUPERHEAT SECTION 
LET DPACf = PIN - POUT ! AcruAL PRESSURE DROP FOR ENTIRE 
EVAPORATOR 
! CALCULATE THE PRESSURE DROP IN EACH SECTION 
! 
LET DPEVAP(M) = «(1-FSH(M»*(C(I)+C(2)NDOTE"1.2)*MDOT"2/RHOAVG(M» 
/144/32.2/3600"2 
LET DPSH(M) = (FSH(M)*(C(3)+C(4)NDOTS"1.2)*MDOT"2/RHOG(M» 
/144/32.2/3600"2 
! CALCULATE PREDICTED TOTAL PRESURE DROP AND NEW INTERMEDIATE 
PRESSURE 
! 
LET DPCALC = DPEV AP(M) + DPSH(M) 
LET PG(M) = POUT + DPSH(M)IDPCALC*(PIN-POU1) 
! CALCULATE PRESSURE DROP PREDICTION CALCULATIONS 
! 
IF ABS(DPCALC-DPACf) > PMAXD THEN LET PMAXD = ABS(DPCALC-DPACf) 
IF ABS«DPCALC-DPACf)IDPACf)*100 > PMAXP THEN LET PMAXP = 
ABS«DPCALC-DPACf)IDPACf)*100 
LET PSUM = PSUM + (DPCALC-DPACf)"2 
NEXTM 
LET PRMS = (PSUMIM)".5 
PRINT PMAXD,PMAXP,PRMS ! PRINT STATISTICS TO THE SCREEN 
! SIGNAL TO ANNOUNCE END OF ITERATION 
! 
Let A$ = "06 T225 MS MB g4 c8 c8 d4 c4 p4 e4 f4." 
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PLAYA$ 
MAT PRINT C ! PRINT COEFFICIENT MATRIX TO SCREEN FOR VISUAL CHECK 
PRINT "TRY FOR ANOTHER MOMENTUM BALANCE FIT ? (y or n)" 
GET KEY check 
LOOP WHILE lcase$(chr$(check» = "y" 
! PRINT TITLE AND HEADINGS FOR PRESSURE DROP OUTPUT TABLE 
! 
PRINT #2, USING FORM4$: "DP P ,","DP A,","% DP,","POUT A,","POUT P,","POUT 
%,","DP E,","DP S,","SH PRED,","FEV AP," 
PRINT USING FORM4$: "DP P ,","DP A","% DP,","POUT A,","POUT P,","POUT 
%,","DP E,","DP S,","SH PRED,","FEV AP," 
! LOOP TO ANALYZE PRESSURE DROPS CALCULA1ED WffiI LEAST SQUARES 
COEFFICIENTS 
! 
FOR G = 1 TO NTEST 
LET MOOT = W(G,7) 
LET ERHI = W(G,3) 
LET PAMB = W(G,16) 
! REFRIGERANT MASS FLOW RATE (LB/HR) 
! REFRIGERANT INLET ENTHALPY (BTU/LB) 
! AMBIENT PRESSURE (PSIA) 
LET VD01E = MDOTIRHOAVG(G) ! VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE FOR 
EVAPORATING SECTION 
LET VDOTS = MDOTIRHOG(G) ! VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE FOR 
SUPERHEAT SECTION 
! CALCULATE PREDICfED PRESSURE DROP AND OUTLET PRESSURE 
! 
LET Bl = (l-FSH(G»*(C(1)*F2(G) + C(2)*F2(G)IYDOTE"1.2) 
LET B2 = FSH(G)*(C(3)*F3(G) + C(4)*F3(G)IYDOTS"1.2) 
LET DPP = (B 1 + B2)/144/32.2/36OO"2 ! PREDICfED DP 
LETDPA =DP(G) ! AcruALDP 
LET PER = (lOO*(DPA-DPP)IDPA) ! DP % 
LET POP = W(G,l) - DPP ! PREDICfED POUT 
LET PPER = (lOO*(POP - W(G,4»IW(G,4» ! POUT % 
LET HPRED = QPRD(G)IMDOT + ERHI ! PREDICfED OUTLET ENTIIALPY 
CALL ALLHP(HPRED,PAMB+POP,TMP,SDUM,RHODUM,QDUM) ! PREDICfED 
OUTLET REFRIGERANT TEMPERATURE 
CALL FSA TP(pAMB+POP,TST,RHODUM,RHODUM) ! PREDICTED 
SATURATED OUTLET TEMPERATURE 
LET SHP = TMP - TST ! PREDICfED REFRIGERANT SUPERHEAT 
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! PRINT OUTPUT OF LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS 
! 
PRINT USING FORM3$: 
PRINT #2, USING FORM3$: 
NEXTg 
DPP,DPA,PER,W(G,4),POP,PPER,DPEVAP(G),DPS 
H(G),SHP,FEVAP(G) 
DPP,DPA,PER,W(G,4),POP,PPER,DPEVAP(G),DPS 
H(G),SHP,FEV AP(G) 
PRINT #2: PMAXD,PMAXP,PRMS ! PRINT STATISTICS TO TIm OUTPUT FILE 
MAT PRINT #2: C ! PRINT COEFFICIENT MATRIX TO OUTPUT FILE 
PRINT "ANALYZING WIt 
! REDIMENSION LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS ARRAYS FOR MASS TRANSFER 
ANALYSIS 
! 
MAT F = ZER(NTEST2,NCOEF3) 
MAT Y = ZER(NTEST2) 
MAT FT = ZER(NCOEF3,NTEST2) 
MAT FTF = ZER(NCOEF3,NCOEF3) 
MAT FTFI = ZER(NCOEF3,NCOEF3) 
MAT FTY = ZER(NCOEF3) 
MAT C = ZER(NCOEF3) 
MATYC =ZER(NTEST2) 
MAT REDIM W(NTEST2,POINTS) 
! REDEFINE 'DATA" MATRIX AS MATRIX "w" 
! 
MATW= DATA2 
! LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS LOOP 
! 
FOR R = 1 TO NTEST2 
! DEFINE EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
! 
LET EAT! = W(R,8) 
LET EARHI= W(R,9) 
LE1" EA TO = W(R,l1) 
LET EARHO= W(R,12} 
LET ECST = STE(R) 
LET SCST = STS(R) 
LET PAMB = W(R,16) 
LET ADOT = W(R, 15) 
LET ERHT = W(R,17) 
! AIR TEMPERATURE IN (F) 
! AIR RELATIVE HUMIDITY IN (%) 
! AIR TEMPERATURE OUT (F) 
! AIR RELATIVE HUMIDITY OUT (%) 
! EV AP COIL SURFACE TEMPERATURE (F) 
! SH COIL SURFACE TEMPERATURE (F) 
! AMBIENT PRESSURE (pSIA) 
! AIR MASS FLOW RATE (LB/HR) 
! TEMP WHERE OUT RH IS MEASURED 
! CALCULATE AIR INLET, OUTLET AND AVERAGE HUMDITY RATIO 
! 
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CALL MOISTII(pAMB,EARIll,EATI,EAHI,EA WI) 
CALL MOISTII(pAMB,EARHO,ERHT ,HDUM,EAWO) 
LET WA VG = 0.5*(EA WI+EA WO) ! AVERAGE HUMIDITY RATIO 
! CALCULATE COIL SURFACE SA lURA TED HUMIDITY RATIO 
! BASED ON TIlE COIL SURFACE TEMPERATURE AND AIR PRESSURE 
! 
LET ECSW = WSAT(PAMB,ECST) ! EVAPORATING SECTION 
LET SCSW = WSAT(pAMB,SCST) ! SUPERHEAT SECTION 
! CALCULATE MEASURED TERMS OF LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS 
! 
LET Al = (WAVG-ECSW) 
LET Bl = (WAVG - SCSW) 
LET ZZ = (FEV AP(R»* Al + FSH(R)*B 1 
! FILL LEAST SQUARES F MATRIX 
! 
LET F(R,I) = ZZ 
LET F(R,2) = ZZ* ADOT"0.5 
LET Y(R) = ADOT*(EA WI-EA WO) 
NEXTR 
! SOLVE FOR LEAST SQUARES COEFFICIENTS 
! 
MATFT =TRN(F) 
MATFTF =FT*F 
MATFTY =FT * Y 
MAT FTFI = INV(FTF) 
MATC =FTFI * FTY. 
MATYC =F*C 
LET WMAXP = 0.0 ! MAXIMUM PERCENT DIFFERENCE OF MASS 
TRANSFER 
LET WMAXD = 0.0 ! MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE DIFFERENCE OF 
PREDICTED MASS TRANSFER 
LETWSUM = 0.0 ! SUM OF ABSOLUTE DIFFERENCE 
LET WRMS = 0.0 ! ROOT MEAN SQUARE ERROR FOR MASS 
TRANSFER 
! PRINT TI1LE FOR OUTPUT TABLE 
! 
PRINT #5, USING FORM4$: "DW A,","DW P,","DH A,","DH P,","DT A,","DT P," 
! LOOP TO ANALYZE PREDICTIONS MADE WI1H LEAST SQUARES COEFFICIENTS 
! 
FOR B = 1 TO NTEST2 
! DEFINE EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
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! 
LET EA TI = W(B,8) 
LET EARHI= W(B,9) 
LET EATO = W(B,ll) 
LET EARHO= W(B,12) 
LET ECST = STE(B) 
LET SCST = STS(B) 
LETPAMB =W(B,16) 
LET ADOT = W(B,15) 
LET ERHT = WeB, 17) 
! AIR TEMPERATURE IN (F) 
! AIR RELATIVE HUMIDITY IN (%) 
! AIR TEMPERATURE OUT (F) 
! AIR RELA TNE HUMIDITY OUT (%) 
! EYAP COIL SURFACE TEMPERATURE (F) 
! SH COIL SURFACE TEMPERATURE (F) 
! AMBIENT PRESSURE (pSIA) 
! AIR MASS FLOW RATE (LB/HR) 
! TEMP WHERE OUT RH IS MEASURED 
! CALCULATE AIR INLET, OUTLET AND AVERAGE HUMDITY RATIO 
! 
CALL MOISTII(p AMB,EARHJ,EA TI,EAID,EA WI) ! INLEf HUMIDITY RATIO 
CALL MOISTII(PAMB,EARHO,ERHT ,HDUM,EA WO) ! OU1LET HUMIDITY RATIO 
LET WA YG = O.5*(EA WI+EA WO) ! AVERAGE HUMIDITY RATIO 
! CALCULATE COIL SURFACE SATURA1ED HUMIDITY RATIO 
! BASED ON mE COIL SURFACE TEMPERATURE AND AIR PRESSURE 
! 
LET ECSW = WSAT(pAMB,ECST) ! EY APORA TING SECTION 
. LET SCSW = WSAT(p AMB,SCST) ! SUPERHEAT SECTION 
! CALCULA 1E MEASURED 1ERMS OF LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS 
! 
LET Al =(WAYG-ECSW) 
. LET Bl = (WAYG - SCSW) 
LET ZZ = (FEY AP(B »* Al + FSH(B)*B 1 
! CALCULATE AcruAL AND PREDICTED MASS TRANSFER RATE 
! 
LET TRA = (EA WI-EA WO) 
LET TRP = (C(1) + C(2)* ADOT"O.5) *ZZ/AD OT 
LET WPRD = EA WI-TRP ! PREDIC1ED OUTLET HUMIDITY 
RATIO 
LET HPRD = EARl - QPRD(B)/ADOT ! PREDIC1ED OUTLET EN1HALPY 
LET TPRD = (HPRD-WPRD*1061.0)/(O.24+WPRD*O.444) ! PREDIC1ED OU1LET 
TEMPERATURE 
! CALCULATE PREDICTION STATISTICS 
! 
IF ABS(TRA-TRP) > WMAXD mEN LET WMAXD = ABS(TRA-TRP) 
IF ABS«TRA-TRP)/fRA)*I00 > WMAXP mEN LET WMAXP = ABS«TRA-
TRP)/fRA)*I00 
LET WSUM = WSUM + (TRA-TRP)"2 
! PRINT DATA TO OUTPUT FILE 
! 
PRINT #5, USING FORM3$:TRA,TRP,EAHI-EAHO,EAID-HPRD,EATI-EATO,EATI-
TPRD 
NEXTB 
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LET WRMS = (WSUM/B)A.5" 
PRINT #5: WMAXD,WMAXPfWRMS 
PRINT WMAXD,WMAXP,WRMS 
! PRINr STATISTICS TO TIlE OUTPUT FILE 
! PRINr STATISTICS TO TIlE SCREEN 
MATPRINTC 
MAT PRINT #5: C 
! CLOSE OUTPUT FILE . 
! 
CLOSE #2 
CLOSE #4 
CLOSE #5 
END 
! PRINr COEFFICIENT MATRIX TO TIlE SCREEN 
! PRINT COEFFICIENT MATRIX TO TIlE OUTPUT 
FILE 
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APPENDIX C 
Steady-State Two-Zone Model Program 
! STEADY STAlE EVAPORATOR MODEL FOR TIlE lWO-ZONE MODEL 
! . 
VA~LEDEANT.nONS 
! 
! x(l) = REFRIGERANT ENTIIALPY OUT (BTU/LBM) 
! x(2) = AIR ENTIIALPY OUT (BTU/LBM) 
! x(3) = REFRIGERANT PRESSURE OUT (pSIG) 
! x(4) = AIR HUMIDITY RATIO OUT (LBMW/LBMA) 
! x(5) = SUPERHEAT FRACTION ! NOT APPLICABLE 
TO ONE-ZONE MODEL 
! x(6) = INTERMEDIAlE REFRIGERANT PRESSURE (PSIG) ! NOT APPLICABLE 
TO ONE-ZONE MODEL 
! 
! in(k,l) = ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE (PSIA) 
! in(k,2) = REFRIGERANT PRESSURE IN (pSIG) 
! in(k,3) = REFRIGERANT TEMPERATURE IN (F) 
! in(k,4) = REFRIGERANT ENTIIALPY IN (BTU/LBM) 
! in(k,5) = REFRIGERANT MASS FLOW RAlE (LBM/HR) 
! in(k,6) = AIR TEMPERATURE IN (F) 
! in(k, 7) = RELATIVE HUMIDITY OF AIR IN (%) 
! in(k,8) = AIR VOLUMETRIC FLOW RA lE (FT"3!MIN) 
! in(k,9) = AIR MASS FLOW RA lE (LBMIHR) 
! 
! out(k,l) = ENERGY RATE (BTUIHR) 
! out(k,2) = REFRIGERANT PRESSURE OUT (pSIG) 
! out(k,3) = REFRIGERANT OUTLET SH lEMPERA TURE (F) 
! out(k,4) = REFRIGERANT OUTLET ENTIIALPY 
! out(k,5) = AIR TEMPERATURE OUT (F) 
! out(k,6) = AIR ENTIIALPY OUT (BTU/LB) 
! out(k,7) = AIR HUMIDITY RATIO OUT (LBwater/LBair) 
! out(k,8) = SUPERHEAET SECTION FRACTION ! .NOT APPLICABLE TO 
ONE-ZONE MODEL 
! out(k,9) = SUPERHEAT SECTION PRESSURE DROP (PSI) ! NOT APPLICABLE TO 
ONE-ZONE MODEL 
! out(k,IO) = EVAPORATING SECTION PRESSURE DROP (PSI)! NOT APPLICABLE TO 
ONE-ZONE MODEL 
!----------------------------------------------------------
LET NY AR = 6 ! SET NUMBER OF VARIABLES 
! NY AR = 4 FOR ONE-ZONE MODEL 
!----------------------------------------------------------
! NEWTON RAPHSON ARRAYS DIMENSIONED FOR 6 VARIABLES 
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DIM R( 6),DX( 6),RO( 6),X( 6),FPRIME( 6,6),INVFPRIME( 6,6) 
DECLARE DEF WAMB,HAIR,TDEW,HMAIR,HDCOIL,HWCOIL,WSAT 
! DEFINE THE PROPERTY ROUTINE MODULE 
! 
LmRARY "props.mod*" 
! 
! DEFINE ALL GLOBAL VARIABLES 
! (SET FOR 50 STEADY STATE RUNS - TO BE REDIMENSIONED) 
! 
PUBLIC IN(50,9),OUT(50,10),K 
! 
!*********************************************************** 
! OPEN INPUT AND OUTPUT FILES 
! 
OPEN #1: NAME "Mode1.Input", CREATE OLD 
OPEN #2: NAME "Model. Output" , CREATE NEWOLD 
ERASE#2 
! SET MARGINS FOR SCREEN AND OUTPUT FILES 
! 
SET MARGIN MAXNUM 
SET #2: MARGIN MAXNUM 
! FORMAT OUTPUT 
! 
LET FORM3$ - " " "~ JJ '11" "" ------.rr,lifn-J 
LET FORM4$ - "4' r 1-' 4HHUIJI # "~#]I" 
- ,'tffrrriuwi f, 11 
! ** DELTA IS FRACTIONAL INCREMENT OF X(I) USED IN 
! ** NUMERICAL PARTIAL DERIVATIVE CALCULATION 
! 
LET DELTA = 0.001 
! SCREEN PROMJYf FOR INPUT NUMBER OF STEADY STATE RUNS TO ANALYZE 
! 
PRINT "ENTER THE NUMBER OF STEADY STATE CONDmONS TO ANALYZE:" 
INPUTNUM 
! REDIMENSION ARRAYS TO FIT NUMBER OF STEADY STATE RUNS 
! 
MAT REDIM IN(NUM,9J 
MAT REDIM OUT(NUM,lO) 
! READ INPUT DATA MA1RIX 
! 
MAT INPUT #1: IN 
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! MAIN LOOP TO ANALYZE EACH STEADY STATE RUN 
! 
FORK= 1 TONUM 
! INITIALIZE, RESIZE AND ZERO ARRAYS 
! 
MAT R=ZER(NV AR) 
MAT DX=ZER(NV AR) 
MAT RO=ZER(NV AR) 
MAT X=CON(NV AR) 
MAT FPRIME=ZER(NV AR,NV AR) 
MAT INVFPRIME=ZER(NV AR,NV AR) 
! GUESS UNKNOWNS FOR NEWTON RAPHSON 
! 
CALL MOIS1H(IN(K,1),IN(K,7),IN(K,6),HAIN,W AlN) 
LET x(1) = IN(K,4)*2.OO 
LET x(2) = HAIN*0.75 
LET x(3) = IN(K,2)*0.90 
LET x( 4) = W AIN*0.5 
! REFRIGERANT OUTLET ENTHALPY 
! AIR OUTLET ENTHALPY 
! REFRIGERANT OUTLET PRESSURE 
! AIR OUTLET HUMIDITY RATIO 
! GUESSES NOT APPLICABLE TO ONE-ZONE MODEL 
! 
LET x(5) = 0.10 ! SUPERHEAT FRACTION 
LET x(6) = IN(K,2)*0.91 ! INTERMEDIATE REFRIGERANT PRESSURE 
! PRINT RUN NUMBER BEING ANALYZED 
! 
PRINT" " 
PRINT "STEADY STATE RUN #",K 
LET NITER =0 
00 
LET NITER = NITER + 1 
PRINT "ITERATION #'.,NITER 
CALLCALCFP 
CALL CALCR(R,x) 
! ** 
! ** SOL VB FOR CORRECTIONS 
! ** NOTE +R IS USED ON RHS 
! ** CORRECTIONS WILL BE SUBTRACTED FROM BASE VALUE 
! ** 
MAT INVFPRIME= INV(FPRIME) 
MAT DX=INVFPRIME*R 
MATX=X-DX 
LET ERR=DOT(DX,DX) 
CALL CALCR(R,x) 
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LOOP UNTIL ERR < .0000000001 OR NITER = 20 
! OU1PUT MESSAGE FOR CONDmONS WHERE NO SOLUTION IS REACHED 
! 
IF NITER = 20 TIffiN PRINT#2: "NO SOLUTION FOR RUN NUMBER",K 
! CALCULATE NECESSARY PROPERTIES FOR PRESENTATION OF MODEL 
PREDICTIONS 
! 
CALL ALLHP(x(I),x(3)+IN(K,I),TROUT,SROUT,RROOUT,XROUT)! OUlLET 
REFRIGERANT TEMPERATURE 
CALL FSATP(x(3)+IN(K,I),TDUM,RHODUM,RHODUM) ! SATURATED 
REFIGERANT TEMPERATURE BASED ON 
PREDICfED OUlLET PRESSU~. 
LET TAOUT = (x(2) - x(4)*1061)/(0.24 + x(4)*0.444) ! AIR OUlLET TEMPERATURE 
LET TSH = TROUT - TDUM ! REFRIGERANT SUPERHEAT 
!SET UP OU1PUT MATRIX 
! 
LET OUT(K,I) = IN(K,5)*(x(I)-IN(K,4» ! ENERGY TRANSFER RATE 
LET OUT(K,2) = x(3) OUlLET REFRIGERANT PRESSURE 
LET OUT(K,3) = TSH OUlLET REFRIGERANT SH 
LET OUT(K,4) = x(1) OUlLET REFRIGERANT ENTIIALPY 
LET OUT(K,5) = TAOUT OUILET AIR TEMPERATURE 
LET OUT(K,6) = x(2) OUlLET AIR ENTIIALPY 
LET OUT(K,7) = x(4) OUlLET AIR HUMIDITY RATIO 
! OUTPUT NOT APPliCABLE TO ONE-ZONE MODEL 
! 
LET OUT(K,8) = x(5) ! SUPERHEAT SECTION FRACTION 
LET OUT(K,9) = x(6)-x(3) ! SUPERHEAT SECTION PRESSURE DROP 
LET OUT(K,10) = IN(K,2)-x(6) ! EY APORA TING SECITON PRESSURE DROP 
! PRINT RESULTS TO OU1PUT FILE 
! 
PRINT #2, USING FORM3$: OUT(K,I),OUT(K,2),OUT(K,3),OUT(K,4),OUT(K,5), 
OUT(K,6),OUT(K,7),OUT(K,8),OUT(K,9), 
OUT(K,1O),OUT(K,II),OUT(K,12) 
NEXTK ! END OF MAIN LOOP 
! 
SUB CALCFP 
! ** 
! ** INTERNAL SUBROUTINE TO FILL PARTIAL DERIVATIVE MATRIX 
! ** 
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CALL CALCR(RO,x) 
FOR 1=1 TONVAR 
LET DELTAX=DELTA*X(I) 
LET X(I)=X(I)+DELTAX 
CALL CALCR(R,x) 
FOR J=1 TO NVAR 
LET FPRIME(J,I)=(R(J)-RO(J)/(DELTAX) 
NEXTJ 
LET X(I)=X(I)-DEL TAX 
NEXT I 
END SUB 
END ! ** END OF MAIN PROGRAM 
! 
SUB CALCR(RO,XO) 
! ** 
! ** SUBROUTINE TO EVALUATE RESIDUAL EQUATIONS 
! ** 
! DEFINE TIIE PROPERTY ROUTINE MODULE 
! 
LmRARY"props.mod*" 
! 
! DECLARE PUBLIC VARIABLES AND DEFINITIONS USED IN TIllS SUBROUTINE 
! 
DECLARE PUBLIC IN(,),K 
DECLARE DEF W AMB,HAIR,TDEW ,HMAIR,HDCOIL,HWCOIL,WSAT 
!-----~--------------------------------------------------! ** ASSIGN VALUES TO TIIE VARIABLES FROM 
! ** TIIE X ARRAY TO SIMPLIFY CALLING PROCEDURE 
! ** AND MAKE TIIE EQUATIONS READABLE 
! 
LET HROUT = x(1) 
LET HAOUT = x(2) 
LET PROUT = x(3) 
LET WAOUT. = x(4) 
! 
! REFRIGERANT ENTIIALPY OUT (BTU/LBM) 
! AIR ENTIIALPY OUT (BTU/LBM) 
! REFRIGERANT PRESSURE OUT (pSIG) 
! AIR HUMIDITY RATIO OUT (LBMW/LBMA) 
! V ARAIBLES NOT APPLICABLE TO ONE-ZONE MODEL 
! 
LET FSH = x(5) 
LETPG =x(6) 
! 
LET PATM = IN(k,l) 
LET PRIN = IN(k,2) 
LET TRIN = IN(k,3) 
LET HRIN = IN(k,4) 
LET ROOT = IN(k,5) 
LETTAIN =IN(k,6) 
LET PHIIN = IN(k,7) 
LET ADOT =IN(k,9) 
! SUPERHEAT FRACTION 
! INTERMEDIATE REFRIGERANT PRESSURE 
(PSIG) 
! ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE (pSIA) 
! REFRIGERANT PRESSURE IN (PSIG) 
! REFRIGERANT TEMPERATURE IN (F) 
! REFRIGERANT ENTIIALPY IN (BTU/LBM) 
! REFRIGERANT MASS FLOW IN (LBM/HR) 
! AIR TEMPERA TUR.E IN (F) 
! RELATIVE HUMIDITY OF AIR IN (%) 
! AIR MASS FLOW RATE (LBM/HR) 
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I CLACULATE REMAINING REFRIGERANT AND AIR PROPERTIES 
I 
CALL ALLHP(HRIN,PRIN+PA TM,TDUM,SDUM,RHOIN,xRIN) I INLET 
REFRIGERANT DENSITY 
CALL ALLHP(HROUT,PROUT+PATM,TOG,SDUM,RHO,xOUT) IOUILET 
REFRIGERANT TEMPERATURE GUESS 
I FOR THE ON-ZONE MODEL THE INTERMEDIATE PRESSURE IS THE OU1LET 
PRESSURE 
I AND THERE IS SUPERHEAT FRACTION (FSH), NO SUPERHEAT SURFACE 
HUMIDITY 
I RATIO (WSS) IS NEEDED, AND NO SUPERHEAT FRICTION FACTOR (FFS) 
I 
CALL FSATP(PG+PATM,TG,RHOL,RHODUM) I INTERMEDIATE 
REFRIGERANT TEMPERATURE 
CALL ALLPTQ(PG+PATM,TG,1.0,RHOG,HG,SG) I INTERMEDIATE ENlliALPY 
LET RHOAVG = 0.5*(RHOIN+RHOG) I AVERAGE EVAPORATING 
DENSITY 
LET VDOTE = RDOT/RHOAVG I EVAPORATING 
VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE 
LETVDOTS=RDOT/RHOG lSUPERHEATVOLUMETIUC 
FLOW RATE 
CALL MOISTH(PA TM,PHIIN,TAIN,HAIN,WAIN) I INLET HUMIDITY RATIO & 
ENTIIALPY 
LETWAAVG = (WAIN + WAOUT)12 I AVERAGE HUMIDITY RATIO 
LET HA VG = (HAIN + HAOUT)1l I AVERAGE AIR ENTIIALPY 
LET QEV AP = RDOT*(HG-HRIN) I EVAPORATING ENERGY TRANSFER 
LET TRE = TRIN I EV APORA TING REFRIGERANT 
TEMPERATURE 
LET RRE = 0.0917385/RDOT I EVAPORATING REFRIGERANT 
RESISTANCE 
LET TSE = QEV AP*RREI(I-FSH) + TRE I EVAPORATING COIL 
SURFACE TEMPERATURE 
LETHSE = -3.3273 + 0.47417*TSE I EVAPORATING COIL 
SURFACE ENTIIALPY 
I THESE ARE NOT APPLICABLE TO THE ONE-ZONE MODEL 
I 
LET QSH = RDOT*(HROUT-HG) 
LET TRS = 0.5*(TRIN+ TOG) 
I SUPERHEAT ENERGY TRANSFER 
I SUPERHEAT REFRIGERANT 
TEMPERATURE 
LET RRS = 0.0919312/RDOT I SUPERHEAT REFRIGERANT 
RESISTANCE 
LETTSS 
LETHSS 
= QSH*RRS/(FSH) + TRS ! SUPERHEAT COIL SURFACE 
TEMPERATURE 
= -3.3273 + 0.47417*TSS I SUPERHEAT COIL SURFACE 
ENTIIALPY 
I CALCULATE COEFFICIENTS FOR PRESSURE DROP AND MASS TRANSFER 
ANALYSIS 
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LET RA = (-1.86250E-4 + 2.30203E-2/ADOT".5) ! EVAPORATOR AIR HEAT 
TRANSFER COEFFICIENT 
LETFFE = 2. 12301E+6 + 8.10559E+8NDOTE"I.2 ! EVAPORATING FRICfION 
FACTOR 
LET FFS = -107808.0 + 3.92456E+9NDOTS" 1.2 ! SUPERHEAT FRICfION 
FACTOR 
LET KW = -324.211 + 61.0254*ADOT"O.5 ! MASS TRANSFER 
COEFFICINT 
LET WSE = WSAT(pATM,TSE) ! EVAPORATING SURFACE 
HUMIDITY RATIO 
LETWSS = WSAT(pATM,TSS) ! SUPERHEAT SURFACE 
HUMIDITY RATIO 
!--------------------------------------------------------
! ** RESIDUAL EQUATIONS 
I 
! ONLY EQUATIONS 1,2,5, AND 6 ARE NEEDED FOR TIlE ONE-ZONE MODEL. 
! (SET FSH = 0.0 FOR ONE-ZONE MODEL) 
LET R(I) = QEVAP - (I-FSH)/RA*(HA VG - HSE) 
LET R(2) = PRIN - PG - (l-FSH)*FFE*RDOT"2/RHOAVG/32.2/144/1.296e7 
LET R(3) = QSH - (FSH)/RA *(HA VG - HSS) 
LET.R(4) = PO - PROUT - (FSH)*FFS*RDOT"2/RHOG/32.2/144/1.296e7 
LET R(5) = ADOT*(HAIN - HAOUT) - RDOT*(HROUT-HRIN) 
LET R(6) = ADOT*(W AIN - WAOUT) - KW*(W AA VG - (l-FSH)*WSE - (FSH)*WSS) 
END SUB 
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APPENDIX D 
Refrigerant Property Data 
Mclinden et al. (1990) have determined the property c:bita for R-l34a by the fit of the 
modified Benedict-Webb-Rubin (MBWR) equation of state to experimental data. The 
FORTRAN version of the property subroutines implementing the MBWR equation of state 
were obtained from the National Institute of Standards and Technology. These subroutines 
have been converted to, and are now utilized in True BASIC™. The properties are all in IP 
units (pressure (P) in psia, temperature (T) in OF, liquid density (RHOL) in Ib/ft3, vapor 
density (RHOV) in Iblft3, density (RHO) in 1b/ft3, enthalpy (H) in BID/lb, and entropy (S) in 
BTU/lb-°F). The refrigerant quality (Q) is also inputed to, or calculated in the apporpriate 
subroutines. The following is a list of the subroutine calls for each subroutine utilized in this 
evaporator study. The outputs of each subroutine call are underlined. 
Subroutine FSA1P(p ,I.RHQL.RHQY> 
Subroutine FSATT(T tl.RHQLRHOY> 
Subroutine ALLPTQ(P,T,Q* ,RHQ,ILS) 
Subroutine ALLSP(S,P ,IJLRHO.Q) 
Subroutine ALLHP(H,P ,I,s"RHQ,Q) 
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The * after the quality (Q) in the subroutine ALLPI'Q denotes that the value is an input. 
An input quality greater than one specifies a superheated vapor property calculation, and an 
input quality less than zero specifies a subcooled liquid property calculation. 
The above subroutines are contained in a library which is declared at the beginning of 
each True BASIC™ program. This library allows the code for the subroutines to be omitted 
from each main program. Only the subroutine calls will appear in any main program written 
for this evaporator study. 
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APPENDIX E 
Moist Air Property Data 
Introduction 
The equations used to calculate the moist air properties were obtained from ASHRAE 
Handbook - Fundamentals (1989, Chapter 6). All of the equations require IP units. The first 
section of this appendix will present the necessary moist air equations, including the 
appropriate units for all the parameters. The second section of this appendix will outline the 
subroutine and definitions written in order to generate moist air data more efficiently. These 
program segments are written in True BASICnl A listing of the inputs and outputs for each 
subroutine and definition will be presented. The:final section of this appendix will present the 
methodology for the calculation of the moist air enthalpy at the surface of the evaporator coil. 
The moist air coil surface enthalpy is required in order to calculate energy rate with the enthalpy 
potential equation. The methodology for both a dry and a wet coil surface will be explained. 
Moist Air Equations 
The equation to describe relative humidity can be written as: 
q, - .&. 
- Pws (E.1) 
where, 
q, = relative humidity (fraction), 
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Pw = partial preSSU1'e of water vapor (Psia), 
and 
Pws = saturation water vapor presSU1'e (Psia). 
The equation 10 descri~ humidity ratio of the air is written: 
(E.2) 
where, 
W = humidity ratio (lbwaredlbm), 
and 
P = lOtal presSU1'e (Psia). 
The satmation pressure (PwS> overliquid water for the temperature range of 32 to 392 
OF is given by: 
In (pws) = ~ + C9 + ClOT + CUT2 + C12T3 + Cl3In en (E.3) 
where, 
Cs = -1.044039708 E+04, 
C9 = -1.12946496 E+01, 
CIO = -2.7022355 E-02, 
Cu = 1.289036 E-05, 
Cl2 = -2.478068 E-09, 
Cl3 = 6.5459673, 
and 
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T = absolute temperature (OR). 
The specific volume of a moist air mixture is expressed by: 
v = ~T (1 + 1.6078 W) (E.4) 
where, 
v = specific volume (lblft3), 
and 
_ ( ft31bt ) Ra - 0.3705 in21bmOF • 
The moist air enthalpy is calcuJatcd by the following equation: 
h =- 0.240 t + W (1061 + 0.444 t) (E.5) 
where, 
h = enthalpy of moist air (BtuIlbmy air). 
The equation for the mass flow rate of dry air is written: 
(E.6) 
where, 
IbcIry air = mass flow rate of dry air (lb dry aiJhr), 
and 
Ibc:aIc = total mass flow rate of moist air (lblhr). 
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The calculated mass flow rate of moist air is obtained by the equation: 
(E.7) 
where, 
v = measured volumetric flow rate of air (ft31hr). 
The dew point of the air for the temperature range of 32 to 200 OF is written: 
tel = a + ba + ca2 + da3 + e(Pw)O.1984 (E.8) 
where, 
tel = dew point temperature (oF), 
a = In(Pw), 
a = 100.45, 
b = 33.193, 
c = 2.319, 
d = 0.17074, 
and 
e = 1.2063. 
Subroutine and Definitions 
The subroutine and definitions written for the evaporator study enable more efficient 
calculation of the moist air properties. The property inputs and outputs are included for each 
program segment. The following are the program segments developed: 
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Subroutine MOIS1H(p,cz"t,h,W) (Enthalpy and humidity ratio of air) 
Input: p,cz" and t. (Note: cz, in % for this subroutine) 
Output: h and W. 
Definition W AMB(P,t,twb) (Humidity ratio of air) 
Input: P, t, and twb. (Note: twb is the wet-bulb temperature of the air) 
Output: W. 
Definition HAIR(t, W) (Enthalpy of air) 
Input: t and W. 
Output: h. 
Definition lDEW(p,cz"t) (Dewpoint temperature of air) 
Input: p,cz" and t. (Note: cz, in % for this definition) 
Output: tel· 
Definition HMA.IR(p,cz"t) (Enthalpy of air) 
Input: p,cz" and t. (Note: cz, in % for this definition) 
Output: h. 
Definition HDCOIL(t, W) 
Input: t and W. 
Output: h. 
Definition HWCOIL(P,t) 
Input: P and t. 
Output: h. 
(Enthalpy of air) 
(Enthalpy of saturated air) 
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Definition WSAT(p,t) (Satmated humidity ratio of air) 
Input: P, and L 
Output: W 
Surface Enthalpy CaleuiatioDs 
The moist air coil surface enthalpy for a wet coil is calculated by the following 
procedure: 
1) Pws from Equation (E.3) as determined by the coil surface temperature , 
2) W s from Equation (E.2) as determined by Pws, , 
and 
3) h from Equation (E.S) as determined by the coil temperature and Ws . 
The moist air coil surface enthalpy for a dry coil is calculated from Equation (E.S) and 
is determined by the humidity ratio of the air (W) and the coil temperature (t). 
The equations for the calculation of the surface enthalpy for wet coil smface condition 
are solved in the definition HWCOn., and the equation for the dry surface coil conditions is 
solved in the definition HDCOn. 
The above subroutine and definitions are contained in a library which is declared at the 
beginning of each True BASIC'" program. This library allows the code for the subroutine and 
definitions to be omitted from each main program. Only the subroutine and definition calls 
will appear in any main program written for this evaporator study. 
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APPENDIX F 
Experimental Facility 
Overall Facility 
The experimental apparatus used to generate data for this transient evaporator study was 
designed by Michael (1989). This mobile air conditioning test facility was first described by 
Kempiak (1991). Several modifications and additions have been made to the basic system 
described in Kempiak's work in order to generate a wider range of experimental data, and to 
facilitate the retrieval of data. Among these changes are the following: the removal of the 
positive displacement flow meter and the replacement of the expansion orifice with a metering 
valve on the liquid line between the condenser and the evaporator, the addition of a ball valve to 
the compressor suction line, and the replacement of the dew point sensors with humidity-
tempeI'atIR sensors in the evaporator inlet and outlet air chambers. The metering valve allows 
variable restriction of the refrigerant flow in order that both two-phase and superheated 
conditions at the outlet of the evaporator can be achieved. The ball valve allows variable 
restriction of refrigerant flow to the compressor in order to attain lower compressor inlet 
pressures and lower compressor refrigerant flow rates. A complete review of the entire 
system follows. 
The facility used for this study is presently loCated in the first floor of the Mechanical 
Engineering laboratory (MEL) on the campus of the University of lllinois at Urbana-
Champaign. The facility consists of four major sections: the refrigerant system, the evaporator 
air loop section, the condenser air loop section, and the instrumentation and data acquisition 
system. Figure F.1 shows a schematic of the oveiall facility. This appendix is intended to 
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Figure F.l. Schematic of Transient Test Stand 
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supersede the growing documentation czeated by Kcmpiak recording the improved and newly 
purchased items installed into the test stand. 
Refrigerant Loop 
The refrigerant loop initially consists of an air conditioning system from a 1989 Ford 
Taurus charged with refrigerant R-I34a. Figun: Fol is a schematic of the refrigerant loop of 
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Figun: Fol. Schematic of Refrigerant Loop 
the test stand. The refrigerant loop is located between the condenser air loop and the 
evaporator air loop. The two air loops arc connected by a steel frame, which supports the 
refrigerant lines and components between the air loops. The compressor ~d fits between the 
two air loops. The components in the refrigerant loop arc the compn:ssor, condenser, control 
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devices, filter, evaporator, accumulator-dehydrator, refrigerant lines, and refrigerant. This 
section of appendix F desaibes each of the eight components. 
The compressor stand is used to mount the compressor and the associated hardware to 
obtain torque and speed data from the . compressor as well as allowing for variable speed 
operation. The compressor stand is a steel structure supporting a variable speed drive, electric 
motor, torque sensor, jackshaft, compressor, and compressor mounting plate. Figure F.3 is a 
photograph of the compressor stand. 
Figure F.3. Photograph of Compressor Stand. 
A speed controller along with an electric motor is used to provide the variable speed 
drive for the compressor. The speed controller used is an IDM Controls, Inc. 36 Amp 3-Phase 
230 VAC inverter (Model No. CIMR-7.5 02). The electric motor used is a 7-1/2 Hp @ 
3450 RPM, 240 VAC, 3-phase Baldor electric motor (Model No. M3219T). The 
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combination of the speed controller and electric motor allows for variable speed operation from 
o to 3450 RPM. 
The electric motor is coupled to the torque sensor through the use of a Lovejoy collar 
(Model No. LllO x 1.125); A rubber spider fits between the collar on the electric motor and 
the collar on the torque sensor to form a flexible coupling which is tolerant to misalignment of 
the two shafts. 
A Lebow torque sensor (Model No. l805-2K-04) is used to measure the torque input 
and speed of the jackshaft that powers the compressor. The torque sensor is coupled to the 
electric motor and jackshaft through the use of a Lovejoy collar (Model No. LllO x l.5). 
The jackshaft consists of a shaft, pulley, and two pillow blocks. The shaft is coupled 
to the torque sensor through the use of a Lovejoy collar (Model No. Ll10 x l.0). As before, 
a rubber spider fits between the collar on the jackshaft and the collar on the torque sensor and 
forms a flexible coupling. A serpentine pulley from. the crankshaft of a 1989 Ford Taurus was 
pmchased. and modified to fit on the 1" (25.4 mm) jackshaft. The ratio of the jackshaft pulley 
diameter to the compressor pulley diameter is the same as the production ratio because the 
pulleys used are production pulleys. The serpentine belt that is required to drive the 
compressor has a -belt width of 27/32" (2l.4 mm). Two Dodge pillow blocks (Model No. 
1" SC P.B.) with 1.0" (25.4 mm) inner diameter ball bearings locate and support the 
jackshaft. 
The compressor is a ten-cylinder swash plate compressor with a 12 VDC 
electromagnetic clutch. The electromagnetic clutch is energized to form a coupling between the 
compressor and the serpentine drive. A 12 VDC supply is connected to the electromagnetic 
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clutch and controlled by a manual switch. This supply could also be switched on and off 
electronically by the control computer. 
The condenser is a tube and fin condenser shown in Figure F.4. It consists of tubes 
that run through plate fins. The tubes are brazed to the plate fins. The condey face 
dimensions are 15-3/S" x 24-5/S" (39.1 em x 62.6 em) resulting in a condenser face area of 
2.63 ft2 (0.244 m2). The condenser is mounted in the condenser box in crossflow with 
the airstream in the condenser air loop. 
Figure F.4. Photograph of Condenser. 
The new expansion device is a Hoke, Inc. 2300 series 0.125 inch orifice metering 
valve (Model Number 2331G4B). The valve was available with 0.25 inch Gyrolock Tube 
connections. The metering valve is located in the refrigerant line between the turbine flow 
meter and the filter/drier. 
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The system filtering device is a 9 Cu. In. Sporlan Catch All Filter-Drier (fype C-083). 
The filter-drier was available with 0.325" flare fittings. It was recommended by Sporlan for 
compatibility with R-134a. The capacity of this filter-drier is sufficient for a two ton air 
conditioning system. 
A sight glass in the re~gerant line between the filter/drier and the expansion device 
provides a visual check on the state of the refrigerant exiting the condenser. During nonnal 
operation of the system, the refrigerant should be subcooled liquid. 
The evaporator used is a plate-fin type evaporator. This plate-fin evaporator is shown 
in Figure F.5. It consists of aluminum plates and fins alternately sandwiched together. The 
Figure F.5. Photograph of Evaporator. 
face dimensions of the evaporator are 7-1/2" x 8" (19.0 cm x 20.3 cm) resulting in an 
evaporator face area of 0.42 ft2 (0.039 m2). The internal volume of the evaporator is 
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0.0317835 ft3 (0.0009 m3). The evaporator is mounted in the evaporator box in crossflow 
with the airstream in the evaporator air loop. Water condensate from the face of the evaporator 
falls into the downstream mixing box in the evaporator air loop and drains from a tube in the 
bottom of the mixing box. 
The accumulator-dehydrator used in the refrigerant loop is shown in Figure F.6. The 
accumulator-dehydrator serves several purposes. First, it serves as a reservoir for excess 
refrigerant in the system while transients occur. Second, integral to the accumulator-
dehydrator are a fIlter that removes particulate from the refrigerant and a desiccant to remove 
any moisture in the refrigerant. And third, the accumulator-dehydrator is designed such that it 
will deliver only vapor to the compressor. The accumulator-dehydrator is located between the 
outlet of the evaporator and the inlet of the compressor. 
Figure F.6. Photograph of Accumulator-Dehydrator. 
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The NC accumulator & hose assembly attaches the outlet of the evaporator to the inlet 
of the compressor. The accumulator-dehydrator is on one end of the hose assembly. and it is 
connected by an elastomer hose to a metal tube on the other end There is a spring lock 
coupling on each end of the hose assembly. The connection to the compressor is made with 
the _g lock coupling. 
At the center of this NC accumulator & hose assembly is a 0.75" diameter metal tube. 
The center 18" of the metal tube was cut out in order that a 0.625" outer diameter Ballmaster 
Bi-Directional Refrigeration Ball Valve (Part No. A-17262) could be installed. This ball valve 
was available with 0.875" swet fittings at both ends. 
The 0.75" metal tube is attached to a 3" section of 0.75" diameter copper tubing by a 
double end flare union. The copper tubing is soldered to a 0.75" to 0.875" diameter copper 
enlarging coupling which in tum is soldered to the ball valve swet fitting. The same 
arrangement is used to connect the other side of the ball valve back to the 0.75" diameter metal 
tube. 
The accumulator-dehydrator is connected to the outlet of the evaporator by a copper 
block. A schematic and a complete description of the dimensions and machining of the copper 
block was done by Kempiak. 
The NC tube assembly attaches the outlet of the condenser to the inlet of the 
evaporator. In the previous arrangement, the orifice tube is located on one end of the hose 
assembly and connected by an elastomer hose to a metal tube on the other end. There is a 
spring lock coupling on each end of the hose assembly. 
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The condenser end of the Ale tube assembly is cut just past the spring connector and 
attached with a Gyrolok union fitting to the inlet of the flow meter. Another Gyrolock union 
fitting connects the outlet of the flow meter to a 3" length of 0.325" diameter copper tube. The 
copper tube is connected to the filter/drier with a flare fitting. The outlet of the filter-drier is 
connected to another 3"·length 0.325" diameter with another flare fitting. This tube then is 
soldered to the sight glass. The other side of the sight glass is soldered to a 4" length of 
0.325" diameter copper tube. 
In order for the metering valve to be connected next, the copper tube is first soldered to 
a 0.325" to 0.25" copper reducing coupling which is then soldered to a 2" length of 0.25" 
diameter copper tube. This tube is connected to the metering valve with a Gyrolock fitting. 
The metering valve is then connected to another 2" length 0.25" diameter copper tube with 
another Gyrolock fitting. This tube is soldered to a 0.25" to 0.325" copper enlarging coupling 
which is soldered to a 20" length of 0.325" diameter copper tube. This tube is connected with 
a Gyrolock fitting to the 2" section remaining on the evaporator end of the Ale tube assembly. 
The evaporator end of the Ale tube assembly is attached to a spring lock coupling 
which is attached to a Gyrolok fitting. The absolute and difference pressure transducers are 
attached to the Gyrolok fittings. Once again, the temperature probe is centered in the 
refrigerant fluid stream in the entrance to the evaporator housing. A Gyrolok fitting holds 
another spring lock connector which is inserted into the evaporator spring lock fitting. 
The Ale tube assembly connection to the condenser is made with a spring lock 
connector where the connector on the condenser side was cut and flared This allows 
instrumentation to be inserted between the condenser connector and the condenser outlet. A 
pressure reference port for the pressure difference sensor is constructed from a tee pipe fitting. 
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The temperature probe is inserted into the tubing in the center section of the fluid flow. A flare 
fitting attaches the condenser tubing to the condenser. 
The AlC manifold & tube assembly consists of a manifold that provides both the spring 
lock coupling to the inlet of the compressor and the hose assembly at the outlet of the 
compressor. A muffler is located in the hose assembly to quiet the discharge of the 
compressor. A high pressure relief valve is located in the portion of the manifold connected to 
the compressor outlet. The valve is designed to limit the pressure in the system to below 
around 400 psig. The manifold is bolted to the compressor with one screw which requires an 
installation torque of 18 to 27 lbfeft (24 to 37 N-m). The spring lock coupling forming the 
compressor inlet on the manifold is connected to the metal tube from the AlC accumulator & 
hose assembly mentioned above. 
The manifold is machined so that the pressure and temperature sensors are inserted as 
close to the output and input ports as physically possible. The temperature probes are inserted 
into the compressor chamber no more than an inch (25 em). 
The components of the R-134a system are identical to the components of the R-12 
system with the exception-of the compressor and the accumulator-dehydrator. 
The difference in the compressor is that it is filled with seven ounces of a polyalkylene 
glycol oil that is compatible with R-134a instead of seven ounces of mineral oil that is 
compatible with R-12. The difference in the accumulator-dehydrator is that it uses an 
experimental desiccant that is compatible with R-134a instead of the usual desiccant. 
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Condenser Air Loop 
The condenser air loop provides the ability to control the inlet air conditions of the 
condenser. The condenser air loop allows both the mass flow rate and temperature of the 
condenser inlet air to be controlled. Figure F.7 is a schematic of the condenser air loop. A 
steel structure supports the condenser air loop and is shown in Figure F.S. The 
components in the condenser air loop are the blower, inverter, condenser box, mixing boxes, 
air velocity flow station, dampers, and ducting. The following paragraphs describe these 
components. 
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Figure F.7. Schematic of Test Stand Condenser Air Loop. 
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Blower 
Figure F.8. Photograph of Condenser Air Loop. 
The blower used in the condenser air loop is a Dayton high pressure direct-drive blower 
(Model No. 4C330). The blower supplies the pumping power to move the air through the 
condenser air loop. The blower consists of a blower wheel, blower housing, and electric 
motor. The electric motor is a 5 Hp @ 3450 RPM, 240 V AC, 3-phase Dayton electric motor 
(Model No. 3N669). 
An Asea Brown Boveri model M01712AOO Para just M speed controller rated at 17 
Amps for a 240 V AC 3-phase output was connected to the direct-drive blower. This inverter 
allows the flow of air across the condenser to be controlled either manually or with a 0-5 Volt 
signal. A stand constructed of steel supports the inverter and the blower. 
The condenser box, made of 22 gauge sheet metal, supports the condenser and the 
temperature instrumentation. The physical design of the condenser box is that of a sheet metal 
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box with open ends. The box has a face dimension of 27 1/2" x 16" (0.70 m x 0.41 m) and a 
depth of 2" (5.1 em). The open ends have flanges on them. The ends of the box are flat sheet 
metal plates with the same cross-sectional area as the upstream and downstream mixing boxes. 
Each end has a rectangular hole: the downstream end in its center with the same cross-sectional 
area as the condenser being tested and the other end offset to allow for the additional space 
required by the instrumentation. The ends are bolted to the flanges on the condenser box. The 
entire condenser box assembly is bolted to flanges on the upstream and downstream mixing 
boxes. 
This design facilitates the testing of condensers that have different physical dimensions. 
The only modification to the condenser air loop when testing a different condenser will be to 
fabricate a condenser box to house it on the condenser. 
The two mixing boxes in the condenser air loop, an upstream mixing box and a 
downstream mixing box, are made of 22 gauge sheet metal. The face dimensions of the two 
mbdng boxes are 44" x 38" (1.1 m x 0.97 m). The upstream box is 2' (0.61 m) deep, and the 
downstream mixing box is 2' 6" (0.76 m) deep. The mixing boxes are described below. 
The upstream mixing box conditions the turbulent air leaving the blower and helps to 
ensure a uniform velocity profile entering the condenser. The physical design of the upstream 
mixing box is that of a sheet metal box with open ends. The open ends have flanges on them. 
The ends of the mixing box are flat pieces of sheet metal bolted to the flanges. The inlet end 
plate has no holes in it so the plate serves to seal the upstream mixing box. The condenser 
blower discharges into the bottom of the upstream mixing box through a square duct 5 7/8" x 7 
1/4" (14.9 em x 18.4 em). The hole in the side of the mixing box and the blower outlet are the 
same size as the duct. A screen with 1/8" (0.32 em) diameter holes, four holes per inch (2.54 
em), is placed in the center of the box to provide a uniform pressure drop and straightening 
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effect on the air. The air flows through a 1/4" (0.64 em) honeycomb cell structure flow 
straightener with a I" (2.54 em) depth. The outlet end plate is the same plate that forms the 
inlet of the condenser box. 
The downstteammixing box channels the air that passes over the condenser into the air 
velocity flow station. The physical design of the downstream mixing box is that of a sheet 
metal box with flanges on the open ends. A screen is placed in the box to provide a uniform 
pIessure drop and to ensure a constant velocity profile through the condenser. The ends of the 
mixing box are flat plates bolted to the flanges. The inlet end plate is the same plate that forms 
the outlet of the condenser box. The outlet end plate has a circular hole cut into it to provide 
mounting of the air velocity flow station. 
The air velocity flow station used is an Air Monitor S" Lo-Flo pitot traverse station 
(Model No. P). The station is mounted to the outlet of the downstream mixing box of the 
condenser air loop. Doved tails formed in a circle on the box are compressed against the flow 
station with a rubber hose and a hose clamp to form the air seal. The flow station is supported 
by the steel structure. The station measures flow rates from 150 to 2160 cfm (0.071 to 1.019 
m3/s) with an accuracy of 1 %. The air flow to be measured flows though the inside of the 
station. FlI'St, the air is straightened by an air straightener-equalizer consisting of an open cell 
honeycomb structure with a minimum cell length to size ratio of 36 to 1. The equalizer helps to 
eliminate turbulent and rotational flows before they encounter the pressure taps. Next, the total 
pressure averaging manifold in the shape of an "X" is located concentrically in the station. 
This manifold has several taps that allow the averaged total pressure of the flow to be measured 
through a external 1/4" FPT fitting on the outside of the station. Next, the air flows past 
several static pIeSSUIe taps that are located concentrically around the inside of the station. The 
taps allow the averaged static presSUIe of the flow to be measured through a external 1/4" FPT 
fitting on the outside of the station. The air flow then exits the station. A differential pressure 
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ttansducer connected to the external fittings provides a dynamic pressure reading of the 
condenser air flow. 
The two dampers that are used in the condenser air loop are Ruskin round dampers 
(Model No. CDRS2S). They provide 0 to 100% recirculation of the condenser loop air. Each 
damper is 8" (20 em) in diameter with a neoprene blade seal on the control blade. The blade 
seal allows less than 0.1% leakage. The blade has a locking qUadrant handle for manual 
operation. 
A Johnson Controls non-spring return motor actuator with a 24V AC floating control 
input (Model No. M120AGA-1) is available to control the dampers. Control could be 
performed by a Honeywell single loop controller (Model No. DC3002-0-01A-2-00-0111), 
which switches relays based on a thermocouple voltage input and a specified band width. The 
controller would control the air temperature entering the condenser by adjusting the damper 
openings and thus controlling the amount of recirculated heated air. The two dampers are 
connected in parallel and move simultaneously. The controller was not used in the present 
study. 
The rest of the ducting in the air loop is comprised of round sheet metal duct, tee 
fittings, and other connections necessary to connect the components. The ducting that connects 
the flow station, dampers and blower is 8" (20.3 em) round duct. The two tees in the loop are 
8" (20 em) tees. 
Evaporator Air Loop 
The evaporator air loop provides the ability to control the inlet air conditions of the 
evaporator. The evaporator air loop allows the mass flow rate, temperature and relative 
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humidity of the evaporator inlet air to be controlled. It provides 0 to 100% recirculation of the 
air in the loop along with reheat. Figme F.9 is a schematic of the evaporator air loop. A steel 
frame that supports the evaporator air loop is shown in Figure F.lO. The components in the 
evaporator air loop are the blower, evaporator box, mixing boxes, air velocity flow station, 
dampers, and duct heater. The following six sections describe these components. 
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Figure F.9. Schematic of Test Stand Evaporator Air Loop. 
Blower 
The blower used in the evaporator air loop is a Dayton high pressure direct-drive 
blower (Model No. 2C820). This blower used is the same as the one used in the condenser air 
loop with the following exception: the electric motor is a 1/3 Hp @ 3450 RPM, 115 V AC, 
I-phase Dayton electric motor (Model No. 2kS868). 
The evaporator box is similar in design to the condenser box. The only differences are 
that the evaporator box is smaller in size (18" xIS" (46 em x 38 em) face dimensions and 4" 
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Figure F.I0. Photograph of Evaporator Air Loop. 
(10 em) deep) and will support relative humidity as well as temperature instrumentation. As 
before, this design facilitates the testing of evaporators that have different physical dimensions. 
The only modification to the evaporator air loop when testing a different evaporator will be to 
fabricate a evaporatOr box to house the particular evaporatOr • 
. 
The upstream and downstream mixing boxes are similar in design to those in the 
condenser air loop. The only differences are that the boxes are smaller in size (face dimensions 
of 20" x 17" (51 em x 43 em) at a depth of 24" (61 em» and that a positive shut-offvalve drain 
is attached to the bottom of the downstream mixing box. This allows for condensate removal 
during or following the testing. 
The air velocity flow station is a Air Monitor 3" Lo-Flo pitot traverse station (Model 
No. P). It is similar in function to the air velocity station in the condenser air loop and is 
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mounted to the outlet of the downstream mixing section of the evaporator air loop. The 
volumetric air flow throgh the station between 24 to 340 cfm (0.0113 to 0.160 m3/s) is 
measured with an accuracy of 1 %. 
The two dampers that are used in the evaporator airJoop are Ruskin rou~d dampers 
(Model No. CDRS2S). They are identical in design to the dampers in the condenser air loop 
except that they are 4" (10 em) in diameter. 
A Johnson Controls non-spring return motor actuator with a 24V AC floating control 
input (Model No. MI20AGA-l) is available to control the dampers. Currently, these dampers 
are set manually. The mixing damper is used to control the humidity by controlling the 
amount of dry air recirculating from the evaporator outlet. The exit damper is used to control 
the flow rate across the evaporator. 
The rest of the ducting in the air loop is comprised of round sheet metal duct, tee 
fittings, and other fittings necessary to connect the components. The ducting that connects the 
flow station to the dampers is 4" (10 em) round duct. The two tees in the loop are 4" (10 cm) 
tees. To accommodate the duct heater, 8" (20 em) round duct is used for the two components. 
One 6" (15 em) to 4" (10 em) reducer and two 8" (20 em) to 6" (15 em) reducers connect the 
8" duct to the intake tee and blower. The square ducting connecting the blower to the upstream 
mixing box has the same cross section as the outlet of the blower 3 1/8" x 3 1/8" (7.9 em x 7.9 
cm). 
A duct heater is installed in the 8" (20 em) round section of ducting between the inlet 
and the blower. The duct heater provides the reheat necessary to achieve inlet evaporator 
temperatures comparable to the non-ventilated interior of a car on a sunny day. The duct heater 
is constructed from the circular heating elements out of small 1500 Watt Sears space heaters 
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(Model No. 42F36240). Four elements are wired in two branches to a 220 VAC supply. One 
branch is switched, and the other is wired diIectly to the breaker box. 
To control the evaporator inlet air temperature, an Omega 240 Volt 30Amp single phase 
SCR power controller (Model No. SCR71Z-230) could be added to the system. 
Instrumentation and Data Acquisition 
The test stand is fitted with instrumentation that allows data to be taken for transient 
studies. Fast response time is critical for all components. The following sections describe the 
instrumentation and data acquisition of the test stand. Figure F.l shows the types and 
locations of sensors that record data from the stand. 
Different types of temperature instrumentation are required to measure air temperatures 
and refrigerant temperatures. Four air temperatures and six refrigerant temperatures are 
recorded. 
The inlet air temperatures of the condenser and the evaporator are measured using a 
handmade copper-constantan thermocouple circuit. Four thermocouples are placed on the 
screen located in the downstream mixing boxes and wired in parallel to obtain an average inlet 
air temperature. 
The outlet air temperatures are measured using a nine point thermocouple array. By 
using a series of sensing and reference junctions, the average temperature differences across 
the heat exchanger are measured. With nine points measuring the temperature difference, the 
signals received by the measuring devices are amplified nine times. These temperature 
differences are then added to or subtracted from the inlet air temperatures to obtain the outlet air 
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temperatures. Figure F.ll shows a schematic of a three point thermocouple array in the 
general pattern used to construct the nine point array. 
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Figure F.ll. Schematic of Three Point Thermocouple Array. 
SENSING 
SIDE 
The six refrigerant temperatures are measured using Omega 3" (7 cm) long 
thermocouple probes (Model No. TB-CPSS-ll6U). The thermocouple probes are 
copper-constantan with a 1/16" (1.6 mm) 306 stainless steel sheath. The thermocouple probes 
are mounted into a tee in the refrigerant line with compression fittings. These fittings place the 
ends of the probe in the center of the refrigerant flow and result in accurate temperature 
measurements of the refrigerant.. 
Different types of pressure instrumentation are required to measure air pressures and 
refrigerant pressures. One ambient pressure and six refrigerant pressures are recorded. 
The ambient air pressure is necessary to convert the gauge refrigerant pressures to 
absolute pressures and to calculate the air density. The ambient air pressure is measured with a 
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Princo Fortin Type Mereurial Barometer (No.469, NOV ArM Economy Model). The barometer 
is mounted on a wall near the experimental test stand. 
Four gauge pressure .transducers and two differential pressure transducers are used to 
determine the refrigerant pressures. 
The output refrigerant pressure of the compressor and the inlet refrigerant pressure of 
the condenser are measured by Setra gauge pressure transducers (Model No. 207) with ranges 
of 0 to 500 psig (0 to 3447 kPa gauge). The output of the transducers is linear with pressure 
and ranges from 0.1 to 5.1 VDC. They have an operating temperature range of -40 to 2600F (-
40 to 126.7°C) and a dynamic response time of 1 to 5 ms. Their accuracy is ±O.13% of full 
scale. The excitation voltage required is 12 to 28 VDC unregulated. Each transducer draws 5 
mA @ 24 VDC from a power supply in the test stand. The transducers have 1/4"-18 NPT 
external fittings that are screwed into tees in the refrigerant line. 
The inlet refrigerant pressure of the compressor and the inlet refrigerant pressure of the 
evaporator are measured by Setra gauge pressure transducers (Model No. 207) with ranges of 
o to 100 psig (0 to 689 kPa gauge). The pressure transducers are the same as those described 
above except that they have a diff~nt range. 
The pressure drops of the condenser and the evaporator are measured by two Setra high 
accuracy differential pressure transducers (Model No. C228-1) with ranges of 0 to 25 psid (0 
to 172 kPa differential). The output of the transducer is linear with pressure and ranges from 4 
to 20mA. They have an operating temperature range of 0 to 1750f (-17.8 to 79.4°C) and a 
dynamic response time of less than 40 ms. Their accuracy is ±O.15% of full scale. The 
excitation voltage required is 24 VDC unregulated. Each transducer draws 10 IDA @ 24 VDC 
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and has two 1/8"-27 NPI' internal positive pressure fittings screwed into tees in the refrigerant 
lines. 
All of the pressure sensors mentioned above are manufactured by Setra Systems, Inc. 
Their operation is based on Setra's patented variable capacitance design. The design features a 
17 -PH stainless steel pressure body and an insulated electrode plate that is fastened to the 
center of a diaphragm in the sensor, creating a variable capacitor between the sensor body and 
the electrode plate. When the pressure in the body is increased, a slight deformation of the 
diaphragm changes the capacitance. This change in capacitance is converted to a linear DC 
electric signal by an electronic circuit in the sensor. This design results in an accurate unit with 
fast dynamic response and low hysteresis. The pressure sensor is very stable under transient 
temperatures and is compensated for both zero and sensitivity shifts due to temperature 
variations. 
Two relative humidity sensors are used to record the evaporator air inlet and outlet 
relative humidities. The relative humidity measurements are used with the air temperatures to 
calculate the humidity ratios of the moist air. 
The relative humidity sensors are Rotronic Humidity-Temperature transmitters (HT 220 
Series). The HT220 measures relative humidity with a HYGROMERTM C80 capacitive sensor 
and measures temperature with a precision platinum RID. Both parameters are converted into 
a linearized output voltage from 0 to 5 VDC. In the present configuration only the relative 
humidity is recorded. The operating temperature range of the sensors is -5 to 2120f (-20.67 to 
100°C) with an accuracy of ± l.00F. The relative humidity is measured with an accuracy of ± 2 
%. The response time of the sensors is typically 10 seconds or better. The source voltage of 
the sensors is 115 V AC. The sensors are mounted in the upstream and downstream mixing 
boxes in the evaporator air loop. 
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The air velocitY flow stations have pressure ports that produce the static and stagnation 
pressures of the flow. The volumettic flow rate is calculated from the difference of these, the 
dynamic pressure. The dynamic pressures are measumi ~y by Setra very low differential 
pressure transducers (Model No. 264) with a range of 0 to 2.5 inches of water column 
diffCftntial. The outputs of the transducers are linear with pressure and range from 0 to 5 
VOC. They have an operating temperature range of 0 to 175°F (-17.8 to 79.4°C) and a 
dynamic response time of I to 5 ms. Their accuracy is ±1.0% of full scale. The excitation 
voltage required is 12 to 28 VOC unregulated. Each transducer draws 10 mA @ 24 VOC. 
Each transducer has two 3/16" (4.6 mm) barbed brass pressure tittings for 1/4" (6.4 mm) 
push-on tubing that connects it to a velocity flow station. 
A flow meter is located at the outlet of the condenser. It is known from conversations 
with automotive air conditioning engineers at Chrysler and Ford that a typical R-12 mass flow 
rate range is 200 to 600 lbm/hr (0.0252 to 0.0756 kgls). A positive displacement meter is 
independent of the liquid viscosity, but can not handle vapor. It is believed that vapor may 
exist at the outlet of the condenser during some of the transients to be studied for the system. 
A turbine meter is installed in the system instead Since it is also unreliable when vapor is 
present, the system mass flow rate is determined by the condenser energy balance for steady 
state operation. 
The Sponsler precision turbine flow meter (Model No. SP1/4-353B-A-RF) has a flow 
range of 0.1 - 1.5 gpm (0.0063 - 0.0946 Us). A Sponsler modulated canier amplifier (Model 
No. SP117) is attached to the flow meter to generate a proportional 12-35 VOC squarewave 
output based on the canier frequency from the RF pickup coil in the turbine meter. The 
Sponsler multi-fuction rate indicator totalizer (Model No. SP2900) is connected to the amplifier 
to convert the squarewave pulse to a two-wire 4-20mA output. The meter has a linearity of 
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±D.25% over the specified flow range and a repeatability of ±D. 1 % or better over the nominal 
rated flow range. It has a temperature limit of 7500f' (399°C). The meter is connected in the 
refrigerant line with 1/2" NPT male end fittings. 'The pressure drop across the flow meter is 
less than 2 psi (14 KPa). 
The torque sensor used is a Lebow high accuracy rotary transformer strain gauge 
bridge toNue sensor (Model No. 1805-2K-04) with an integral magnetic pick-up speed sensor. 
The range of the torque measurement is 0 to 2000 in-Ibf. (0 to 226 N-m), and the torque 
sensor speed range is 0 to 15000 RPM. The torque sensor's nonlinearity, hysteresis, and 
repeatability are ±D. 1 %, ±D. 1 %, and ±D.05%, respectively. The torque sensor is connected to 
a DaytrOnics strain gauge conditioner (Model No. 3278) with an LED display. The conditioner 
provides the input excitation signal to the torque sensor and the compensating circuitry to 
provide a 0 to 5 VDC linear OUtpUL A Lebow precision calibration reference (Model No. 
7927) is connected in series with the torque sensor and the strain gauge conditioner. The 
precision calibration reference utilizes an isolated bridge reference creating a quasi torque 
sensor output signal so the frequency conditioner can be calibrated. The calibration quasi 
torque sensor output signal is 1150 in-lb{. (130 Nem). 
The magnetic speed sensor is connected to a DaytrOnics frequency conditioner (Model 
No. 3240) with an LED display. The frequency conditioner is a frequency counter that 
determines the frequency of the magnetic speed sensor output signal and displays the frequency 
in Hz. Since the output of the speed sensor has a one to one relationship with the rotational 
speed of the shaft in RPM, the display is a direct RPM reading. 
All measurement signals are sent to the data acquisition boards in the expansion slots of 
an Apple Macintosh fiTM personal computer. The computer software supplied with the boards 
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allows for the display, output, storage, and analysis of the data. Three boards serve the data 
acquisition needs of the test stand. They arc described below. 
A Strawberry Tree model ACM2-16-16 16-bit data acquisition board along with two 
T-21 thermocouple panels is used to.read the thermocouple inputs. The data acquisition board 
and the thermocouple panels arc a matched set. The data acquisition board has 16 differential 
analog inputs and 16 digital input/outputs channels. Each thermocouple panel provides 
terminals for attaching the 8 differential analog inputs and 8 digital input/outputs channels and 
has an isothermal plate with an integral cold junction sensor for accurate temperature 
measurement. 
Two Strawbeny Tree model ACM2-12-8A 12-bit data acquisition boards along with 
two T-21 general purpose panels arc used to read the other analog inputs. The data acquisition 
boards and the thermocouple panels arc matched pairs. The data acquisition board each have 8 
differential analog inputs, 8 digital input/outputs channels, and two analog outputs. The 
general purpose panels provide the tenninals. for attaching the inputs and outputs. They can 
also accommodate up to eight optically isolated input/output modules. The two relative 
humidity, six refrigerant pressure, and two velocity pressure transducers arc attached to the 
two general purpose panels. The analog output capabilities arc expected to allow computer 
control of the speed controllers and electrically actuated damper controllers. 
A data acquisition program is written using the software supplied by Strawberry Tree. 
The software is called "Analog Connection ACM2'lK, Data Acquisition and Control System for 
tile Macintosh fl'l'M." The program displays all test stand data in real time. The program also 
contains provisions for sampling all of the data at predetermined time intervals and storing them 
in a tile. 
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Test Stand tor Transient Studies Parts List 
Table F.1 is an update of the transient studies test stand inventory first described by 
Kempiak. 
Part Number I 
HQOH_ 
19C913-AB 
XE9DH-
19C913-AB 
A-17262 
1610-1" 
60-2702 
E9DH-
19D629-AA 
E9DH-
19D629-AA 
ESDH-
19710-AA 
3240 
3278 
LllOx1.0 
LII0x1.125 
LllOx1.5 
CDRS25 
CDRS25 
MI20AGA-l 
DC-3002-0-
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
4 
1 
Table F.l. Transient Studies Test Stand Parts List 
LY 15 
A . &: hose assembly, tiS 
compatible with R-12 
Accumulator·&: hose assembly, experimental 
desiccant is compatible with R-134a, 
SIN CH-1l384-01 
Ball Valve, 0.625" outer diameter, 0.875" swet 
fittings, Bi-directional. 
Blower, high pressure, direct-drive, 13-1/2" 
diameter wheel, 230/460 VAC, 3-phase, Dayton 
Blower, high pressure, diIect-drive, 9" diameter 
wheel, 115/230 VAC, I-phase, Dayton 
Bushing, Taper-Lock, 1.0 inch shaft diameter, 
Dodge 
Cabinet, louvered series 60, BUDD 
Compressor & clutch assembly, FX 15, filled with 
7 oz. mineral oil for R-12 
Compressor & clutch assembly, FX 15, filled with 
7 oz. Allied oil "A" for R-134a, SIN 10832-08 
Condenser, fin-tube 
Conditioner, frequency with RPM display, 
Daytronic 
Conditioner, strain gage with lbfein display, 
Dayttonic 
Coupling, flexible, 1.0 inch shaft diameter, 
Lovejoy 
Coupling, flexible, 1.125 inch shaft diameter, 
LOvejoy 
Coupling, flexible, 1.5 inch shaft diameter, 
Lovejoy 
Damper, control, 4 inch round with neoprene blade 
seal and locking hand quadrant, Ruskin 
Damper, control, 8 inch round with neoprene blade 
seal and locking hand quadrant, Ruskin 
Damper actuators, non-spring return, 35 lb-in, 
24 VAC, two-position. Damper linkage assembly 
(Y2ODAB-2) 
Digital controller, two-alarm controller, 4-20 rnA 
outPut, thermocouple input, Hone~ell 
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.;)uuuuer 
Ford Motor 
Company 
Ford Motor 
Company 
7CS62 
Ballmaster 
Grainger 
7CS04 
Grainger 
Berry Bearing 
Klaus Industries 
Electronics 
Ford Motor 
Company 
Ford Motor 
Company 
Ford Motor 
Company 
Comtel-Midwest 
Comtel-Midwest 
Berry Bearing 
Berry Bearing 
Berry Bearing 
W. John Bowman 
& Associates 
W. John Bowman 
& Associates 
Johnson Controls 
Honeywell 
Table F.l. (conL) 
mA 
4 Ford Motor Company 
E8DH- 2 Ford Motor 
19860-AA Company 
SCR71Z-230 1 Heat controller, 240 Volt, single phase, SCR Omega 
controller, Omega 
Sears 42F3624O 4 Heaters, 1500 Watts 
Hl'22OD 2 Humidity-Temperature transmitter, Through-Wall Rotronic 
Installation, linear voltage output (0-5 VDC), Instrument Corp. 
0-100% RH, 0-200 OF 
CIMR-7.5 G2 1 Inverter, 36 Amp, 230 V AC, 3 Phase IDM Controls Inc. 
M01712A00 1 Inverter, 17 Amp, 240 VAC, 3-Phase input, FIolo Corporation 
NEMA 1 enclosure, Parajust M. Options include 
input conditioning card (680828G03), expansion 
potentiometer card (680832G03), display card 
(680829), and insert with operator devices and 
display window (680836) 
Ford Motor E9DH- 2 Manifold & tube assembly, provides spring lock 
19D734-CB coupling for compressor inlet and a refrigerant Company 
line to connect compressor outlet to condenser 
2331G4B inlet 
1 Meetering Valve, (2300 series), 0.125" orifice, Hoke, Inc. 
0.25" Gyrolock Tube connections 
Cox Electric Motor M3219T 1 Motor, electric, 7-1/2 Hp @ 3450 RPM, 240 V AC, 
3-phase, open, 184T frame, Baldor Service, Inc. 
I" SCP.B. 2 Pillow Block, ball bearing, 1 inch shaft diameter, Berry Bearing 
Dodge 
Air Ftlter and ModeIP 1 PilOt Traverse Station, Lo-FIo, Size 3", stainless 
steel, 24-340 cfm, Air-Monitor Equipment Corp. 
ModelP 1 Pitot Traverse Station, Lo-Flo, Size 8", stainless Air Ftlter and 
steel, 150-2160 cfm, Air-Monitor Equipment Corp. 
Model 264 2 Pressme Transducer, very low differential, Setra Systems, Inc. 
0-2.5 inch wcd, 0-5 VDC output, Setra 
Model C228-1 2 Pressure Transducer, high accuracy differential, Setra Systems, Inc. 
0-25 psid, 4-20 mA output, Setra 
Setra Systems, Inc. Mode12fJ7 2 Pressure Transducer, gage, 0-100 psig, 
Model2fJl 2 
0.1-5.1 VDC output, Setra 
Pressme Transducer, gage, 0-500 psig, Setra Systems, Inc. 
0.1-5.1 VDC output, Setra 
Model280E 1 PreSSUIe Transducer, absolute, 0-25 psia Setra Systems, Inc. 
0-5 VDC output, Setra 
E8D26A312A 1 Pulley, serpentine, from crankshaft of 1988 3.0L Hill Ford 
V-6Taurus· 
1" A4.2 B4.6 1 Pulley, V-belt, 1/2", uses 1610 bushing, Dodge 
N8S0334-S 1 Screw, connects manifold & tube assembly to 
LllOSOX 2 
compressor 
Siders, Love· 0 
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E80H-
19N6S1-AC 
1 
2 
Table F.1 (cont.) 
ermocoupe 
copper-constantan 
Torque sensor, high accuracy rotary transfonner Comte1-Midwest 
with speed sensor and foot mount, 0-2000 lb-in, 
Lebow 
Tube assembly, connects condenser outlet to Ford Motor 
eva inlet, also houses orifice tube Com 
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